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THE PRINCIPAL FINDINGS of the work reported herein are as follows:

(1) The transportation workload forecasting system has produced
inaccurate forecasts resulting in inefficient Military Sealift Command
(MSC) industrial fund operations.

(2) Accurate forecasting of cargo transportation requirements can be
accomplished by forecasting at a single activity.

(3) Either HQ Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) or HQ, US
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) is a suitable
location for a single point forecasting activity.

(4) The Box-Jenkins and Winters Forecasting Models can provide
accurate forecasts when used in conjunction with program information.

(5) Changes to the allocation of transportation account codes and
requirements for forecasting shipping mode are also required to improve
forecasting accuracy.

THE MAIN ASSUMPTION on which the work reported herein rests is that trans-
portation workload forecasting requirements, contained in JCS Publication
15, would not be changed.

THE PRINCIPAL LIMITATIONS of this work which may affect the findings are as
follows:

(1) Only the forecasting of peacetime over-ocean surface cargo trans-
portation requirements was evaluated.

(2) Historical lift data was extracted exclusively from MSC records
and could not be validated from Army sources.

THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY was taken to include an analysis of the Army's long-
range cargo transportation requirements forecasting process and its impact
on budgets and transportation costs.

F - . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ,,,., ,. . ,
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THE STUDY OBJECTIVE was to develop cost effective systems and methods for
improving the forecasting of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation
requirements.

THE BASIC APPROACH followed in this study can be defined as: research was
conducted into the nature and extent of the forecasting problem, to identify
its impact, and its systemic and methodological causes. Several alternative
systems were evaluated based on their relative costs and efficiency. Then
a series of mathematical techniques was evaluated for suitability as fore-
casting tools. Two of the techniques, the Box-Jenkins and Winters models,
were used to forecast the 1982 cargo transportation requirements based on
1977 to 1981 MSC cargo lift data.

REASONS FOR PERFORMING THE STUOY are mainly as follows: recent forecasts
of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation requirements have been in-
accurate. As a consequence MSC industrial funds have incurred significant
losses and the MSC controlled fleet was not efficiently utilized for cargo
transport. This study was directed to develop methods to improve the fore-
casts.

THE SlJOY SPONSOR was the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, who also
established the objectives and monitored the study activities.

THE STUDY EFFORT was directed by LTC James N. Keenan, Strategy, Concepts
and Plans Directorate.

COMENTS AND QUESTIONS may be directed to CAA, ATTN: Assistant Director
for Strategy, Concepts and Plans.
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TRANSPORTATION WORKLOAD FORECASTING (TWF) STUDY

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1. INTRODUCTION. The Department of Defense transports approximately 7.5
million tons of cargo annualy via the Defense Transportation System (DTS).

fz In excess of 50 percent of this cargo is generated by the Army. Planning
for and use of military and commercial shipping is dependent on the
accurate forecasting of the services' requirement for movement of cargo.
The current Army transportation workload system does not produce accurate
forecasts of Army cargo movement requirements. As a consequence, the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics (DCSLOG), Headquarters, Department of
the Army (HQDA), tasked the US Army Concepts Analysis Agency (CAA) to study
the transportation workload forcasting issue and to report the study
findings in January 1984. This report discusses the study approach, the
forecasting system, other studies of the issue, other service solutions to
the problem, and approaches to the Army's forecasting problem.

1-2. BACKGROUND. The Army is required to submit periodic forecasts of its
over-ocean transportation to Military Sealift Command (MSC). Recent Army
forecasts have shown considerable variance from actual cargo lift. This
discrepancy between forecasted and actual lift requirements impacts
adversely on the operation of the MSC and Military Traffic Management
Command (MTMC) industrial funds, on the MSC controlled fleet sizing
process, and on Army transportation budget preparation and execution.

1-3. PURPOSE AND SCOPE. The purpose of this study was to develop
procedures to improve the US Army-transportation workload forecasting
system. The study focus was primarily on the long-range, over-ocean
surface transportation requirement forecasting process.

1-4. OBJECTIVES. Objectives of the study were to determine the nature and
extent of the transportation workload forecasting problem and to explore
and evaluate alternative solutions.

1-5. LIMITATION. Historical lift data, used in model development, was
extracted exclusively from Military Sealift Command records and could not
be validated from Army sources.

1-6. ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS. The elements of analysis of the study were
- designed to explore those facets of the transportation workload forecasting

environment which would help identify the extent of the problem,
contributing factors, and potential solutions. These elements were as
follows:

4: 1-1
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a. What are the recorded variances between long-range transportation
workload forecasts and actual utilization of cargo shipping?

b. Do systemic conditions exist which contribute to unrealistic
forecasting? If so, what are they?

c. What is the economic and operational impact of long-range forecasts
which are at variance with actual utilization?

d. Do short-range forecasts impact on long-range forecasting? If so,
how?

e. What is the impact of the current separation of responsibility for
long- and short-range forecasting?

f. What methodologies exist in the other services which could be
applied to the resolution of the Army problem?

g. What DARCOM activities affect major items of equipment planned for
overseas distribution?

h. What is the impact of the Total Army Distribution Program (TAEDP) on
forecasting of requirements?

i. What is the commodity impact of Army and Air Force Exchange Service
(AAFES) forecasting procedures?

j. What are the feasible and cost effective methods for improving
forecasting accuracy?

k. What, if any, unique commodities are marked as general or special
cargo?

1-1. STUDY TASKS. To fulfill the study objectives and to answer the
elements of analysis, five principal tasks were identified and were the
basis of the study methodology. These tasks were:

a. Identification of the nature and extent of the variances between

forecasts and actual lift.

b. Determination of the impact of erroneous forecasts.

c. Development and examination of forecasting systems and methods.

d. Evaluation of alternative locations for forecasting responsibility.

e. Documenting recommended methodology.

1-2
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1-8. STUDY METHO OLOGY. The methodology used in the study is depicted in
Figure 1-1.

DETERMINE

PROBLEM

NATURE AND
EXTENT

-''.-"DETERMINE DEVELOP & EXAMINE
""-"" IMPACT OF EXAMINE ATRAIE

- FWECASTING FEASIBLE FOR FORECAST

... .ALTERNATIVES 
ION

• ,,'-, 'CUMENT
" "__' .. THODOLOGY &

, ~- L { , O TL INE

Figure 1-1. Study Methodology

a. Activities in the determination of the nature and extent of the
problem consisted of:

(1) Research into completed and ongoing studies of the transportation
workload forecasting problem.

(2) Research into Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) publications, MSC,
Military Airlift Command (MAC), and MTMC directives, and Army, Navy, and

Air Force regulations which were related to transportation workload
forecasting and operations.

(3) Analysis and evaluation of the procedures used by Army
transportation workload forecasting and budgeting agencies.

(4) Analysis of MSC, MTMC, and MAC operations and the relationship
between these commands and the Army transportation forecasting system.

(5) Collection and analysis of 4 years of forecasts and 6 years of
.. cargo lift data.

1-3
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b. Activities in the determination of the impact of long-range
transportation workload forecasts on the Army budgets and on the industrial
funds of MSC and MTMC included:

(1) Examination of the interfaces between the forecasting system and
budgetary process and quantification of the effects of incorrect forecasts.

(2) Review of HQDA budget documents and interviews with personnel
involved in the budget process.

(3) Examination of the development and operation of MSC industrial
funds.

(4) Investigation of the MSC controlled fleet sizing process.

c. Actions in the development and examination of alternative methods
for increasing forecasting accuracy consisted of:

(1) Analysis and evaluation of previously collected performance data,
focusing on systemic contributions to erroneous forecasts.

(2) Identification of the forecasting systems data requirements and
the most accurate data sources.

(3) Formulation of alternative forecasting systems and evaluation of
costs in terms of personnel and facilities.

(4) Investigation of Navy and Air Force forecasting systems.

(5) Evaluation of mathematical forecasting techniques to determine
their suitability as tools in transportation workload forecasting.

(6) Application of several mathematical techniques to historical
cargo lift data to determine the most appropriate technique and to identify
the parameters of the forecasting model.

Ad. Examination and evaluation of alternative locations for forecasting
responsibility consisted of the following actions:

(1) Evaluation of the availability and accuracy of the information
required to manage the transportation workload forecasting system.

(2) Identification and evaluation of the availability of data
processing support which is required by proposed systems.

e. Documenting the recommnended methodology consisted of documentation
of the Box-Jenkins and Winters models and the actions required to improve
the systemic and external aspects of the forecasting system.
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CHAPTER 2

THE CURRENT ARMY TRANSPORTATION WORKLOAD SYSTEM

2-1. GENERAL. The Army's transportation workload forecasting system is
governed by Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) Publication 15, AR 55-23, AR 55-30,
and several MSC, MAC, and MTMC directives. This chapter defines the regu-
latory basis for the system, observations on how the actual system works,
the performance of the system in terms of forecasting accuracy, the effects
of inaccurate forecasts, and some external factors which may contribute to
the inaccuracies.

2-2. THE REGULATORY FORECASTING SYSTEM

a. JCS Pub 15, Mobility Systems Policies, Procedures and Considerations,
2 June 1974, contains approved joint transportation procedures applicable
to the submission of common user movement requirements. Specifically Chap-
ter 4 (Transportation Requirements, Allocations, and Priorities) addresses,
inter alia, shipper service forecasted cargo movement requirements. It
requires that each military service and the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
submit four specific forecasts of sealift requirements.

(1) On 1 May a preliminary annual forecast (MSC-9) is submitted which
states the worldwide MSC surface movement requirements for the fiscal year
which begins 17 months later (e.g., 1 May 84 for fiscal year 1986).

(2) An annual forecast (MSC-1O) is submitted on 1 March for the sub-
sequent fiscal year (e.g., 1 Mar 85 for FY 86). This forecast refines the
preliminary forecasts.

(3) A sealift cargo requirement (short range) is submitted by the
fifteenth day of each month for the succeeding 3 months. Each of the re-
ports states the monthly sealift cargo requirements in measurement tons for
each traffic route, program, commodity, and type of shipment or mode.

(4) Change reports are required when significant changes to the above
forecasts are anticipated.

b. Each military service is also responsible for the collection and
submission of movement requirements of government agencies outside DOD for
which the service has sponsorship responsibility and whose requirements
have been approved by competent authority as eligible to be handled within
the DOD transportation system.

c. AR 55-23, Military Sealift, implements JCS Pub 15 within the Army.
It identifies 57 numbered traffic areas and their associated geographic
areas. These areas are the terminals of the traffic channels for which
forecasts are submitted. Additionally, AR 55-23 identifies sponsor codes,
budget programs, cargo classes/commodities, types of shipment, and formats

2-1
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for reports submitted to the Military Sealift Command. These are discussed
below.

(1) Budget programs to be used in the forecasts are Troop Support,
Military Construction, Military Aid, and Civilian Aid.

(2) Cargo classes/commodities to be forecasted in the reports are:

Reefer-chill (CHL)
Reefer-freeze (FRZ)
Coal and Coke (COK)
Bulk-Other (BLK)
Privately Owned Vehicles (POV)
Household Goods (HHG)
Ammunition and Explosives (AMO)
General Cargo (GEN)
Special Cargo (SPC)
Assembled Aircraft (AAC)
Empty Conex (CNX)
Cargo Carrying Trailers (CCT)

(3) Type shipments or modes to be forecasted in the reports are break-
bulk, container, and MILVAN.

d. AR 55-30, Space Requirements and Performance Reports for Transporta-

tion Movements, prescribes procedures for the preparation and submission of
cargo requirements and performance reports and defines responsibilities for
report submission.

(1) Responsibilities defined in AR 55-30 are as follows:

(a) The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, HQDA, is responsible
for developing longe-range cargo movement requirements (preliminary and
annual forecast reports) and for programing and budgeting for transporta-
tion services.

(b) DARCOM Logistics Control .Activity (LCA) has DA responsibility
for developing and programing short-range movement requirements.

(c) The following commanders and agency heads are responsible for
the provision of inputs to both long-range and short-range forecasts:

Military Postal Service Agency
Army and Air Force Exchange Service
Armed Forces Courier Service
US Army Intelligence and Security Command
Chief of Engineers
National Security Agency
Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Command

( .US Army Communications Command

2-2
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US Army, DARCOM, Logistics Control Activity
US Army, Europe
US Army, Japan

Eighth US Army
Western Command
US Army Forces Command
193d Inf Bde (Panama)
172d Inf Bde (Alaska)
Deputy Chief of Staff Logistics, HQDA

(2) The commands and agencies listed in paragraph 2-2d(I)(c) above,
are required to submit their long-range reports to US Army Management Sys-
tems Support Agency (USAMSSA). USAMSSA provides a consolidated report to
the Director for Transportation, Energy and Troop Support, ODCSCLOG, who
analyzes and adjusts the stated requirements. The adjusted data is then
provided to USAMSSA for preparation and submission to MSC and MTMC. As an
exception, the US Army Installation Support Activity, Europe, Energy Center,
Rheinau is required to submit long-range solid fuel (coal and coke)require-
ments semiannually to HQDA ODCSLOG.

(3) Short-range requirements for surface cargo movement are to be
submitted monthly to DARCOM LCA. LCA is required to consolidate the reports
and forward the Army's statement of requirements to MSC and MTMC.

(4) Change reports are to be submitted when there is a 600-measurement-
ton-change over a traffic area (e.g., Gulf Coast to Europe).

e. Military Sealift Command uses the long-range forecasts to plan the
use of its nucleus fleet and, when required, plans for augmentation by com-
mercial or National Defense Reserve Fleet resources. (The total of these
assets is the MSC controlled fleet.) The long-range forecasts are also
used by MSC to formulate the shipping rates to be charged to the services
for cargo shipped and by the services for budget preparation. The stated
use of short-range forecasts by MSC and MTMC is the scheduling of ship and
port workloads.

f. JCS Pub 15 directs that monthly utilization reports be provided to

the Army comparing final forecasted requirements with actual cargo for a
particular month.

g. The Army's forecasting system is portrayed at Figure 2-1, and the
report submission sequence is shown at Figure 2-2.

2
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BILLING I LONG-RANGE
.p.A

Figure 2-1. The Army Forecasting System
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Figure 2-2. Report Submission Sequence
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2-2. OBSERVATIONS OF THE ARMY FORECASTING SYSTEM

a. Long-range Forecasts. The long-range forecasts, as required, are
submitted by the forecasting agencies identified- in AR 55-30. However,
methods and procedures for preparation of these reports are inconsistent
and vary extensively in their accuracy. A synopsis of forecasting proce-
dures by the various conmmands follows.

(1) DARCOM forecasts for major items and ammnunition are prepared at
the DARCOM major subordinate commnand inventory control points (ICP). The
reports are, in theory, based on The Army Equipment Distribution Plan
(TAEDP), Materiel Movement Reports (MMR), Logistics Intelligence File
(LIF), and forecaster judgment. Due in part to forecaster mistrust of the
TAEDP accuracy, inability to accurately correlate LIF data with actual
movement, and the absence of accurate timely feedback, significant sub-
jective forecasting is made. Additionally, indications are that there is
inadequate information exchange between the item managers and the personnel
making the forecasts. Consequently the program information available to
the transportation workload forecaster may not be the most current.

(2) DARCOM forecasts for secondary items are prepared by the Logistic
Control Activity using the previous year's actual lift data extracted from
MSC billing records.

(3) Army/Air Force Exchange System forecasts are prepared using the
arithmetic mean of three previous years of lift history. This is adjusted
by anticipated sales growth; inflation factors, changes in troop strengths;
opening, closing, or consolidation of facilities; and changes in mode of
transportation.

(4) The Military Postal Service Agency (MPSA) uses historical data on
the volume of consolidated Army and Air Force mail moved over an MSC channel.
Adjustments are made based on knowledge of strength increases, new missions,
and changes to traffic routes. History is developed from MSC billing tapes
which are provided directly by MSC to the MPSA. An automated manag ement
information system, the Military Automated Mail Accounting System (MAMAS),
is used by MPSA in their forecast formulation.

(5) The Chief of Engineers forecasts are submitted only by the US
Army Engineer District, New York, and apply only to cargo originating at
Bayonne, NJ and destined for Thule, Bremerhafen, Rotterdam and the Azores.
The forecasts are based on previous forecasts and have not changed for
several years. Forecasts are not made by, or for, other engineer commnands

K or agencies.
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(6) The Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Commnand forecasts are pre-
pared by the Logistics Support Contractor (LSC) at Kwajalein Missile Range
from inputs submitted by six range contractors who perform range services.
Forecasts are based on 3 years of historical data as determined by the con-
tractor records of items shipped. The quantities obtained from the contrac-
tors' historical data have not agreed with the cargo movement feedback
reports provided by LCA.

K (7) The US Army Commnunications Commnand reports that their forecasts
are "strictly guesswork."

(8) US Army Europe has not submitted the required surface cargo move-
ment forecasts for at least 2 years.

(9) Eighth US Army forecasts are derived from data provided by nine
subordinate elements based on forecast history.

(10) US Army Japan (USARJ) forecasts are based on history and projected
requirements. USARJ does receive monthly feedback reports from LCA.

(11) Western Commnand forecasts are straight line projections from his-
torical data adjusted by experience.

(12) 193d Infantry Brigade (Alaska) uses monthly tonnage reports com-
piled locally as the historic basis for their forecasts.

(13) 172d Infantry Brigade (Panama)'forecasts are based on historical
cargo lift data provided by the local MTMC facility.

*(14) ODCSLOG, HQDA consolidates and adjusts the aggregated inputs of
the Army forecasting conmmands and agencies. It also prepares the long-
range CONS outbound household goods and POV cargo space requirements fore-
casts. The household goods and POY forecasts are based on the most recent
year of complete cargo movement data available.

b. Short-range Forecasts. Short-range forecasts are prepared by all
activities which submit long-range forecasts and by Headquarters, Forces
Commnand.

(1) Many of the short-range forecasts are a straight line monthly
average of the annual forecast and do not account for monthly or seasonal
variations. Others, particularly DARCOM, use program and historical data.

(2) Forces Commnand does not prepare a long-range forecast. It does
prepare and submit a short-range forecast for all CONS outbound household
goods and privately owned vehicles, although it does not have knowledge of
all movements. In FY 81-and FY 82, household goods were approximately 20

F::: percent and 11 percent, respectively, overforecast in the long-range
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forecasts and approximately 80 percent and 38 percent, respectively, over-
forecast in the short-range forecasts.

(3) LCA consolidates the short-range forecasts provided by the fore-
casting agencies and forwards the report to MSC and MTMC. Additionally,
LCA prepares the short-range forecast of DARCOM secondary items using a
modified Kalman filter algorithm and data from the LIF. A recent DARCOM
Inventory Research Office study concluded that the current smoothing al-
gorithm was not optimal and recommended a replacement.

c. Performance Reports

(1) Chapter 3, AR 55-30, requires DARCOM LCA to produce monthly feed-
back reports for each reporting command or agency which reflect the fore-
casted and actual lift of surface cargo tonnage. The data provided are to
be used as guidance in the preparation of the long-range and short-range
forecasts. Most Army forecasters cite there is a lack of information on
shipments and identify this as a barrier to improved forecasts.

(2) Feedback reports produced by LCA are extracted from the MSC
billing tapes and the forecasts provided by the forecasting agencies or
commands. LCA attempts to identify the cargo shipper either through a com-
parison of the shipping information to the LIF or through the Transporta-
tion Account Code (TAC). The LIF to shipping information comparison cannot
identify a large number of transactions due primarily to the absence of the
information within the LIF. Identification of the shipper through TACs,
under which all shipments are reported, is not currently achievable. This
is primarily a result of the current TAC structure which allocates a single
TAC to all cargo shipped by DARCOM and several other commands and agencies.

d. Cargo Transportation Budgeting. The MECHTRAM (Mechanization ofSelected Transportation Movement Reports) system produces long-range cargo

forecast reports and provides them to DCSLOG and DCSPER to be used in bud-
get preparation. Review of the budget formulation process indicates that
the MECHTRAM reports are not used and that other tools have been developed.
MILPERCEN personnel reports, MSC/MTMC provided shipping rates and histori-
cal.factors are the basis of the transportation costs within Military Per-
sonnel Army (MPA) budget, while history and program knowledge are the basis
of the second destination transportation costs in Military Assistance Pro-
gram (MAP), and Operations and Maintenance (OMA) budgets. None of the
forecasting commands or agencies have any responsibility for budget formu-
lation and execution. Payment of shipping charges is made by US Army
Finance and Accounting Center based on MSC and MTMC billings.

92-,
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2-3. FORECASTING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

a. Forecasts submitted by the Army in recent years have generally over-
stated requirements. While the total forecast compared to actual shipmenthas shown significant improvement, forecasts by commodity and type of ship-
ment have continued to exhibit significant variances. Table 2-1 shows in

thousands of measurement tons (MTON) the aggregated long-range forecast and
the actual lift and error, by commodity and type shipment for FY 1981.
Table 2-2 portrays the same data for FY 1982. It should be noted that
overforecasts for some commodities in some modes are offset by underfore-
casts in the same commodities in other modes. For example, breakbulk
general cargo was overforecast by 115,000 tons and seavan general cargo was
underforecast by 191,000 tons.

b. Forecasting errors by the Army in FY 81 were much greater than those
of other services. In FY 82, the differences were less pronounced as Army
forecasts were more accurate. As the Army's cargo accounts for approximately
60 percent of all cargo carried by MSC, the effects of percentage errors
are much more severe than errors by the other services. Tables 2-3 and 2-4

show comparisons of the aggregate 1981 and FY 82 breakbulk forecasts and
shipments by the shipper services.

Table 2-1. FY 81 Forecast Performance (000 MTON)

I Sreekbulk S an iILVAN

Cmmodties Forecast ILift j Error Forecast Lift Error Forecast Lift Error

General 46S 170 -26 Ib?3  
1.610 -126 11 21 -10

oaseiold 4S 42 -3 65 36 -29 -- 13 .13

Spec ial 671 S79 -92 19 20 +1 .....

PoS 350 286 -64 136 196 +62 1 -- -1

Reefor 0 1 1 36 41 +S ......

Ammition 16S 120 - -- 3 +3 28 20 -8

CCT 54 76 +22 .. .. .... ....

ElM 5 2 -3 .........

Coal/bulk 46 377 -85 -- 2 +2 ......
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Table 2-2. FY 82 Forecast Performance (000 MTON)

'. ', realkbu lk SelValn HILVAN

*Commodities Forecast iftbbl Error FoeastI an~ Error Foeat Lf Error

Ggenral 297 182 -115 1.639 1.830 +191 18 14 -4

Household 61 32 -29 39 52 -20 -- 5 +5

Special 519 321 -196 2, 9 -i8 .--

* POYs 344 218 -66 138 240 +102 -- 1 +1

Reefer -- 1 +1 31 50 +19 ......

~Anition 135 132 -3 0 3 36 43 9

Aircraft -- 2 +2 -- -- -- -- --

CCT 64 75 +11 -- --.......

CNx 4 1 -3 0 2 +2 ......

%. Coal/bulk 436 -53 -- -- -- --...

Table 2-3. FY 81 Comparison of Service Forecasts

%. FY 1981 breakbulk cargo (000 I4TON) FY 1981 seavan cargo (000 MTON)

Component Forecast Actual Error iPercent Forecast IActual IError I Percent

% Army 2,208 1,676 532 24 over 1,992 1,910 82 4 over

Navy 456 377 79 17 over 939 897 42 4.7 over

AIr Force 486 487 1 .2 over 562 531 31 5.5 over
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Table 2-4. FY 82 Comparison of Service Forecasts

TY 1982 breakbulk cargo (000 MTON) FY 1982 seavan cargo (000 MTON)

Component IForecast Actual Error Percent Forecast r Actual IError IPercent

Army 1,860 1,407 453 24 over 1,874 2,186 312 17 under

Navy 375 393 18 18 over 918 934 16 2 under

Air Force 523 463 16 11 over 557 684 127 23 over

2-4. EFFECTS OF FORECASTING

a. General. Erroneous forecasting has several negative effects. It
results in inefficient MSC shipping and MTMC port operations, as measured
by losses in MSC and MTMC industrial funds, in ship utilization, in unre-
liable service budgets, and in inaccurate MSC-controlled fleet sizing.

b. Industrial Fund Impact. The MSC industrial fund losses for FY 82
attributable to erroneous Army forecasts are shown in Table 2-5. Losses to
the industrial fund are initially absorbed by the MSC'but are recouped in
the following year through increases in the rates charged to the shipper
services. This would appear to be an accounting problem. However, the
industrial fund losses do reflect inefficient use of cargo carrying re-
sources and expenditures in the subsequent year which would not occur if
the forecasts were accurate.

2-10
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Table 2-5. Losses in MSC Industrial Fund

I Tons miles Income
(000) (000.00) ($ 000)

FY 1982 rates (developed on
preliminary requirements) 2,076 8,378 $257,132

Actual FY 1982 Army lift 1,470 5,240 157,293

Difference (606) (3,138) $(99,839)

c. Budget Impact. Budget preparation for second destination (over.
ocean) costs of shipping cargo is impeded by the lack of accurate forecasts
of the cargo movement requirements. As stated earlier, budget preparers
have developed their own tools to produce the budget. OMA (p 7) is the
predominant source of funds for over-ocean cargo movement. Table 2-6 shows
the FY 82 performance of this budget element.

Table 2-6. Army Budget Performance

FY 82 budget OMA (p 7) $ 601.3 million

Anticipated disbursements $ 576.6 million

Deobligated $ 24.7 million

d. MSC Controlled Fleet Impact

(1) The MSC-controlled fleet consists of a nucleus fleet of
Navy-owned cargo ships and time chartered commercial vessels. These are
used primarily to carry breakbulk cargo. The size of this fleet is
calculated from the cargo movement requirements forecasted by the shipper
services. MSC uses the percentage of cargo that historically was shipped
on the various types of lift within the controlled fleet and then allocates
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that percentage of the forecasted cargo to each type lift. From this, con-
tracts are entered into between MSC and the commercial carriers for provi-
sion of required vessels. If the forecasted cargo is not generated, more
shipping is available than required. Since ships are contracted for a
minimum of 1 year, they are not returned until the end of the contracted
period but are placed in reduced operating status. During FY 1982 the MSC
controlled fleet average utilization rate was 40 percent. Army breakbulk
forecast for FY 1981 was 555,000 measurement tons and in FY 1982 was
453,000 measurement tons in excess of actual shipments. This equates to a
peacetime requirement excess of a minimum of four breakbulk cargo vessels
within the MSC controlled fleet.

(2) 14SC controlled fleet vessels are also considered by MSC when cal-
culating its contingency shipping requirements. Therefore, it may be ex-
pected that the MSC fleet would not be reduced by a number equal to the
savings generated by accurate forecasts and that the cost of operating con-
tingency vessels would be absorbed by a source other than the shipper ser-
vices. An excellent study on MSC controlled fleet sizing is contained in
the OSD Logistics Systems Analysis Office Dry Cargo Sealift Forecast Study,
December 1982.i

2-5. OTHER OBSERVATIONS. During the study of the Army's forecasting sys-
tem, several factors were observed which have major impacts on the prep-
aration and the use of the forecasts which were not all under the control
of the Army. These include mode determination, household goods shipment
mode, the use of short-range forecasts, commodity classification, and the
MSC billing process.

a. Mode Determination

(1) JCS Pub 15 and AR 55-30 require that forecasts state the mode or
type shipment as breakbulk, container, or MILVAN. However, the decision as
to whether .argo is transported by breakbulk or container vessel generally
does not rest with the Army forecaster or shipper, but with MTMC. As most
breakbulk cargo is carried on MSC controlled fleet vessels and most con-
tainer cargo on commercial shipping, this decision has a significant impact
on forecast accuracy. As stated, MSC uses this data for MSC controlled
fleet sizing and in the development of commercial cargo rates. Examination
of FY 82 forecasted and lift data shows that breakbulk cargo was overfore-
cast by 453,000 MTON or 24 percent and that container cargo was underforecast
by 312,000 MTON or 17 percent. Table 2-7 shows those commodities in which
offsetting forecasted versus shipped cargo variances occurred in FY 82.
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Table 2-7 Selected FY 82 Breakbulk vs Container Forecast Performance
(000 MTON)

Commnodity Forecast Actual Error

Breakbulk

General 297 182 115 over
Household 61 32 29 over
Povs 344 319 66 over

Container

General 1,639 1,830 91 under
Household 39 72 13 under
Povs 138 240 102 under

(2) From this analysis of the FY 82 forecast performance, it appears
that a significant portion of the forecasting error is attributable to the

*.1 breakbulk versus container shipping decision. Continuation of the require-
ment for the shipper to forecast the type or mode of shipment will most
likely result in continued forecasting problems and consequently in MSC
controlled fleet sizing errors. Routing of annual forecasts through MTMC
to MSC would allow MThC and MSC to determine the allocation of cargo be-
tween the various modes.

b. Household Goods Shipments. International household goods shipments
are classified into six categories, one of which (door-to-door container,
surface code 5) is processed by VSC. Door-to-door container, code 4, is
processed totally by commnercial carrier and does not appear in MSC billing
information. Currently, code 5 shipments are less than 3 percent of those
shipped under code 4. Minor shifts of cargo from code 4 to code 5 have a
major impact on the accuracy of the forecast of household goods to be pro-

Ih. cessed by MSC. As the forecasting agencies do not make the modal decision
for household goods shipments, the accuracy of their forecasts is not under
their control.

c. Use of Short-range Forecasts

(1) JCS Pub 15 and AR 55-30 direct submission by the shipper services
of sealift cargo requirements (short range) each month for the succeeding 3

S. months. Discussions with MThC personnel indicate that ships are not booked
until MTMC has been notified by the shipper that a shipment is available
and that short-range forecasts are not used in the process. Given the
nature of shipping schedules, it is highly unlikely that schedules can be
firmly arranged if only the month and area of shipment are known and not
the date and port.
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(2) Evaluation of short-range forecasts indicate that, in general,
* they are as inaccurate as the long-range forecasts and for some commnodities

and modes they are much less reliable. This may, in part, explain their
nonuse. Table 2-8 shows the performance of short-range forecasts for FY 81
and FY 82. Long-range error is shown in parentheses.

ad(3) Observations of most commnodity shipping history reveals monthly
adseasonal trends that should be predictable with reasonable accuracy as

components of the long-range forecast when progrm information is included
in the assessment. Discussion with MSC personnel indicate that an accurate
long-range forecast and periodic change reports would be adequate for their
use.

d. Commnodity Classification

(1) The special cargo conmmodity contains all military wheel and track
vehicles (including sedans) and all items measuring 30 feet in any dimension.
Most special cargo is carried by the MSC controlled fleet. Privately owned
vehicles are a separate conmmodity and are transported by breakbulk and sea-
van carrying vessels. As there is no physical difference between POVs and
military sedans and other small military vehicles, the transportation re-
quirements should be the same. Therefore military sedans and other small
vehicles should be in the same commnodity group.

(2) The general cargo category contains a significant number of end
items, particularly communications-electronics equipment. Current Army
transportation account code (TAC) structure does not facilitate the identi-
fication of these items. As a result, general cargo requirements contain
elements which are affected by program decisions and for which impact on
forecasts cannot be readily assessed.

(3) The empty CONEX and assembled aircraft conmmodities constitute a
small segment of the total cargo and do not vary significantly. The pre-
vious year's lift, extracted from the billing information, should be ade-
quate forecasts for these commnodities unless program information indicated
otherwise.

e. MSC Billing Process. Analysis of several years of MSC billing in-
formation, discussion with personnel involved in the budget process and
forecasting personnel, review of data developed by US Navy Support Commnand,
and information received at Air Force Logistics Center indicate that the
monthly billings received from MSC usually do not contain all bills for the
reported month and usually contain erroneous entries. Improvements to the
MSC billing process are needed if the services are to accurately capture
monthly and seasonal cargo shipping behavior to improve their forecast.

2 -14
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Table 2-8. Short-range Forecasting Error (000 MTON)

I FY 81 FY 82

CoMod ity I Breakbulk IContainer M ILVAN I Breakbulk IContainer IMILVAN
General +42(-286) +110(-126) -38(+10) +39(-115) +248(+191) --(-4)

Household -3(-3) -89(-29) +13(+13) -71(-29) -20(+13) +5(+5)

Special -4(-92) +15(+1) -15(-198) +7(-18)

POY -26(-54) -12(+62) -41(-66) +17(+102) +1(+1)

Reefer +1(+1) +1(+5) . . +1(+1) +9(+9)

Amo +19(-45) +3(+3) -14(-8) -23(-3) +3(+3)

Cargo trailer +36(+22) -31(0) +50(-11) -10(-)

CONEX +2(-3) --(-3) +2(+2)

Coal/bulk -334(-85) +2(+2) -108(-53)

Long-range forecast error.

2-6. SWARY OF OBSERVATIONS

a. General. Observations in the study of transporation workload fore-
cast system were categorized into three principal areas: systemic--those
aspects involving the structure and interactions within it; methodological-
-those aspects relating to the methodologies used by various forecasters;
and external environmental--those aspects within the JCS directed forecast-
ing system which the Army does not control.

b. Systemic Observations

* The Army's transportation workload forecasting is not a closed loop
system and can be classified as many forecasters performing dupli-
cative functions at widely separated locations.

* The long-range and short-range forecasting systems are not indepen-

dent but flow on separate reporting and aggregation channels.

. The budget and cargo forecast systems are not supportive of each
other.

* Review and adjustment of forecaster input at HQDA and LCA is
restricted by aggregation of inputs and lack of performance data.

%: 2-15
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e Army historical lift and forecast files are limited to 1 year of
lift data.

* Present allocation of TAC does not facilitate forecast performance
evaluation or identification of shippers' programs, or specific
sources of errors.

* Some agencies are required to submit cargo movement requirements
for commnodities and programs about which they have limited inf or-
mation.

e The link between the various programs and statements of their
transportation requirements is not well defined.

* The present operation processes of the MECHTRAM system are not ade-
quate for accurate forecast or budget formulation.

c. Methodological

9 There are no standard forecasting methodologies or tools in use
within the system.

* Extensive subjective forecasting is used throughout the system.

e An adequate data base does not exist within the Army on which to
base forecasts.

* MSC billing information is the most complete source of shipping
data but does not currently identify shipper and program in suffi-
cient detail to develop accurate forecasts for all commnodities.

* Current methodologies generally do not produce accurate forecasts.

e Those agencies using several years of historical data and program
* knowledge as the basis for their forecasts have traditionally been

most accurate.

d. Ex ternal Environment

e JCS Pub 15 requires the Army to forecast the shipping mode
(container vs breakbulk), but the decision on mode is generally
made by MTMC.

e Household goods shipments through MSC constitute a small percentage
of total household goods shipments. The accuracy of shipper fore-
casts can be significantly affected by shifts between modes. This
decision is not made. by the shipper service.
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e Indications are that short-range forecasts are not used for port
and ship scheduling and are otherwise of questionable value.

e The MSC billing system, which is the primary data source, is slow
and may contain significant inaccuracies.

* The TAEDP is not currently an accurate source of information for

forecasting of equipment distribution.

i"
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CHAPTER 3

RECENT STUDIES OF THE TRANSPORTATION WORKLOAD
FORECASTING PROCESS

3-1. GENERAL. During the study of transportation workload forecasting,
several related studies and reports, which were conducted during the pre-
vious 10 years, were reviewed to minimize duplication of effort and to
benefit from data already available. Most recent of these were the Dry
Cargo Sealift Movement Forecasting and Sizing of the MSC Fleet Study, con-
ducted by the OSD Logistics Systems Analysis Office (LSAO) in December 1982
for the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (L&MM); the Over-ocean Cargo
Forecasting Procedures Study, conducted by the DARCOM Inventory Research
Office (IRO) in September 1983; and an MTMC Forecasting Methodology (draft)
1983.

3-2. OSD LSAO STUDY. The OSD LSAO Study focused on breakbulk cargo fore-
casting only and its impact on the MSC-controlled fleet sizing process.
The study was critical of the Army forecasting process and highly rec-
ommended both the current Air Force and developmental MTMC methodologies.
They concluded that a wide range of forecasting methods with varying
degrees of accuracy were now in use, and that the most accurate methods(USAF) use minimum judgment, are mathematically simple, use program data,

have a single computation point, and have accurate feedback systems. Their
recommendations include a proposal that the DASD (L&MM) direct the services
to develop forecasting methodologies containing the characteristics as out-
lined above and contained in the USAF system. As stated, the LSAO Study
only addressed breakbulk and not container cargo. This omitted consider-
ation of the relationship between the cargo shipping modes. Further, it
did not address (as previously discussed) the function of MTMC in deter-
mining the type of shipment or mode. The study focused on FY 81 data only.

3-3. THE DARCON STUDY. The DARCOM IRO has recently completed a study of
the procedures now in use within DARCOM. Their observations paralleled
many of those contained in this study and were developed in coordination
with the study team. They recommended a new mathematical forecasting model
(Winters), an expansion of the number of TACs to identify program items,
that more effort be given to producing an accurate long-range forecast, and
that the use of the TAEDP be evaluated.

3-4. MTHC DEVELOPMENTAL FORECASTING METHODOLOGY. HQ MTMC is developing a
methodology which would allow MTMC to prepare improved transporation work-
load forecasts. Initial efforts were to create and evaluate a 4-year aver-
age. This was later revised to include a smoothing technique. The OSD Dry
Cargo Sealift Movement Forecasting Study recommends that the MTMC model be
used to evaluate the service forecasts.

3-1
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CHAPTER 4

OTHER SERVICE FORECASTING SYSTEMS

4-1. GENERAL. USAF and USN transportation workload forecasting systems
were investigated to determine the methodologies used and their efficacy,
and to identify elements which had potential application to the solution of
the Army forecasting problem.

4-2. USAF FORECASTING SYSTEM

a. USAF forecasts of transportation requirement procedures are con-
tained in AFR 75-15, dated 6 June 1979 (currently being revised). Head-
quarters, USAF Logistics Command (AFLC) has responsibility for forecasting
and budgeting for Air Force cargo requirements. AFLC automated data pro-
cessing procedures are contain in AFLC Regulation AFL171-125 dated 15
November 1979. This regulation provides a detailed operational description
of the system and its associated environment.

b. The Air Force long-range forecast is developed from a bivariate re-
gression analysis of projected flying hours with an 8-year data base of
actual lift history which has been developed from MSC billing information.
Additionally, designated commands are required to report nonrecurring or
unusual requirements which are added to the forecast. In those cases where
a commodity constitutes a small percentage of the total forecast, the pre-
vious year's actual shipment is used for the forecast. Mode of shipment is
based on the percentage of the total shipment sent by the particular modes
during the previous year.

c. Short-range forecasts are prepared by a triple exponential smoothing
of the 8-year data base.

d. USAF TACs are structured to identify both the program and the ship-
ping customer.

e. The USAF system includes effective procedures to validate MSC
billing information.

4-3. US NAVY FORECASTING SYSTEM

a. Forecasting of US Navy sealift requirements is governed by
NAVSUPINST 4620.7D. Navy Material Transport Office (NAVMTO), Norfork,
Virginia, collects and submits both long-range and short-range forecasts
for the Naval Support System Command, which is responsible for the fore-
casting system.

4-1
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b. Navy cargo transportation requirements forecasting is currently a
manual process which uses historical data, major program requirements, and
forecaster judgment. Sealift requirements, excluding personal property,
Coast Guard items, construction material, and aircraft, are reported only
as an exception to the previous year's lift.

c. Navy over-ocean cargo movement requirements are approximately
one-third of those required by the Army and, as a consequence, their errors
have less impact. Their greatest diffculties are determining the shipping
mode and the route to be used. Additionally, the delay in receiving com-
plete actual lift and billing data from MSC complicates both forecasting
and budget execution.

d. The Navy has approved a program to automate their forecasting
system. The objectives of the automated system are to maintain historic
lift and forecast files, and generate all required forecasts. It is
expected that the system will incorporate the essential features currently
used in the UJSAF system.

4-4. APPLICATION TO ARMY FORECASTING. The USAF system, with the exception
of the forecasting routines, is an appropriate paradigm on which to base a
revised Army forecasting system. The USAF system contains all the com-
ponents required for forecasting, cost and performance reporting,
Transportation Operating Agency (TOA) bill processing, and data base
maintenance.

4.4-2
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CHAPTER 5

ALTERNATIVE METHODOLOGIES CONSIDERED TO IMPROVE THE FORECASTING SYSTEM

5-1. GENERAL. The requirements of the forecasting system, the sources of
information, and the systemic, external environment, and methodological
aspects of the forecasting system were considered in the development of
proposals for changes to the current projects. Systemic and external en-
vironment factors are discussed in this chapter. Forecasting methodologies
are discussed in Chapter 6.

a. System Requirements. To satisfy the essential requirement of JCS
Pub 15, AR 55-23, AR 55-30, and an accurate cargo forecasting process, the
systems should provide the following capabilities:

(1) Forecasts of cargo movement requirements by commodity, route,
mode, and program.

(2) Forecasts of budget requirements.

(3) System performance data by commodity, route, mode, and program.

(4) A historical data base of cargo movement requirements.

b. Information Sources. Cargo which generates peacetime over-ocean
movement requirements is generally in support of personnel and equipment
deployed overseas or in support of specific programs such as force moderni-
zation. As peacetime overseas deployed personnel and equipment densities
do not vary significantly, historical cargo movement requirements and cur-
rent program information contain most of the data required for forecast
development. The MSC cargo billing is the most comprehensive and could be
the most accurate source of historical lift data. Sources of program data
are (1) personnel related programs--MILPERCEN and ODCSPER, (2) materiel
related programs--DARCOM and DCSRDA, (3) fuels (coal and coke)--ODCSLOG,
and (4) AAFES and MPSA for their specific programs.

5-2. ALTERNATIVE SYSTEM STRUCTURES

a. General. Several system structures were examined considering the
requirements of the system, the sources of the information, and the costs
in personnel and facilities. In each case it was assumed that (1) improved
forecasting models or procedures were available, (2) TACs were restructured
to ensure identification of force modernization items and the specific gen-

ft erators of general and special cargo, and (3) that the present forecasting
requirements will continue. There are many possible system structures
which can satisfy the forecasting requirements to some degree. Of these,

* r.
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four predominate: (1) the current system with improved methodology, (2)
the current system with the long-range and short-range systems combined,
(3) forecasting by a single Army agency using historical program data from
DARCOM, DCSLOG/DLA and MILPERCEN, (4) forecasting by MTMC and other TOA
with program input from the Army. The first two represent decentralized
options while the latter two are centralized options.

b. Current Forecasting System Retained. This alternative, which is
portrayed in Figure 5-1, envisions the retention of the present forecasting
agencies and channels, correction of current forecasting anomalies, and
improved forecast and budget coordination. It assumes that, given an im-
proved methodology and restructured TACs, improvements in forecast accuracy
could be achieved within the framework of the present system. This option
requires that each forecasting agency/command be provided (or develop) an
accurate mathematical forecasting model capability an accurate data base,
and that the forecasters have access to program data. The TAC structure is
such that it allows each forecasting agency to identify the amount of each
commodity that it has shipped and the program responsible for the shipment.
The time sequencing and frequency of reports remain as required by the cur-
rent procedures. Reports stating forecasted tonnage by route, commodity,
and program are prepared using a directed forecasting methodology for all
commodities except for nonrecurring or program specific items. Program
data is derived from the most appropriate sources. These sources include
TAEDP, Materiel Management Reports (MMR), the Committee on Ammunition
Logistics Support Report, and the Annual Solid Fuels Requirement Report.
The final annual forecast and each short-range forecast are updated ver-
sions of the previously submitted forecast including the effects of program
changes. Also, in this option, the LCA system and MECHTRAM are modified to
identify forecasts which are significantly different from expected values
and periodically compare performance reports with individual command/agency
forecasts. Significant variances are resolved between the forecasting
agency and HQDA for long-range forecasts and with LCA for the short-range
forecasts. The monthly performance reports are segregated at LCA and for-
warded to the forecasting/shipper agencies for comparative analysis and
retention for data base purposes.

5-2
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' ' Figure 5-1. Current Forecasting System

c. Current System Modified with Long-range and Short-range Forecast
"'-' Sstems Combined. This alternative, Figure 5-2, requires that the same

.. gece as in the previous alternative prepare and submit forecasts, ex-
_ cept that both the long-range and short-range forecasts are submitted to
.3 one agency versus two for consolidation and adjustment. This agency could
-.. be either HQDA, HQ DARCOM, LCA, or any other designated agency. All other
.'-:processes are as in the previous alternative. Consolidation of the two
. ,,procedures provides a more positive linkage between the long-range and
'.-;short-range forecasts.

.OO
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ARMcoMAND. A FRECT FORECASTING ALL FORECASTS l  MSC

COMMDS aI ACTIVITY  MTMC

INFORMATION I I '44:"%. PAYMENT

HQDA -USAFAC

Figure 5-2. Current Forecasting System Modified

d. Single Agency Forecasting with Program Input. The alternative,
Figure 5-3, envisions a single agency preparing the forecasts for all com-
modities, routes, and programs based on forecasting model outputs. These
are modified by current information on specifically identified programs

-* such as coal and coke, ammunition, and force modernization items. Program
data is submitted by AAFES, MPSA, DARCOM, and DCSLOG annually, stating pro-
jected monthly shipping requirements by item, origin, and destination. All
other commands report projected or nonrecurring requirements. Negative
reports are required. Projected annual personnel movements are provided
from MILPERCEN/DCSPER to the forecasting agency. Where the personnel move-
ment forecast is significantly different from the previous year's, the
model generated forecasts for POV and household goods (if forecast) ship-
ments are modified to reflect the expected movements. Agencies submitting
annual program information also forward quarterly reports indicating
changes to the previously submitted annual reports. Other change reports
would be submitted when shipments on a given route are expected to differ
from the forecast by 600 MTON. Monthly performance reports are analyzed by
the forecasting agency to evaluate the accuracy of the forecasts. The re-
ports are used to identify and resolve discrepancies between forecasts and
actual lift, and to modify forecasting models. The forecasting activity in
this option requires an automated data processing system which provides for
those capabilities currently in the MECHTRAM system. It provides a route
and system performance monitoring process such as that employed by USAF and
incorporates mathematical forecasting capabilities developed in this study.
MSC bills received by the forecasting agency are validated. They are then
used as source data for forecast performace evaluation and for the data p
base. to be used in'future forecast formulation. Activities of the agency

5-4
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would consolidate all actions now performed in the MECHTRAM system at HQDA
and the ADP support to forecasting at LCA. Personnel in the forecasting
all should be of military rank 04/03, MOS 49, or their civilian equivalent
who possess a knowledge of the Defense Transportation System and computer
operations.

- PROGRAM PATANUPDATES FORECASTING ALL FORECASTS MSCWFES
MPSA -ACTIVITY . -- MTMCMILPERCEN

INFORMATIONI I _' ,PAMN

HQA-- - - - UAFAC

Figure 5-3. Single Agency Forecasting

e. Forecasting by the TOA (Objective System). In this alternative,
Figure 5-4, MTMC prepares the annual forecasts based on cargo movement
history and program information provided by the shipper services. HQDA
consolidatesprogram information provided by DARCOM, MILPERCEN, and the
Army Staff and forwards it to the MTMC. MTMC computes cargo requirements
based on forecasting model output and program information, provides the
forecast to MSC, and from this, transportation costs are estimated. The
TOA provide HQDA with forecasted tonnages and costs for service budget
preparation purposes. Transportation costs are paid as under the present
system. Budget performance reporting and validation of billing information
functions are performed by the MECHTRAM or similiar system. MECHTRAM also
produces monthly, and as required, cost and performance reports for the

* various HQDA staff elements (DCSLOG, DCSPER). As the historical shipping
data used in forecasting is originated from TOA billing and the TOAs are
supported by extensive computing facilities, it is feasible and desirable
for the TOAs to develop the forecasts. In particular, HQ MTMC is capable
of producing forecasts of over-ocean cargo movement requirements for both
MTMC and MSC as a result of its own forecasting-model development which has
occurred concurrent with this study. Model parameters developed by this
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study, and discussed in the next section, can be provided to MTMC to assist
in forecast development.

PROGRAM DATA PROGRAM DATA

MILPERCEN [ HD

I*BILLING

iBILLING *, -.0

SUSAFAC " "

Figure 5-4. Forecasting by TOA

5-4. EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS. Table 5-1 portrays the identifi-
able direct cost associated with the four alternatives previously
described. This section discusses the four alternatives in terms of
personnel and operational costs.

Table 5-1. Alternative System Costs

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Current Current Single Army Forecast by
system system forcasting TOA

modified activity (objective system)

Man-years 14 13 6 5

Models 17 16 1 1

Data bases 17 16 1 1

5-6
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a. Alternative 1, the present system, requires at least 23 personnel.
Of these, 9 are full-time forecasters. The efforts of the other 14 range
from 10-50 percent of their time. This effort equates to approximately 14
man-years annually. By eliminating the dual reporting system as in Alter-
native 2, an estimated one space would be saved as the result of combining
the HQDA-LCA effort. Largest savings of personnel occur in Alternatives 3
and 4. Alternative 3 envisions a three-person forecasting cell, a HQDA
program officer, a DARCOM program coordinator, and part-time effort by one
person at AAES and MPSA. Alternative 4 would reduce the size and effort
of the Army forecasting cell and, if adapted by all shipper services, would
result in similar personnel savings by each shipper service.

b. In addition to the direct costs in personnel, already discussed,
there are significant indirect costs associated with the forecasting ac-
tivitives. These include management, clerical, and communications support.
Currently, 17 separate commands or agencies and HQDA prepare forecasts.
Additionally, several of these agencies consolidate forecasts prepared by
subordinate commands, e.g., LCA, a forecasting agency, also consolidates
forecasts prepared by five DARCOM commands. This would be reduced signifi-
cantly in Alternatives 3 and 4. Reduction of the number of agencies, as in
Alternatives 3 and 4, also reduces lead time required for forecasts, thus
allowing more recent data to be considered when they are developed.

c. Accurate forecasting and use of a predictive model requires each
forecasting agency/command to maintain an accurate historical record of
cargo forecasted and cargo shipped. Most forecasting models require a min-
imum of 50 data points. This results in a data base at least 50 months of
shipping data. Current estimates of MSC records of Army shipments are
30,000 records, each containing 140 characters per year. Alternative 1 has
a complete data base at MSC/MTMC, HQDA, and LCA. Each forecasting agency
in turn maintains the data relevant to its operations. Alternative 2 would
eliminate either the HQDA or LCA data base. Alternative 3 requires only
one Army data base and Alternative 4 requires only the retention of the
MSC/MTMC data base, which is-the source of data for all other data bases in
the other alternatives.

d. Accurate forecasting requires the use of some form of predictive
model. Alternatives 1 and 2 require the development and maintenance of a
large number of models, as it is unlikely that a general model would be
applicable to each commodity and each shipper. Trhis, combined with the

* ~.* -maintenance of the data bases, requires a significantly greater effort than
Alternatives 3 and 4. (Specific forecasting models are discussed in
Chapter 6.)

e. Forecasting systems require accurate and timely information on their
programs. All agencies which currently forecast, with the exception of HQ
FORSCOM and District Engineer, New York, have access to the program infor-
mation which is required to formulate the cargo movement requirement for
which they are responsible. However, aggregated program information is
available at HQDA/HQ DARCOM to determine most materiel associated cargo
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movement requirements and at HQDA/MILPERCEN to determine personnel asso-
cidated cargo movement requirements. As AAES and MPSA have other service

1.4 responsibilites, these agencies alone have cognizance of the programs which
will affect their requirements for cargo movement. Historic cargo lift
data is available from the MSC and MTMIC billing tapes at HQDA, LCA, and to
a limited extent at some of the forecasting agencies. Options 1 and 2 re-
quire the processing of program information and, as discussed earlier, the
MSC billing information by all forecasting commnands/agencies. Options 3

* and 4 use consolidated program information and TOA bills. They convert
program and historic information into forecasts at a single location. The
quality of the program information available to forecasters in any of the
options should be comparable. However, the translation of the data into
cargo movement requirements would appear to be more efficient if performed
at a single location as in Options 3 and 4.

* 5-4. COLLOCATION OF CARGO MOVEMENT REQUIREMENTS AND BUDGET FORECASTING
* ACTIVITIES

a. Discussions during the early stages of the study surfaced a concern
that an underlying cause of current forecasting inaccuracies is the sepa-
ration of budget and cargo movement requirements forecasting. Investigation
of the forecasting system did not confirm this as a condition or source of
error. From a management perspective, if the budgets are the estimated
costs of shipping the cargo, then the budgets should be developed from the
forecast of the cargo movement requirements and the projected cost schedule.
This does not imply that the cargo movement and budget forecasts should be
performed by the same office but does imply that a procedure exists which
ensures coordination and interdependence of the two processes. The docu-
mentation of the MECHTRAM process describes this function as occurring at
HQDA; however, as discussed earlier, the current budget development process
does not use the MECHTRA4 reports.

b. USAF and USN budget systems were examined to determine what effects,
if any, could be attributed to the separation or collocation of cargo fore-
casting and budget preparation processes. USAF budget development and exe-
cution and cargo movement requirements forecasting are all performed by a
single office at USAF Logistics Commnand. USN has separated the functions.
Budget processes are performed by Naval Supply Systems Coimmand, Arlington,
Virginia, while cargo movements forecasting is performed by the Navy Material
Transport Office (NAVMTO), Norfolk, Virginia. The systems are equally accu-
rate. No other systems were identified wherein the separation of operations
forecasting and fiscal forecasting made a difference to the accuracy of the
operations forecasting, and no alternatives were developed which varied
budgeting responsibility.

* 5-8
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CHAPTER 6

METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

6-1. GENERAL. The purpose of this section is to describe the development
of the forecasting methodologies used to model the transportation workload
forecasting (TWF) data. Paragraph 6-2 describes the data gathering and
data manipulation processes. Paragraph 6-3 discusses time series analysis
and the reasons for using this type of data analysis. Paragraph 6-4
provides a general description of the Box-Jenkins modeling approach for
time series data. (A detailed description of this approach is discussed in
Appendix E.) Paragraph 6-5 discusses the Winters approach to modeling time
series data. (A detailed description of the Winters method is discussed in
Appendix G.) Paragraphs 6-6 thru 6-14 discuss the individual commnodities
that were forecasted, the processes involved in developing the mathematical
models, and the forecasting results. Figures 6-2 through 6-10, presented
later, compare the commnodity forecasts of the Box-Jenkins and Winters
models with the actual lift data for FY 82. Appendix F details specific
analytic steps of Box-Jenkins model building for each commnodity. Appendix
H contains similar information for Winters models. Paragraph 6-15
summnarizes the results of the forecasting models.

6-2. DATA DESCRIPTION. This paragraph details the steps taken to develop
the TWF data base: (1) data acquisition, (2) computer system conversion,

s (3) data format and condition, and (4) data reduction.

a. Data Acquisition. Six years of lift information (tonnage) on Army
Acargo shipments was acquired from MSC. The data provided by MSC contained

lift information by route, commnodity, and mode of shipment.

b. Computer System Conversion. The following specifications were fol-
lowed during tape creation:

Tracks 9
Code ASCII
File(s) Sequential, unformatted
Density 1,600 BPI
Logical record length 80
Block size 3,200
Label None

c. Data Format and Condition. Each record contained 35 columns of
data, formatted shown in Table 6-1.

6-1
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Table 6-1. Data Format

Columns Data entry

1-2 Fiscal year
3-4 Sail year
5-6 Sail month
7 Container type

8-10 Port of embarkation (POE)
11-12 POE traffic area
13-15 Port of debarkation (POD)
16-17 POD traffic area
18-21 TAC
22-23 Commodity
24-35 Measurement tons

Initial attempts to read the data with a univariate statistics program
failed, due to the existence of nonnumeric entries in data fields. Records
containing aberrative subfields were corrected or deleted, as appropriate.
Records indicating zero shipment of measurement tons were removed. This
process reduced the original data base of 184,645 records to a final count
of 150,387 records covering the timeframe October 1977 through June 1983.

d. Data Reduction. Several special purpose FORTRAN programs were de-
veloped in order to transform the revised data base into forms suitable for
analysis.

(1) In preparation for preliminary time series analysis, the data
base was broken out into 12 general commodity files, each of which con-
tained records of shipment tonnage versus time.

(2) The 12 (raw) commodity files were segregated into various route
subfiles and 7,202 "credits" discovered in the original data base were re-
moved. The credits had been entered into the original data base in order
to offset certain debits.

(3) Time series data were developed for 424 unique routes, and the
routes were rank-ordered according to decreasing levels of shipment
activity.

(4) Finally, tonnage was segregated on a monthly basis and according
to chronological shipment date. One program was designed to process routes
individually. The other was designed to form composites of all routes for
each commodity.

6
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e. Time Series. Aggregated time series data for each conmmodity are
contained in Figures G-1 through G-12, Appendix G. Of the 81 months of
data, 60 were deemed necessary for model construction and adequacy

* -. verification. It is generally recommnended that at least 50 observations be
used, if possible, when developing Box-Jenkins time series. Specifically,
data from October 1977 through September 1981 were used to build both the
Box-Jenkins and Winters models.

f. Forecast Interval. The 12 observations from the sixth year of data
(FY 82) were used as the basis for testing the forecasting accuracy of each
model. Two measures of forecasting accuracy were selected from among
several potentially acceptable alternatives:

(1) Annual Percentage Error. The annual percentage error between
forecasted and actual cargo shipments was used as a simple aggregate
measure of relative accuracy from a practical.-point of view.

(2) Mean Square Error (MSE). The mean squared error of the 12
* monthly observations was used to capture the absolute accuracy from a

statistical standpoint..

6-3. TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

a. Background. Time series analysis is the application of analytical
techniques to model historical data. It differs from most types of histor-
ical data analysis in that no attempt is made to determine the factors af-
fecting the behavior of the historical trend. Another difference is that
time series analysis is concerned with historical data that are serially
correlated and not independent. Time series analysis attempts to model
behavioral trends and relationships between consecutive observations.

b. Analysis Considerations. Time series analysis techniques were con-
sidered the most apropriate analytic tools to forecast the US Army
transportation workload requirements after considering three important
factors: (1) data pattern, (2) time and efficiency, and (3) accuracy of
forecasts.

(1) Time series analysis is usually the analysis of a single variable
over time, i.e., univariate. In many cases, the univariate series exhibits
a behavioral pattern over time. The pattern may be seasonal or a persis-
tent trend may exist in the data. This behavior is usually made up of de-
pendent observations and unlike most analytic techniques, time series anal-

*ysis does not rest on the assumption of independent observations. Instead,
*time series analysis capitalizes on the dependency of the observations,

ezi determines the patterns in the data and then models the patterns. The data
contained in the TWF study was highly dependent, therefore time series
analysis was selected as the most appropriate statistical modeling tool.

IZ-v(2) Due to the complexity of events that produced the transportation
lift history, it was virtually impossible to determine all the factors that

*affected the historical process.. In many cases the factors affecting the

6-3
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process could not be defined quantitatively or a causal relationship be-
tween the factors and the process could not be determined. Sufficient
proxies, such as troop density, could have been developed to resolve these
issues, however, the time and energy required to obtain statistically rele-
vant factors would have been immnense. Time series analysis enables quick
development of forecasting models-since factors affecting the process are
for the most part ignored. Several studies which compared simple time
series models to complex econometric models indicated that time series
models can provide comparable forecasting results and, in somie cases,
better forecasting results than the complex models.

(3) Finally, as indicated earlier, time series models are primarily
concerned with identifying systematic behavioral patterns in the data.
Once the systematic pattern is identified, the data can be separated into
two components: (1) the data pattern and (2) the random error of the data
pattern. This statement is expressed as:

DATA = PATTERN + RANDOMNESS

If the future observations of a time series can be predicted, without any
error, then a deterministic model is sufficient because the randomness of
the data is negligible.4 If the data exhibit random behavior over time,
the predictions of future observations are mainly concerned with the
identification, modeling, and prediction of the error term. Time series
analysis is the best forecasting methodology to employ when the accurate
modeling of the error term is critical. TWFS data exhibited a random
behavior over time; thus, stochastic time series analysis was determined to

* be the most appropriate modeling approach.

S 6-4. BOX-JENKINS MDELING APPROACH

a. Background. Box-Jenkins models are a unique set of linear time
series models used to model stochastic time series data. Box-Jenkins
models fall into three classes: autoregressive (AR), moving average (MA),
and mixed (ARMA). Box-Jenkins models find their origin in the AR models
that were first introduced by Yule (1926) and later generalized by Walker
(1931). MA models were first developed by Slutzky (1937), and ARMA models
were initially theorized by the work of Wold (1938). George Box-and Gwelym
Jenkins are responsible for collating these previous works and establishing
an approach to apply these models.2 The Box-Jenkins approach consist of
three steps (see Figure 6-1):

(1) Identification - the first step in applying the Box-Jenkins
methodology was to identify the degree of homogeneity in the data, i.e.,
how many times the series must be differenced to achieve stationarity.

* Once-the degree of homogeneity was established, the data pattern was iden-
tified as AR, MA, or ARMA.

b. 6-4
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(2) Estimation - After the data pattern was correctly identified,
parameter estimates for AR, MA, or ARMA models were generated to obtain a
model that best fit the data.

(3) Verification - Finally, a test run using the estimated model
%5 parameters was conducted. The results and diagnostic checks were performed

on the model parameter estimates and residual estimates to ensure goodness
of fit and adequacy of the model. The predictive value of the model was
evaluated and analyzed using historical data that was not used to develop
the original model. If the model was not adequately verified, then steps
1-3 were repeated until an appropriate model was identified.

stas I
Identficat10n Postuat

general Clas
of mod*s

* Idlentfy moel

Estiti~onI amI~ tesltng Es tmate OWWVW -

(IS te rfitM..

.535Figure 6-1. Box-Jenkins Modeling Approach

b. Stationarity. The most crucial element in applying Box-Jenkins

?;-..models is the principle of stationarity. Stationary data are defined as
.- - data that are invariant with respect to time. A stationarity data series

is characterized by a constant mean, variance and covariance throughout the
-series, i.e., no change over time.

r. • c. Data Transformations. It is uncommon for a data series existing inits natural form to be stationary.' Thus, the data must be transformed to
achieve stationarity. Three major transformations were applied to the data

e°.,.. ito achieve stationarity: (1) differencing the series, (2) applying natural
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log transformations to the series, and (3) applying a square power trans-
formation to the series. If these techniques did not produce stationary
data, then differencing of the logged series (#2) or differencing of the
squared series (#3) was attempted. Model applications to differenced

series are referred to as integrated and noted by the letter "I."

d. Box-Jenkins Models. Once stationarity was achieved, the data were

modeled using the three general classes of Box-Jenkins models: AR, MA, or
ARMA.

(1) Autoregressive (AR) Models. AR models follow the general form

xt = +lXt-1 + 02xt-2 + + 0nXtt-n + t

where 6 is drift, xt are the dependent observations of the series, On
are the regression estimates of the model, and ft is the error term. The
most common models are the AR(1) model

xt = 6 + ixt.1 + et

and the AR(2) model

xt = 6 + O1xt-1 + 02xt-2 + Et

Autoregressive models differ from the general regression equations in that
there are no independent variables to regress upon. The regression is per-
formed on past values of the dependent variable, thus the term
autoregressive.6

(2) Moving Average (MA) Models. MA models follow the general form

xt = '+ Et - lt-I - 02Et.2 - -etn

where M is the mean of the series, Et are the past error terms and 0n are
the parametric estimates of the model. The most common form of MA models
are the MA(1) model

Xt= A + et - O1ft-i

and the MA(2) model

xt = A + et - O1et.1 - 02Et_2

Unlike the AR models which are a linear function of past observations, MA
models are a linear combination of past errors. Also, unlike the general
moving average models where the sum of parameters equals 1 (01 + 02 + .
On = 1), Box-Jenkins MA model parameters do not necessarily add up to 1.
Finally, the error terms of the model are assumed to be distributed nor-
mally with a mean of zero (0) and a constant variance a2).6

6-6
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- : (3) Autoregressive - Moving Average (ARMA) Models. ARMA models are

combination models which are derived from the following equality:

O(B) xt = 6(B) ft

where 0 and 0 are the AR and MA parameters, xt and Et are the past obser-
vations and error terms, and B is the backshift operator Bxt = xt-1. In
essence, this equality states that a complex AR process can be expressed as
a MA process of infinite order and vice versa. The resultant of this
equality is the general equation for forecasting Xt:

Xt = 0lxt-1 +...+ OnXt-n + 6 + t- 01Et-..1 •- Onft-n

The combination of AR and MA terms produces a model that is more accurate
than the pure MA or AR models. 6 A more detailed discussion of the Box-
Jenkins modeling approach is contained in Appendix E.

e. To standardize model identification, all models are specified as
autoregressive integrated moving averages (ARIMA) of order p, d, q, where p
refers to the order of autoregressive parameters, d refers to the number of
differencing transformations, and q refers to the order of moving average
parameters. Therefore, all models will be referred to as ARIMA (p,d,q)
models.

f. Box-Jenkins models for the TWFS were developed using the BMDP
Statistical Software package. 3 All figures depicted in Appendix F are
copies of the computer printouts from BMDP program applications.

6-5. WINTERS MODEL

a. Background. Historically, the fitting of systematic functions to
observations has typically relied on least-squares criteria in which all
the observations are given equal weight. However, it is often the case,
when data is being observed as a function of time, that more weight should
be given to the recent past, and that observations taken a long time ago
should be discounted in comparison. In 1957, C. C. Holt published a paper
entitled "Forecasting Seasonals and Trends by Exponentially-weighted Moving
Averages." The procedure proposed therein addressed development of a set
of weights proportional to powers of a parameter 6, where 0 was defined
to be greater than zero but less than unity. Thus, the set of weights were
1, , 2, etc. Constraints were imposed whereby the sum of the weights
must equal unity, and 0 must serve to minimize the mean square error.
Holt ultimately considered two parameters, the import of the second being
to account for a trend in the data. In 1960, P.R. Winters extended Holt's
method to cover seasonal effects. Thus, the model for which he is respon-
sible ib t three-parameter model.

6-7
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b. Applications. Winters model owes its development primarily to the
fact that there are many time series that cannot be adequately modeled by a
polynomial. Time series with cyclical or seasonal variations fall into
this category. For example, at least a cubic equation (which has a single
point of inflection between regions of upward and downward concavity) is
required to capture the cyclical pattern of periodic data. Furthermore,
from an applications viewpoint, many industrial time series exhibit sea-
sonal behavior. Good examples include the seasonal movement of specific
commodities such as POVs.

c. General Form. The general form of Winters model expresses an ob-
servation xt at time t as

xt = (al + b2t) ct + Et.

The three parameters of the model are al, b2, and ct, while the term Et is
taken to represent the usual random error component. The parameter aI is
called the permanent component, and is analogous to a y-intercept.
Similarly, the parameter b2, or trend factor, corresponds to the slope of a
simple linear equation. The third parameter, ct, represents a set of sea-
sonal factors for each cycle. The seasonal factors induce fluctuations
above and below the line segments that are fitted to each cycle. The
Winters model as described herein is a multiplicative seasonal model, so
named because the seasonal parameter ct is applied multiplicatively, not
additively. Multiplicative seasonal models are most appropriate for time
series in which the amplitude (or excursion) of the seasonal pattern is
proportional to the average level of the series. This pattern was evident
in the TWFS data.

d. Specific Form. The specific form of Winters prediction equation is

XT ,(T)- [a,(T) + b2(),+r]+(T+ r - L)

where, conventionally, carats are used to denote estimates. The equation
gives the forecast at'time T for an observation at time T + i . Quantities
in parentheses indicate the times of computation of the estimates. Thus
in order to forecast period T + 7, the seasonal factor which was computed
one season (L periods) ago in period T + r-L must be used.

e. Parameters. As mentioned earlier, the three parameters of the
Winters model are the permanent component, the trend component, and the
seasonal factor. Estimates of these parameters for the period T are
weighted and combined with estimates from previous periods. The manner in
which the current estimate of a parameter is apportioned with respect to a
previous value is such that the mean square error is minimized over the
entire time series. Smoothing constants (or weights) are used to apportion
present and past estimates. For example, if the smallest mean square error
were produced by a weight of 0.80 for the current estimate of a parameter
and 0.20. for the previous estimate of the parameter, then this would mean
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simply that the current estimate is four times as important in the
parameter updating process as the previous estimate.

(1) Permanent Component. The estimate of the permanent component is
updated by

Xr

+a(IT- a)XT +(1 - 1) + S( )Zr(r- L)

Awhere 0< a < 1. Note that the value of xT is divided by CT (T - L), which
is the estimate of the seasonal factor for period T computed one season (L
periods) ago. This is done in order to eliminate seasonal fluctuations
from xT, i.e., to deseasonalize the current observation. The
deseasonalized observation is then combined with the contribution of the
permanent component and trend for the previous period T-1. This shifts the
origin of time to the end of the current period. The adjustment for sea-
sonality can best be understood by considering the case when er (T-L) is
greater than 1. This occurs when the value in period T-L is greater than
average in its seasonality. Dividing XT by this number greater than 1
gives a value that is smaller than the original value by a percentage just
equal to the amount that the seasonality of period T-L was higher than the
average. Of course, the opposite adjustment occurs when the seasonality
number is less than unity. It should be noted that the reason for using
the seasonal factor from the previous season (L periods ago) is that the
seasonal factor for the current season cannot be computed until the
permanent component itself is calculated.

(2) Trend Component. The estimate of the trend component is updated
by

b2(T) - P[a,(T) - a,(T- 1)] + (1 - P)b 2(T- 1)

where 0 0 : 1. This equation is exactly as Holt's equation for smoothing
the trend. The estimate of the trend component is simply the smoothed dif-
ference between two successive estimates.of the permanent component. The
procedure of determining the trend component is similar to evaluating the
slope of a line segment, where the endpoints of the line segment correspond
to the beginning and end of the period T.

(3) Seasonal Factor. The estimate of the seasonal factor is updated
by

xT
ZT(T) -ryy- + (1- y)ZT(T -L)

-. ,T)

where 0 <7 < 1. This equation specifies the seasonal index as the ratio
of the current value of the series, xT, tx the current smoothed value for
the series, Oi(). If XT is larger than aI(T), the ratio will be greater
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than 1, while if it is smaller than A 1(T), the ratio will be less than 1.

It is important to understand that al(T) is a smoothed average value of the
series that does not include seasonality. The values of XT, however, do
contain seasonality (as well as randomness). Notice that equation smoothes
(weights) the current observed seasonal variation (xT/al(T)) with the
estimate of the seasonal factor for period T computed L periods ago. That
was the last opportunity to observe this portion of the seasonal pattern.

f. Smoothing Constants and Model Initialization. The method of ini-
tializing model parameters and of solving for the smoothing constants is
not central to understanding the Winters method. A short explanation of
these procedures has been included as Appendix G.

6-6. POV FORECASTING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

a. POV data is fairly constant on an annual basis; however, the monthly
data is highly seasonal. Stationary data was achieved after differencing
the series at a lag of 12 months.

b. The appropriate model for POV data was a nonseasonal ARIMA (2,0,0)
model and seasonal ARIMA (0,1,1) model:

(1 - .0221B - .3554 B2 ) (1 - B12 ) Xt = (1 - .8581 B12 ) et
(.19) (3 05) (16.77)Xz (3,20) = 16.35

The results indicate that all of the estimated coefficients of the model,
except 01 are significant at the 5 percent significance level. Verifica-
tion of the model's adequacy using the Box-Pierce test indicates that the
autocorrelations of the estimated model residuals are not significantly
different from zero at the 30 percent significance level. (Details of the
Box-Pierce test and model adequacy are contained in paragraph E-6, Appendix
E). Using this model to forecast FY 82 POV shipments resulted in a
forecast of 501.37 K/MTON versus an actual shipment of 510.25 K/MTON, which
corresponds to an underforecast of 1.7 percept (see Figure 6-2). The MSE
of the POV forecast for FY 82 was 8.54.

c. Variations of the aggregate POV data model were used to forecast POV
mode requirements. The POV container shipments during FY 82 were under-
forecast by 20.1 percent. The POV breakbulk shipment forecast was over-
forecast by 8.8 percent. Specific details pertaining to Box-Jenkins
modeling of POV data and all other commodities are contained in Appendix F.

d. When the Winters model was used to forecast POVs for 1982, an under-
forecast of 5.3 percent occurred. The aggregate forecast was 483.12
K/MTON, corresponding to an MSE of 12.92. Separation of this commodity by
mode of shipment produced smaller errors of -3.3 percent (breakbulk) and
3.0 percent (containerized). However, based on increased mean square
errors, the
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overall fits were not as good. The specific Winters parameters for each
commodity and month have been included at Appendix H.
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Figure 6-2. POV Cargo Forecast - FY 82

6-7. GENERAL CARGO FORECASTING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

a. General cargo accounts for the largest amount of cargo shipped under
any single commodity code. General cargo accounts for approximately 50
percent of all cargo shipped by the US Army during any individual year.
This commodity code not only includes operational and facility maintenance
items, but also force modernization program data. The inclusion of this
force modernization data within the time series data hinders the develop-
ment of accurate forecast models for the general cargo commodity. If new
TAC codes are used to isolate force modernization equipment, the accuracy
of general cargo forecasts will improve. To demonstrate this point, the
general cargo data series was separated into two components: (1) A205 TAC
data--primarily DARCOM items and (2) non-A205 TAC data--other items shipped
as general cargo. The results of this effort will be discussed later.
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b. Annual general cargo data fluctuates within a narrow range of ±1o
percent; however, the data is seasonal. Stationarity was achieved after
two successive differencing operations. First the series was differenced
at a lag of 12 months. This operation did not produce stationary data,
thus the seasonally adjusted series was differenced at a lag of 1 month.

c. The appropriate model for general cargo data was a mixed ARIMA
(1,1,1) nonseasonal model and a seasonal ARIMA (0,1,1) model:

(1 - .357g9B) (1 - B12) (1 - B) Xt =(1 - .7962 B) (1 - .7753 812) et
(2.5) (8.31) (13.43)

x2 (3,20) = 12.8

The results indicate that all of the estimated coefficients are signficant
of the 5 percent significance level. The Q statistic for 20 degrees of
freedom is 12.8. Thus, the null hypothesis, estimated model residuals are
uncorrelated, should not be rejected at the 10 percent significance level.
The general cargo seasonal model forecasted that 1856.61 K/MTON would be
transported during FY 82 versus an actual shipment of 2021.55 K/MTON,
equating to an underforecast of 4.6 percent error (see Figure 6-3). (Note:
another model developed for general cargo underforecast the FY 82 lift by
4.2 percent. The goodness of fit of this model was not as good as the
ARIMA (1,1,1) x (0,1,1) model, but the forecast accuracy of both models
should be tracked in the future.) The MSE of the general cargo forecast
for FY 82 was 318.54.

d. Box-Jenkins modeling of the general cargo mode shipments produced a
9.8 percent underforecast of container data and an 8.5 percent underfore-
cast of breakbulk data. The non-A205 (non-DARCOM) forecast for general
cargo was underforecast by 2.2 percent.

e. Application of the Winters model to general cargo resulted in a
forecast of 1870.38 K/MTON. The prediction was about 7.5 percent below the
actual shipment, while the MSE was 279.89.

f. Several excursions were conducted on general cargo in order to
assess this important category accurately. The Winters model was accurate
to within 1.4 percent for non-A205 (non-DARCOM) shipments (breakbulk and
container combimed) and to within 1.6 percent for non-A205 (container
only). Overall, the Winters model did not fit the breakbulk time series
well (28.6 percent overforecast). The Winters general container forecast
was within 4.9 percent of the actual data.
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5% Figure 6-3. General Cargo Forecast - FY 82

6-8. HHG FORECASTING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

a. Transportation arrangements for DOD-sponsored household goods (HHG)
are made by MTMC, using primarily two methods: freight forward (Code 4),
and those that are MSC processed (Code 5). Freight forward shipments are
shipments of HHG that are contracted with private carriers from door to
door; shipments of HHG that are shipped using the assets of MSC are Code 5
shipments. Additionally, some HHG are returned to CONUS via MAC when cargo
space is available.

b. Data used in the study only consisted of Code 5 shipments. Accord-
ing to other HHG shipment data that was gathered from MTMC, Code 5 ship-
ments comprise less than 4 percent of the total HHG tonnaged shipped during
a given fiscal year. However, any aberration in the commercial shipping
process will cause HHG shipments by MSC to increase significantly. For
example, assuming that Code 5 shipments comprise 4 percent of total HHG
transported, a 1 percent change in Code 4 shipments due to a commercial
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shipping strike will increase Code 5 shipments by 25 percent. This fact
complicates the development of accurate models to forecast the amount of
HHG shipped by MSC. It also lends credence to the argument that MTMC
should be involved in the HHG forecasting process. An accurate forecasting
model for all HHG shipments cannot be developed until additional
probability and economic analysis of commericial shipping is integrated
into the forecast model.

c. Only data from October 1978 through September 1981 was used to de-
velop the forecasting models due to the volatility of HHG during the periodunder study. As noted in Figure F-26, Appendix F, HHG shipments in FY 78

were approximately three times greater than any other year due to commer-
cial shipping aberrations. Annual HHG data during FY 79 through FY 81 ex-
hibited a slight trend downward, but the monthly data was seasonal. To
achieve stationarity, the data were differenced at a lag of 12 months.

d. The appropriate model for HHG data was a nonseasonal ARIMA (0,0,1)
model and a seasonal ARIMA (1,1,0) model with a series mean:

(1 + .3198B12 ) (1-B12 ) Xt = 1.163 +(1-.3397B 4 ) et

(-2.33) (-3.67) (1.88)
x2 (2,20) = 6.26

All of the estimated coefficients, except 04, are significant at the 5
percent significance level. 04 is significant at the 7 percent signifi-
cance level. Verification of the model's adequacy using the Box-Pierce
test with 20 degrees of freedom indicates that the null hypothesis (uncor-
related residuals) should not be rejected at the .5 percent significance
level. This model forecasted FY 82 HHG shipments to be 80.19 K/MTON versus
an actual lift of 87.68 K/MTON (see Figure 6-4). The MSE of the forecast
was 5.24 and the annual forecast error was -8.5 percent. Mode forecast of
HHG data resulted in a 23.4 percent overforecast of container data and a
16.9 percent underforecast of breakbulk data.

e. The Winters fit resulted in a forecast of 76.079 K/MTON, amounting
to an overall underforecast of 13.2 percent. The MSE was 3.361.
Separation of household goods into breakbulk and containerized shipments
only served to worsen the forecast. The breakbulk fit produced an
overforecast of 43 percent, while the containerized model resulted in a
36.5 percent underforecast.
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Figure 6-4. HHG Cargo Forecast Data - FY 82

6-9. COAL FORECASTING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

a. Coal shipments are concentrated on the shipping routes between East
, Coast/Gulf Coast to Europe. Less than .01 percent of all coal shipped is
.... .. inbound for ports other than Europe. Coal forecasts are prepared by the

Energy Center, Rheinau and forwarded to Defense Logistics Agency (DLA-
DFSC ).DLA is responsible for soliciting the contracts for the coal re- -

kquirements and approving the negotiations. Once contracts are approved,
the Energy Center at Rheinau and the MSC coordinate the shipment scheduling
of coal.

b. During October 1977 to September 1981 (timeframe used to construct
the statistical forecasting model), several factors affecting coal ship-
ments occurred.

(1) In recent years, contract negotiations for coal procurements have
been delayed due to several reasons, which in turn have delayed coal ship-
ments during a given fiscal year. Thus, the data obscure the fact that
some coal shipments which are ordered to be delivered in one fiscal year
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are delayed and actually shipped in another fiscal year. Over time, this
accordion effect will disappear. However, accurate forecasting for any
given year is hindered because the current data are clouded by events ex-
ternal to the forecasting system.

(2) During the conservation efforts of the past few years, coal
burners in Europe have transferred their source of fuel from anthracite to
bituminous. Although the effort is made for cost and conservation pur-
poses, the true impact of the change cannot be determined from the data.
The total tonnage of coal shipped has not changed appreciably since any
reduction of anthracite has been mostly offset by the increase in
bituminous.

In sum, mathematical forecasting for coal shipments should be modified
based upon knowledge of the energy program and external events that impact
on the program.

c. Coal data during the period under study did not exhibit a recurring
pattern or seasonal trend. However, it is evident that some adjustments to
the raw data are necessary to improve the accuracy of the forecasts.
Stationary data was achieved after differencing the raw series at a lag of
1 month.

d. The appropriate model for coal data was an ARIMA (1,1,1) model:

(1 - .34618) (1 -B) Xt = (1 - .85B) et
(9.46) i2.06)

X2 (2,20) = 10.87

The results indicate that all of the estimated coefficients are significant
at the 5 percent significance level. The estimated ARIMA (1,1,1) model was
verified using the Box-Pierce test and a visual examination of the
estimated residuals of the model. The Q statistic test is 10.87, which
indicates that the nul-l hypothesis, uncorrelated residuals, should not be
rejected at the 6 percent significance level. The ARIMA (1,1,1) model
forecasted the FY 82 coal tonnage shipped to be 373.53 K/MTON as compared
to the historical FY 82 lift of 375.94 K/MTON (-.6 percent) and the actual
FY 82 DLA coal contract of 440.67 K/MTON (15.2 percent error). The
forecast MSE was 192.60. Figure 6-5 illustrates the monthly forecast.

e. When the Winters model was used to predict the historical FY 82
lift, a forecast of 351.93 K/MTON resulted. Although the average forecast
error was only 6.4 percent, the MSE was fairly high (210.18), indicating a
relatively poor fit.
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Figure 6-5. Coal Cargo Forecast - FY 82
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6-10. AMUNITION FORECASTING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

a. Ammunition requests fall into two general categories: (1) ammu-
nition to increase war reserve stocks and (2) ammunition to be used for
training purposes. The war reserve buildup program is an annually funded
program that is reviewed every 6 months to address the manufacturing,
transportation, handling, and stockpiling constraints of ammunition
buildup. Ammunition dedicated for training purposes is strictly based upon
demand and number of combat units in a particular theater. Additionally,

,'." safety testing of ammunition complicates the accurate forecasting of
ammunition requirements. If manufactured ammunition fails safety tests,
then ammunition shipment plans must be rearranged.

16-17
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b. The ammunition movement planning process consists of two principal
agencies: DCSLOG and Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command (AMCCOM).
DCSLOG functions as a screening filter for the war reserve buildup program
and training ammunition requests from theater commands. Requests are

reviewed biannually at Committee on Ammunition Logistic Support (CALS)
meetings, where ammunition allocations are determined for each command
based upon priority and manufacturing constraints. The approved
allocations are then used by AMCCOM to direct movement of ammunition to the
selected commands. At the subsequent CALS meeting (every 6 months), the
status of ammunition reserves and manufacturing capability is reviewed and
adjustments are made to achieve the stated goals. As with coal, annual
ammunition forecasts should be based upon mathematical models and inside
information regarding the status of ammunition programs.

c. Ammunition data is relatively constant on an annual basis and the
monthly data exhibits some seasonality. However, attempts to capture the
seasonal aspects of the data were futile since stationarity could not be
achieved. Like coal, the ammunition data should be monitored carefully and
adjusted with caution. Stationary data was achieved after differencing the
original series at a lag of 1 month.

d. The appropriate model for ammunition data was an ARIMA (2,1,4)
model:

(1+.84188 + .5399 82) (1-B) Xt = (1+.3454B4 - .3689B5 - .3875B6 - .2561B7) et
(-7.33) (-4.59) (-3.11) (3.86) (4.57) (2.43)

x2 (6,20) = 17.61

All of the estimated coefficients are significant at the 5 percent signifi-
cance level. The Box-Pierce test for the model indicates that the null
hypothesis, estimated residuals are uncorrelated, should not be rejected at
the 40 percent significance level. The model forecasted that ammunition
shipments during FY 82 would be 189.62 K/MTON versus an actual lift of
179.31 K/MTON of ammunition during FY 82 (see-Figure 6-6). The MSE of the
ammunition forecast was 119.91 and the annual error was 5.7 percent.

e. When the Winters model was used to forecast ammunition, a forecast
of 158.080 K/MTON resulted, which corresponds to an error of -11.8 percent.
The fit was quite good, except for the existence of a heavy ammunition
shipment (outlier) during July of FY 82. MSE was 107.59.

14~
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, Figure 6-6. Ammunition Cargo Forecast - FY 82

6-11. SPECIAL FORECASTING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

V, a. The majority of items shipped under commodity code special comprise
program Items that relate to the Army Modernization Improvement Memorandum.
(AMIM). They include items such as M1 tanks, 5-ton trucks, and track ve-
hicles. However, there are some program items which are small enough to be
shipped in the general cargo category such as force modernization program
equipment shipped by Communications and Electronics Command (CECOM).
Radios and other electronic items that are shipped by CECOM that are small
in size are shipped as general cargo. Items shipped under commodity code
special are primarily AMIM program items; however, not all AMIM items are
shipped as special cargo. For purposes of this study, AMIM items could not
be isolated from the special cargo category due to the current TAC
structure. However, with improved data base management and expanded TAC,
more accurate forecasts of the special cargo commodity can be made.

6-19
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b. Special cargo exhibited a trend that could possibly be interpreted
as program funding of the defense budget and some aspects of seasonality.
To achieve stationary data, the original series was differenced at a lag of
12 months.

c. The appropriate model for special cargo was an ARIMA (2,0,0) non-
seasonal model and an ARIMA (0,1,1) model:

(1 - .1496B - .387582) (1 - B12) lnXt = (1 - .801B12 - .150314) et
(1.21) (3.16) x(42)=1.5 (10.61) (1.65)

* All of the estimated coefficients except 01 and 014 are significant at the
5 percent significance level. The model was verified using the Box-Pierce
test and a visual check of the estimated residuals. The Q statistic for

* this model with 20 degrees of freedom is 13.15. This diagnostic indicates
that the residuals are not significant and that the null hypothesis should
not be rejected at the 16 percent significance level. This model fore-
casted that 559.42 K/MTON of special cargo would be shipped during FY 82
versus an actual amount of 189.83 K/MTON (see Figure 6-7). The annual
forecast error was 14.2 percent and the forecast MSE was 159.23. It should
be noted that the amount of special cargo tonnage shipped during FY 82 is
much lower than any of the preceding years. In fact, the average tonnage
of special cargo shipped over the past 5 years was 669.17 K/MTON. In all
cases, forecasting methodologies are employed based upon the assumption
that the behavior of future observations will not differ greatly from the
behavior of past observations. When the future is radically different than
the past, as in the case of special cargo tonnage for FY 82, forecasts
cannot predict the future with any degree of accuracy.

d. Similarly, the radical change in special cargo shipments during FY
82 caused the Winters model to overestimate the actual lift by 28.1 per-
cent. The forecast MSE was 404.018; the Winters model forecasted a lift of
627.52 K/MTON.
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Figure 6-7. Special Cargo Forecast - FY 82

6-12. CARGO TRAILER/CONEX FORECASTING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

a. CONEX shipments, as annotated in the data (commodity 70), were in
fact said to be roll on/roll off (RORO) trailer shipments. Empty CONEX
data was negligible, therefore, it was combined with trailer data and the
resulting series was modeled as cargo trailers. CONEX data demonstrated an
upward annual linear trend and the monthly data exhibited seasonality.
Stationarity was achieved after differencing the original series at a lag.-. of 12 -months.

b. The appropriate model for special cargo data was an ARIMA (0,0,1)
nonseasonal model and an ARIMA (0,1,1) seasonal model with a series mean:

(1 - B12 ) Xt = .4057 + (1 + .2912B) (1 - .8264B12 ) et
(4.09) (-2.32) (14.97)

x2 (2,20) = 12.74
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The results indicate that all of the estimated coefficients are significant
at the 5 percent significance level. The Q statistic for the estimated
model residuals at 20 degrees of freedom is 12.74 which is significant at

the 16 percent significance level. Therefore, the null hypothesis, uncor-
related residuals, should not be rejected at the 16 percent significance
level. The model forecasted CONEX/cargo trailer shipments for FY 82 to be
76.43 K/MTON versus an actual lift for FY 82 of 74.47 K/MTON (see Figure 6-
8). The MSE of the CONEX forecast was .81, and the annual forecast error
was 2.6 percent.

c. When the Winters model was used to estimate CONEX/cargo trailer
shipments, the forecast, 77.03 K/MTON, exceeded the actual lift by 2.56
K/MTON, or about 3.4 percent. The MSE was .78 K/MTON, and the fit was
quite good.
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Figure 6-8. CONEX Cargo Forecast - FY 82
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6-13. FREEZE FORECASTING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

a. AAFES shipments of freeze goods account for approximately 80 percent
of freeze cargo shipped during a given year. Freeze shipments increased 24
percent during FY 82; however, AAFES freeze shipments increased 30 percent
during the same period. Thus, like coal and ammunition, program
information from AAFES must be integrated into the overall forecast of
freeze data.

b. Freeze data depicts a trend and pattern very similar to CONEX data.
The trend during the period under study was an upward linear function, and

the monthly data exhibited seasonality. Stationarity was achieved after
differencing the seasonally adjusted series at a lag of 1 month.

c. The appropriate model for freeze data was an ARIMA (2,1,2) non-
seasonal model and a (0,1,1) seasonal model:

(1+.7740B + .6789B2) (1-B12) (1-B) Xt = (1-.4729B + .5038811) (1-.7753B12) et
(-6.76) (-5.96) (4.32) (-5.76) (12.04)

x2 (5,20) = 14.66

The results indicate that all of the coefficients of the model are signifi-
cant at the 5 percent significance level. The Q statistic for 20 degrees
of freedom is 14.66. Therefore, the null hypothesis, residuals are uncor-
related, should not be rejected at the 20 percent significance level.
The freeze seasonal model forecasted that 31.86 K/MTON would be transported
during FY 82 versus an actual shipment of 36.42 K/MTON (see Figure 6-9).
The MSE of the freeze forecast was .49, and the annual forecast error was -
12.5 percent.

d. When the Winters model was used to forecast freeze shipments, a 12.8
percent underforecast resulted. The model forecasted a lift of 31.758
K/MTON, and the MSE of the forecast was 0.458, indicative of a relatively
good fit.
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Figure 6-9. Freeze Cargo Forecast - FY 82

6-14. CHILL FORECASTING MODEL DEVELOPMENT

a. As stated previously, raw billing data from MSC were compiled into
monthly time series data (cargo shipped monthly). The sorting process used
to obtain the monthly time series data was done under the assumption that
debits and credits contained in the raw data base would be eliminated by
this process. Furthermore, it was assumed that this data manipulation
would not produce any negative numbers (i.e., credit balance). This as-
sumption follows from normal accounting practices when a credit is recorded
to offset previous debit. However, due to problems with the raw data base,
a negative number was generated from this process (November 1976--see
Figure D-1, Appendix D). The cause of this negative number can only be
resolved after a thorough review of the MSC and Army finance and accounting
records which is beyond the scope of this study. Therefore, the first 2
months of the data series were eliminated. Time series data from December
1977 through September 1981 were used to develop forecasting models for the
commodity chill.

b. Chill shipments were relatively constant on an annual basis, but
monthly data did exhibit seasonality. Stationarity was achieved after
transforming the original .series using natural logarithms and then dif-
ferencing the logarithmic series at a lag of 12 months.
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c. The appropriate model for chill data was a nonseasonal ARIMA (0,0,2)

model and a seasonal ARIMA (1,1,0) model:

(1 + .6371B12)(1 - 812) in Xt = (1 - .3012B + .2716B2) et
(-5.61) (2.0) (-1.83)

x2 (3,20) = 15.63

All of the estimated coefficients except 82 are significant at the 5 per-
cent significance level. The Q statistic for 20 degrees of freedom is
15.63, which indicates that the residuals are not significant and that the
null hypothesis should not be rejected at the 25 percent significance
level. Also, all of the estimated residuals fall within the 95 percent
confidence interval and appear to be distributed randomly. The FY 82 fore-
cast for chill using this model was 15.32 K/MTON of cargo shipped versus an
actual lift of 14.13 K/MTON (see Figure 6-10). The MSE of the chill fore-
cast was .21, and the annual forecast error was 8.4 percent.

d. Application of Winters model to the chill time series resulted in a
forecast of 13.03 K/MTON. This was an aggregate underforecast of 1.094
K/MTON, or -7.7 percent. The fit was good, and the MSE of the forecast was
.13.
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Figure 6-10. Chill Cargo Forecast - FY 82
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6-15. SUMNARY OF FORECASTING RESULTS. Table 6-2 portrays the forecasting
results of the Box-Jenkins and Winters models for each commodity for FY 82.

Table 6-2. FY 82 Forecasting Results

T1  Percent error

Commodity Present system Box-Jenkins Winters
FY 81 TFY 82 FY 82 FY 82

General 22.0 3.5 4.6 7.5
Breakbulk (4.7) 168.0 63.0 9.8 28.6
Container (44.5) 7.8 10.0 8.5 4.9
Nonprogram (33.5) .... 2.2 1.4

Special (16.6) 15.0 66.0 14.0 28.0
Coal (10.4) 22.0 13.8 .6 6.4
POV (13.5) .4 7.3 1.7 5.3Ammno (3.9) 36.0 3.9 .3 11.8
Household (2.5) 19.0 11.0 8.5 13.2
Cargo tlr (2.1) 30.0 14.6 1.6 2.9
Reefer (1.2) 14.0 39.2 7.0 10.0

( ) Percent of total lift.
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CHAPTER 7

SATISFACTION OF ELEMENTS OF ANALYSIS

7-1. GENERAL. The course of the study was, to a significant extent,
guided by all the sponsor's designated essential elements of analysis

* (EEA). However, identification of the variances between forecasts and
lift, conditions which contributed to the variances, and effective methods
for improving the forecast predominated the study efforts. All of the
questions in the EEA were answered during the study, albeit some to a
greater degree than others.

7-2. SYNOPSIS OF EEA. Discussion of the EEA is contained throughout the
report. A capsule of the EEA and the answers to them follow:

N * a. What are the recorded variances between long-range transportation
N: workload forecasts and actual utilization of shipping cargo? Tables 2-1

and 2-2, Chapter 2, contain the variances by commodity and shipping mode
for FY 81 and FY 82.

b. Do systemic conditions exist which contribute to unrealistic fore-
casting? If so, what are they? Paragraph 2-2, Chapter 2, details the con-
ditions observed in the current system. Most significant systemic contri-
butions to the errors are the lack of an effective feedback system, some
agency reports based on a limited knowledge of the forecasted commodity,
inadequacies in the TAC structure, inadequate program input into the f ore-
cast, and separate long- and short-range forecasting systems.

c. What is the economic and operational impact of long-range forecasts
which are at variance with actual utilization? Table 2-5, Chapter 2, shows
the MSC industrial fund FY 82 losses which were directly attributable to
errors in Army forecasts. Operationally, the'forecasting variance resulted
in underutilization of MSC cargo carrying capacity. The MSC-controlled
fleet was approximately 40 percent utilized in FY 1982.

d. Do short-range forecasts impact on long-range forecasting? If so
how? With the exception of CONUS outbound household goods and privately
owned vehicles, long-range and short-range forecasts are prepared by the
same personnel. In some cases, the long-range forecast impacts the short-
range, as opposed to vice versa, as in those cases, the short-range fore-
casts are derived from the long-range.

e. What is the impact of the current separation of responsibility for
long-range and short-range forecasting? Separation of the responsibility
for long-range and short-range forecasting has created a dual system of
reporting which does not contribute to the accuracy of the forecasts. It
has produced long-range and short-range forecasts which are usually not in
agreement. It requires the maintenance of similar records at LCA and HQDA,
and diffuses responsibility f6r management-of the forecasting system.
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f. What methodologies exist in other services which could be applied to
the resolution of the Army's problem? Discussion of USAF and USN forecast-
ing procedures is contained in Chapter 3. The USAF forecasting procedures
at AFLC could be used in conjunction with the procedures and models rec-
iommended in this report as the basis for an improved Army forecasting sys-

tem. AFR 75-15, Forecast of Air Force Transportation Requirements, and
AFLC Regulation 171-125, Surface Transportation Tonnage and Cost System
(00278), contain a description of the USAF system.

g. What DARCON activities affect major end items of equipment planned
for overseas distribution? All program and project management decisions
affecting the distribution of major end items to overseas locations impact
the requirements for surface cargo space. In particular, changes to pro-
grams which occur subsequent to the formulation of the annual forecast of
space requirements are critical in that the shipping vessel procurement and
use is developed from this forecast. If the transportation forecasting
activity is not cognizant of the changes to programs, then the match of
shipping resources to available cargo is complicated. A major forecasting
difficulty has been the information interface between the program decisions
and the forecasting process. The analysis of the impact of DARCOM activi-
ties was limited by the masking of much of the DARCOM generated cargo with-
in the general and special cargo commodities.

h. What is the impact of the TAEIP on forecasting of requirements? The
TAEDP is provided to DARCOM Inventory Control Points (ICP) prior to the
preparation of the preliminary annual forecast. It is used in conjunction
with the Materiel Movement Report (MMR) and judgment to forecast major end-
item movement requirements. There is limited confidence in the TAEDP at
the ICPs; consequently, there is significant reliance on the MMR and fore-
caster judgment.

i. What is the commodity impact of AAFES forecasting procedures? The
AAFES forecasting procedures, per se, do not impact the commodities. AAFES
accounted for 30 percent of all cargo, 50 percent of general cargo, and 60
percent of reefer cargo shipped in FY 1982.

j. What are the effective and cost effective methods for improving

forecasting accuracy?. Chapters 5 and 6 identify procedures and methods
that would improve the accuracy of the forecasting system.

k. What, if any, unique commodities are masked as general or special
=. cargo?

(1) Much of the CECOM force modernization equipment is masked as gen-
eral cargo and is not currently identifiable. This prevents accurate
adjustment of general cargo forecasts to reflect force modernization
programs.

.%
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(2) Military sedans and smaller military wheeled vehicles are classi-
fied as and are masked in special cargo. All special cargo is forecast as
transported via MSC breakbulk ships. These vehicles can be transported via
breakbulk roll on/roll off (RO/RO) or container vessels, and could be iden-
tified as a separate commodity or in a single commodity with POVs.
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QIATER 8

CONCLUSIONS

8-1. GENERAL. The investigation of the current Army transportation work-
load forecasting system and the methodologies used within the process indi-
cates that it can be improved. Significant improvements and efficiencies
can be gained from refining the Army forecasting system, using accurate
forecasting tools, and amending the reporting requirements of the transpor-
tation operating authorities. Annual cost avoidance potential should range
betwen $30M and $100M.

8-2. FORECASTING SYSTEM

a. The Army transportation workload forecasting system can be improved
by using improved forecasting methodologies and revising the forecasting
process.

b. A sufficient data base has been created in this study which can be
used as a basis with forecasting techniques for making accurate forecasts
and for incorporation into a data base used by Army forecasters.

c. The Box-Jenkins and Winters models can provide accurate forecasts of
the Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation requirements.

d. When used in conjunction with program information, the forecasts
developed using the Box-Jenkins and Winters models should provide the tran-
sportation operating agencies (TOA) with accurate forecasts of Army over-
ocean surface cargo transportation requirements.

e. The forecasting of Army transportation requirements by the TOA,
using a forecasting model and program input from the Army, is considered to
be the most efficient, accurate, and cost effective system.

f. 'Forecasting by a single Army agency would achieve similar accuracy
as forecasting by the TOA and would also result in significant cost
savings. If forecasting by the TOA is not achieveable in the near term,
forecasting by a single Army agency is the most efficient alternative. If
forecasting by the TOA is ultimately developed, then the transition from
forecasting by a single Army activity to the TOA would require minimal ef-
fort.

p. g. If the present forecasting structure is to be retained, accuracy
would be improved by combining long-range and short-range forecasting sys-
tems, using an accurate multiyear data base, applying uniform forecasting
methods, structuring TACs to identify each shipper and program, upgrading
MECHTRA4, and developing an effective feedback program to inform shippers
on the cargo shipped.
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h. HQ DARCOM is the most appropriate location for the forecasting ac-
tivity if it is decided that a single activity within the Army will perform
the forecasting function. Predominant reasons for this conclusion are:

(1) DARCOM is a major Army shipper.

(2) HQ DARCOM is cognizant of and has a command relationship with the
)* .~program activities which have the most significant impact on irregular

shipping requirements (e.g., force modernization or ammunition program
decisions). Consequently, coordination problems would be minimized.

(3) Non-DARCOM shipments are accurately predictable and, for the most
.. part, can be forecasted using a forecasting model.

(4) HQ DARCOM has the capability, with augmentation, to support the
*, forecasting system.

i. HQDA and LCA also have the capability to support the system, and
could, if augmented with the appropriate skills, perform the forecasting
function.

j. TAC structure revision would allow identification of program
specific cargo within the general and special commodity categories and
facilitate forecasting of these commodities.

k. Interdependence of the transportation budgets and workload forecasts
would be enhanced if they used the same data sources.

1. Accurate and timely program data for force modernization,
ammunition, fuels, and personnel related programs would improve forecast

*. accuracy.

m. The automated systems supporting the USAF surface tonnage and cost
system, and the forecast of Air Force transportation requirements process
is an appropriate paradigm for the Army's ADP system to support transpor-
tation workload forecasting when used with the forecasting models developed
in this study. It is also an .appropriate model for the cost and perfor-

*mance aspects of the system.

n. There are no indications that separation of budget and forecasting
responsibilities contribute to forecasting error.

8-3. EXTERNAL FACTORS

a. The requirement to forecast the mode of shipment as breakbulk or
container is a significant contributor to forecasting error. Resolution of
this problem with MSC and MTMC, resulting in elimination of this
forecasting requirement, would eliminate at least one-third of the
forecasting error.
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b. Short-range forecasts appear to be of minimal value to the TOAs and
do not justify the amount of effort required for their preparation.
Submission of annual reports and periodic change reports should suffice.

w*. c. MSC billing system appears to contain significant inaccuracies and
delays in its reports. Stringent audits of MSC bills, establishment of a
history of accuracy and timeliness of the MSC billing system, and develop-

- ment of procedures with MSC to resolve system defects which are identified
should result in more accurate costs and an accurate data base for forecast
formulation.

d. The amount of household goods processed by MSC is a small proportion
of the total household goods shipped. MTMC decides whether household goods
will be shipped by a freight forwarder or through MSC. As a small shift
from freight forward shipment to MSC would have a major impact on forecast
accuracy, MTMC involvement in the forecast formulation should reduce the
potential for error in the Army household goods forecast.

-8-
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CHAPTER 9

ACTIONS TO IM4PROVE THE TRANSPORTATION FORECASTING SYSTEM

9-1. GENERAL. This chapter outlines those actions identified in this
study that, if taken, should improve the Army's transportation workload
forecasting process. Regardless of the system chosen, the actions
concerning TAC revision, resolution of mode, household goods and short-
range forecasting requirements, refinement of forecasting procedures, and
budget and forecast interdependence, if executed, would improve forecast
accuracy. It is assumed during the implementation of suggested actions:
(1) that the current forecasting system will be maintained until the
selected system is totally in place, and (2) that a timetable and
responsibilities for the completion of necessary actions will be
established.

9-2. SELECT FORECASTING SYSTEM4 STRUCTURE. Selection, from the proposed
forecasting system structures, of that system or combination of systems
which most satisfactorily meets the requirements of an improved forecasting
system is a necessary prerequisite to the implementation of other changes.
Forecasting at a single location, using historic and program information,
is considered the most efficient and effective.

9-3. RESOLVE TAC STRUCTURE. Restructuring of the TAC to include TAC
identification of the major program under which the commodity is shipped
(i.e., Force Modernization) is required to isolate force modernization. If
either decentralized forecasting system option is selected, then including

* identification of the program and the shipping command/agency in the TAC
* structure is suggested.

9-4. RESOLVE MODE FORECASTING REQIJIREMENT. Resolution with the surface
transport TOA to eliminate the requirement to forecast whether cargo is to

* be shipped breakbulk or container and that the forecast state only the
commodity and route i's necessary to eliminate a significant source of
forecasting error.

9-5. RESOLVE SHORT-RANGE FORECASTING REQUJIREMENT. Resolving with MSC and
MTMC to eliminate the monthly short-range requirements forecast and
replacing it with periodic reports of changes to the annual forecast is

4 suggested.

9-6. RESOLVE HOUSEHOLD GOODS FORECASTING PROCEDURE. Establ ishment of a
process whereby MTMC will participate in the development of the household
goods 'fo,&ecast to determine what proportion of household goods will be
shipped as Code 4 and Code 5 should reduce the potential for forecast

A error.I
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9-7. ESTABLISH REPORTING REQUIREMENTS. Establishing reporting require-
ments, based on the system selected and the resolution of forecasting
requirements with the TOA, will ensure understanding of revised reporting
responsibilities. The type, content, and frequency of reports should be
established in coordination with the forecasting agencies/commands, budget

* . agencies, and the TOA.

9-8. DEFINE LINKAGE BETWEEN FORECAST AND BUDGET. Establishing mechanisms
to ensure that the forecasting of transportation requirements and budget
processes are coordinated and have access to the same source data will

assist both forecast and budget preparation.
9-9. DEVELOP ADP SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. This action is also a function of
the forecasting system selected. If the present system or variations
thereof are selected, then modification of the MECHTRAM system to provide a
more extensive data base, evaluate the forecasts made by the
commands/agencies, produce information of greater utility to the budget
process, and provide timely cost and performance data will improve the
forecasting process. If a single Army agency is to perform the
forecasting, then replacing or overhauling the MECHTRAM system is
suggested. In either of these cases, including in the system those
capabilities now embodied in the AFLC system and the forecasting models
developed in this study will facilitate system improvement. If the
forecasts are to be prepared by the TOA, the modification of the MECHTRAM

- system to accept program input and produce consolidated program reports,
accurately process MSC bills, and provide comprehensive cost and
performance reports on the surface cargo transportation process will
provide necessary forecast and budget information.

9-10. UPDATE FORECASTING MODELS. Depending on the time between completion
of the models by the study agency and their use by the forecasters, it may
be necessary to refine the forecasting models. The models should be
checked by comparing the most recent lift data available to forecasts
developed by the model for the time periods in question.

9-11. REVISE REGULATIONS. Changes to AR 55-23 and AR 55-30,.reflecting
changes to the system, will be necessary to ensure understanding of the-
revised process. Additionally, change recommendations to JCS Pub 15 should
reflect the changes to forecasting procedures which may be developed with

* the TOA.
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Decision Sciences, J. L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management,

* Northwestern University, Evanston, IL.
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Dr. A. Khan (Chairman), Analysis Support Directorate
CPT(P) F. Dougherty, Requirements and Resources Directorate
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APPENDIX B

STUDY DIRECTIVE

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICS OF THE Dlu " CHIEF O

r 
SrAF FOR LOGIerics

WAMHINQTON. D.C. 20310

'Ile N=LV TOlrI r .: -- n 1 -L. L.,
DALO-TSP-C11 J 1 U1 May 1983

SUBJECT: Transportation Workload Forecasting (TWF) Study

Director
U. S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency
8120 Woodmont Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

1. Purpose of Study Directive. This directive tasks the Concepts Anaiss
Agency to conduct the subject study.

2. Study Title. Transportation Workload Forecasting (TWF) Study.

3. Background. Current forecasting procedures of Army cargo and mail
workload requirements directed by AR 55-30 prescribe input from seventeen major
comands/agencies/activities, world-wide. These consolidated requirements are
submitted by HQDA to the Military Sealift Command (MSC) and the Military
Airlift Command (MAC) in accordance with Joint Chiefs of Staff Publication 15.
The MSC provides the Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) a copy. MTMC,
MSC and MAC utilize this data to generate their industrial fund budgets.
History reveals significant variances in forecasted requirements versus actual
lift, which result in distorted budgets by both the shipper service and
MSC/MAC/MTMC. Transportation funds to pay these overseas movements are cen-
trally budgeted at HQDA, with the U. S. Army Finance and Accounting Center
(USAFAC) the designated office.

4. Study Proponent and Proponent's Study Director. HQDA ODCSLOG is the study
proponent. Director of Transportation, Energy and Troop Support, ODCSLOG
(DALO-TSP), will be the Proponent's study representative.

5. 'Study Agency. U. S. Army Concipts Analysis Agency (CAA).

6. Terms of Reference.

a. Statement of the Problem. Current Amy transportation workload
forecasting procedures result in unrealistic forecasts of Army lift require-
ments to MAC, MSC, and MTMC.

b. Purpose. To develop procedures to improve US Army transportation
workload fcrecasting.

a. Scope. This study will focus on the long-range surface transportation
workload forecast process and its impact on the Army budget and on transpor-
tation costs. Short-range forecasting will be examined to the extent that it
impacts on or influences the long-range forecast.

",p
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SUBJECT: Transportation Workload Forecasting Study

d. Objectivee. Determination of the nature and extent of the TWF problem,
exploration of alternative solutions to the problem, evaluation of the alter-
native solutions in terms of cost and feasibility, and development of an out-
line plan to manage the TWF system improvements.

e. Tasks.

(1) Identify the nature and extent of U. S. Army transportation
workload forecasting variances from actual lift.

(2) Determine the impact of long-range transportation workload
forecasts on the Army budget, on the industrial funds of Military Sealift
Command (MSC), the Military Airlift Command and Military Traffic Management
Command (MTMC), and on rates established for Army second destination cargo
movements.

(3) Examine feasible and cost effective methods for increasing

accuracy in forecasting.

(4) Examine and evaluate alternative locations for forecasting
responsibility.

(5) Recommend an operationally and cost effective transportation

workload forecasting methodology.

f. Timeframe. Current.

g. Assumptions. Transportation workload forecasting requirements will
remain unchanged for the duration of the study.

h. Essential Elements of Analysis (EEA).

(1) What are the recorde4 variances between long-range transportation
workload forecasting and actual utilization of cargo shipping?

(2) Do systemic conditions.exist which contribute to unrealistic
forecasting? If so, what are they?

(3) What is the economic and operational impact of long-range fore-
casts which are at variance with actual utilization?

(4) Do short-range forecasts impact on long-range forecasting? if so
how?

(5) What is the impact of the current separation of responsibility
for long-range and short-range forecasting?

2
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(6) What methodologies exist in the other services which could be
applied to the resolution of the Army problem?

(7) What DARCOM activities affect major items of equipment planned
for oversea distribution?

(8) What is the impact of the Total Army Equipment Distribution
Program (TAEDP) on forecasting of requirements.

(9) What is the commodity impact of AAFES forecasting procedures?

(10) What are the feasible and cost effective methods for improving
forecasting accuracy?

(11) What, if any, unique commodities are masked as general or special
cargo?

7. Resoonsibilities.

a. The ODCSLOG will:

(1) Provide support as required for its areas of responsibility and
interest.

(2) Prepare an evaluation of study results IAW AR 5-5.

(3) Establish and convene a Study Advisory Group (SAG) under provi-

sions of AR 5-5.

b. CMA will:

(1) Establish a study team.

(2) Establish direct communications with ODCSLOG, D/TRETS, and other
agencies as required for the conduct of the study.

(3) Provide periodic in-process reviews (IPR) and final study doau-
mentation to the study sponsor.

c. USAMSSA will: Provide ADP support as requested.
V.

8. Literature Search.

a. Department of the Army, Office of the Comptroller of the Army, Report
on the Army Transportation Study, May 1971.

3B-3
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b. Evaluation of Second Destination Transportation Funding, U. S. Army
Logistics Evaluation Agency, 29 December 1978.

a. Defense Logistics Agency studies and reports.

d. MSC reports.

-e. Army Inventory Management Agency studies.

f. USAF and USN transportation workload forecasting methodologies.

g. OSD transportation workload forecasting studies and reports.

9. References.

a. JCS Pub 15, dated 2 June 1975.

b. AR 55-23, dated 17 March 1978.

a. AR 55-30, dated 15 August 1982.

d. AR 55-133, dated 18 February 1977.

e. AR 59-8, dated 20 August 1982.

f. MECHTRAM Users Manual, dated June 1978.

g. AR 11-18, October 1975.

h. DA PAM, May 1976.

L. AR 11-28, December 1975.

10. Administration.

a. Support

(1) Funding for temporary'duty (TDY) and travel associated with the
. study will be provided by each participating agency.

(2) Headquarters or agencies represented in the Study Advisory Group

will provide own TDY, per diem, and travel funds.

b. Milestone Schedule

First IPR May 1983

B-4
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DALO-TSP-C11 11 May 1983
SUBJECT: Transportation Workload Forecasting

Second IPR September 1983

Third IPR December 1.983

0. Control Procedures

(1) Periodic IPIs will be provided to the study sponsor by the study
team.

(2) Documentation required by AR 5-5, including DD Form 14198 and DD
Form 1473, and a final report to include an Executive Summary will be sub-
mitted by CAA.

d. Coordination

(1) Direct coordination between CAA, DALO-TSP, and forecasting activ-
ities is authorized. For purposes of any possible data collection, coor-
dination between CAA and the submitting activity is directed. Information
copies of all data inputs should be provided to HQDA, DALO-TSP-C1 1.

(2) This study directive has been coordinated with CAA in accordance
with AR 5-5.

FOR THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR LOGISTICS:

J D ROS
Br adi G eral, GS
D ecto of Transportation,

Energy and Troop Support
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APPENDIX D

COMM0ITY TIME SERIES DATA

D-1. GENERAL. The purpose of this appendix is to provide a list of the
aggregate time series data that was used to build the forecasting models
and test their accuracy.

0-2. COHOOITY DATA

a. Each figure contains three columns of data: (1) column 1 identifies
the year and month, (2) column 2 depicts the amount of measurement tons
that were lifted during the month, and (3) column 3 lists the number of
records or shipments that were aggregated to develop the lift figure in
column 2.

b. As discussed in paragraph 6-2, aggregate time series data was
developed for each commnodity over all routes as well as each coummodity for
a particular route. The data contained in this appendix is the commnodity
data for all routes combined. The specific route data (424 routes) is
available upon request.
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Figure D-1. Chill Cargo Data
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Figure D-6. General Cargo Data
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Figure D-7. HHG Cargo Data
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APPENDIX E

BOX-JENKINS NETHODOLOGY

E-1. GENERAL

a. Box-Jenkins models are a flexible class of stable linear statistical
models that are used to model stochastic time series data. The models are
first fitted to historical time series data using parametric estimates.
The fitted model is then used to provide forecasts of future observations.

b. This appendix will discuss:

(1) Stochastic properties of time series models and the principle of
stationarity.

(2) Basic model autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
functions.

(3) Seasonal models.

(4) The backshift operator.

(5) Model diagnostic checks.

E-2. STOCHASTIC PROPERTIES AND STATIONARITY

a. The assumption of a historical stochastic time series differentiates
Box-Jenkins models from other time series models. Some time series models
are simple extrapolation formulas which fail to account for the stochastic
properties of time series. Box-Jenkins models assume that the historical
data evolves stochastically and attempt to model the stochastic properties
of the time series for forecasting purposes.5

b. A stochastic process assumes that each observation Xl, x, .-- xt is
randomly drawn from a probability distribution. Using Box-Jenkins tech-
niques, an attempt is made to duplicate the stochastic process in hopes of
understanding the probability distributions of future observed values and

* providing accurate predictions of the future. A perfect duplication of the
stochastic process is practically impossible. This would require a joint
distribution of all possible combinations of time series values xl, x2 ...
xt. If the time series is large, one can quickly see that the resulting
probability distribution function would be immense. In view of this im-
possible task, the next best thing is, to model the characteristics of the
stochastic process. If the characteristics can be identified, then the
randomness of the series can be approximated and used to predict future
values. 6
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c. Stochastic properties of time series data affect model development
through the principle of stationarity. Stationary data are data whose
stochastic processes remain constant over time. If the stochastic process
is constant over time, i.e., stationarity exists, then coefficients similar

- to those used in regression analysis can be estimated to model the data.
One of the critical assumptions of regression analysis is the assumption of
a constant linear relationship between two variables. If the relationship

" remains linear over time, then the process is stationary, and the model is
adequate. If not, then the process is nonstationary and the model is not
correct.

d. The principal of stationarity assumes that the stochastic properties
of the data are invariant with respect to time. The data are invariant in
that the stochastic processes of the data are constant throughout all in-
tervals of time. The stochastic processes are assumed to be in
equilibrium, and any variance from a constant mean is assumed to be the
same at any point in time.

e. As mentioned earlier, a stochastic process assumes that each obser-
vation is randomly drawn. Future predictions of the stochastic process
would be based on the conditional probability distribution for the series.

.. Thus, prediction of xT+1 would be made given the probability distribution
of the series xi . In mathematical terms, this conditional proba-
bility would be expressed as:

P (xT + 1ix1. x2 ... xT)

If the time series is stationary, the joint distribution and conditional
distribution will remain constant throughout time. Thus,

.. ,,P(Xt, ... , 9Xt+n) =P(Xt+m, ... , 9Xt+n+m)

P(xt) P(xt+m)

Finally, if the series is stationary, the mean, variance, and covariance of
the data will remain constant over time.6

f. The autocorrelation function is a statistical tool that is used in
Box-Jenkins models to describe the stochastic process of a time series and
provides an understanding of the probability distributions of the time
series. The autocorrelation function Pk is defined as:

E [(xt ;Ax)(xt+k x)] COV(xt, xt+k)

P. "

[(x A E [(xt+k x)] xt °xt+k

E-2
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If a stochastic process consists of independently distributed random
variables with a mean of zero, then the autocorrelation function for p = 1
and Pk = 0 for all lags k>O. This process indicates the existence o?
white noise, which means that the forecast of xT+1 = 0 for all 1>0. When
white noise is achieved, random errors of the modeling process have been
eliminated since the predicted value of the error term equals zero.

g. As in other statistical models, Box-Jenkins uses a sample of time
series to make predictions bout the population. Thus, the sample
autocorrelation function lk is defined as:

T-k
t= (xt - )(xt+k - i)

(x i(xt-)
Z (x t .

t=1

This statistic is used on Box-Jenkins models to compute the autocorrelation
function for different values of lag k. If the data are generated by a
stationary process, the autocorrelation function estimates Ok should fall
to zero quickly as k increases. A failure of 0k to drop off quickly to
zero indicates the existence of nonstationary data. To test whether
successive coefficients of the autocorrelation function are equal to zero,
i.e., generated by white noise, one would employ the Bartlett test.
Bartlett determined that if the series was generated by white noise, the
sample autocorrelation coefficients are approximately distributed with a
normal distribution of mean of zero and standard deviation 1/v", where T
equals the number of observations in the series. Thus, if the sample
coefficients fall within the confidence interval, the sample coefficients
are assumed to be zero.6

h. Finally, if the data are not generated by a stationary process, a
technique known as differencing will help achieve stationary data. Dif-
ferencing is defined as:

wt = Xt - xt.I

where the new series wt is then analyzed for stationarity. If the data do
not exhibit stationarity with first order differencing, the series wt can
be differenced again. Additionally, if the variance of the data does not
remain constant over time, logarithm transformations of the data and pos-
sible differencing of the transformed data should be attempted to achieve
stationarity.

E-3. AUTOCORRELATION AND PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS

a. Autoregressive (AR) models attempt to describe the process xt with a
V. weighted sum of past values of the series xt.n and a random disturbance
hi " term, E.

E-3
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xt =1lXt-1 +02xt.2 + .+nxtn + +

where On are the AR parameters bis the mean of the series.

The autocorrelation function for the AR models is used to help determine
the number of lags in the model:

- 0123 AR(2)

auto- A(1)auto- A(orrelation corelation
coefficients coefficients

Pkag

0 1 2 3 4 k lags

An AR(1) process depicts a function that declines geometrically from P o
1. An AR(2) process can be portrayed as an oscillating or sinusoidal func-
tion that dampens geometrically. The partial autocorrelation functions for
AR models closely resemble the pattern for MA model autocorrelation func-
tion and vice versa. Thus, to confirm the existence of an AR(1) model, one
would expect to find a partial autocorrelation function with a significant
coefficient at lag 1 and zeros for all coefficients with lags k > 1. Simi-

.larly, the AR(2) partial autocorrelation function would depict two signifi-
cant coefficients and then zeros for all lags k> 2.2

b. Moving average (MA) models attempt to describe the process xt by a
weighted sum of current and lagged disturbance terms, ft-n.

' xt = + et - O1t-1 - 82Et2 - ..- enEtn

where iA is the mean of the series and On are the MA parameters.

The autocorrelation function for MA models will depict how many disturbance
terms should be used in the model:

E-4
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1.-- 1.0 -

auto- MA(M) auto- MA(2)

correlation correlation
coefficients coefficients

A A

%-0C

01234 klags 0 1 2 3 4 k lags

Autocorrelation functions for MA models will portray significant coeffi-
cients which correspond to the number of disturbance terms to include in
the model. Successive coefficients should decline to zero rapidly. The
partial autocorrelation functions for MA models will depict coefficients
that dampen exponentially to zero or dampen in an oscillating manner to
zero.

c. Autoregressive-moving average (ARMA) models are mixed models which
attempt to describe the process xt as a function of past values, lagged
random disturbances, and a current disturbance term.

';x t - xt. + O2xt. + + 0nxt~ + 5 + et aeV.. -.. -+* +*e. 1 -e eEt. - ... -#e~
l 1 t-1 2 t-2 n t-n t -1 t-1 - 2 t-2 n t-n

The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions for ARMA models
can be depicted in many combinations. For more information, reference
Box-Jenkins' "Time Series Analysis" for a complete description of possible
function portrayals.

E-4. BACKSHIFT OPERATOR

a. The "backshift operator" is the use of a mathematical concept to
simplify model building. The backshlft operator B is defined as:

Bxt = xt. I

In more general terms, the backshift operator is defined as Bnxt, where n
relates to the number of past values used. The following will explain the
use of the backshift operator:

.4
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*V,

xt.1 = Bxt

xt.2 = B2xt

xt.3 = B3xt

xt..n = Bnxt

b. All ARMA models can be expressed using the backshift operator. For

example, an AR(1) model is depicted as follows:

xt - 4loxt-1 + ft

since Bxt - xt-i the equation can be written as:

xt = OiBxt + et

xt - OiBxt = et

(1 - *iB)xt = et

Similarly, an MA model is depicted as follows:

xt = et - elet-1

since B et = et-1, the equation can be written as:

xt = et - OiBet

xt = (1 - OiB)e t

c. A more complex model such as an AR(2) is rewritten as follows:

,, xt = *1xt-1 + 02xt-2 + ft

since Bxt = xt_1 and xt. 2 = Bxt.1 = B2xt, the equation can now be written
as:

xt = OiBxt + 02B2xt + *t

xt - OlBxt - *2B2xt = et

(1 - 01B - 02B2) xt = t

E-6
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.. -... Similarly, an MA(2) model is depicted as:-, ..

xt= (1 - B - 82B2 )et

The use of the backshift operator is especially useful in expressing

seasonal models. This will be explained in the next section.

E-5. SEASONAL MODELS

a. Seasonal Box-Jenkins models are a particular class of models which
incorporate multiplicative properties. Seasonal data are identified
through autocorrelation analysis of the time series data. If seasonality
exists, autocorrelation coefficients will peak at lags 12, 24, and 36 and
should be correlated with each other. The existence of seasonality in the
data violates the principle of stationarity and must be removed through
differencing. In this case, the resulting series wt is a seasonally
adjusted series:

wt 0 xt - xt12

If the series wt is stationary, it is modeled, and if it is nonstationary,
the series wt is differenced.

b. Once stationary data is achieved, two distinct models are combined.
One model is a seasonal model which captures the seasonal correlation be-
tween observations a year apart. The second model is a nonseasonal model
which explains the dependency of observations within a given year. The
following equations illustrate this process.

(1) A seasonal AR model is described as follows:

xt = 012xt-12 + at

xt = 4'12Bxt_11 + at

xt = 012B12xt + at

xt- 012B12xt = at

(1.- i 12B12)xt at (E-1)

Oo E-7
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(2) Likewise, a seasonal MA model is constructed as follows:

xt = at - 012at.12

xt = at - 012Bat_11

xt = at - 0B12at

xt = (1 - 012B12)at (E-2)

c. The two seasonal models above now explain the relationship between
the observations separated by a year (i.e., October 1978, October 1979).
However, a nonseasonal relationship exists between the months within a year
(i.e., October 1978, November 1978). Thus, the error term at in the sea-
sonal model would not be totally independent. A relationship exists be-
tween the seasonal model error terms that must also be explained in order
to completely analyze the data. Nonseasonal MA or AR models are used to
explain this relationship.

(1 -#IB)at = Et (E-3) AR nonseasonal model

at = (1 - 01B)et (E-4) MA nonseasonal model

Combining seasonal (E-1) and nonseasonal (E-3) components provides the
following:

(1 - 01B)(1 - 012Bl2 )xt = et

where seasonal (E-2) and nonseasonal (E-4) components are AR.

xt ='(1 - 01B)(1 - 012B12 )et

where seasonal and nonseasonal components are MA. Models may also be mixed
where the seasonal and nonseasonal components are opposite.

(1 - 012B12) xt = (1 - 01B)et seasonal AR
nonseasonal MA

(1 - 0iB) xt = (G - 012B12)et seasonal MA
nonseasonal AR

E-8
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E-6. MODEL DIAGNOSTICS

a. The next-to-last step in model building is diagnostic checks on the
fit of the model. There are two basic diagnostic checks that are performed
once the Box-Jenkins model is estimated.

b. The first test involves a visual comparison of the autocorrelation
function of the model to the autocorrelation function of the original
series. This particular check is a very subjective test. If the auto-
correlation functions are similar, then the model is assumed to be valid.
If the autocorrelation functions are different, then the model adequacy is

" . suspect.

c. The second test involves a quantitative analysis of the residuals of
the model. Box-Jenkins model building assumes that the error terms are
normally distributed with a mean of zero and a variance 1/T. If the re-
siduals of the model are characterized by those properties, the residuals
closely resemble the properties of white noise. Statistical results by
G. E. P. Box and D. A. Pierce have developed the Box-Pierce statistic Q:

K

=T AP2

k=1

where T is the number of observations, k is the number of lags, and k is
the estimated residual at each lag k. The statistic is approximately dis-
tributed as a chi-square distribution with k - p - q degrees of freedom (p
is the AR order and q is the MA order). Although any lag greater than 5 is
sufficient for this test, the normal rule of thumb is to include enough
lags to have at least 20 degrees of freedom.6

d. The null hypothesis Ho for the Box-Pierce statistic is that the re-
siduals are not correlated with each other, have a mean of zero and a vari-
ance l/T, i.e., the properties of the residuals resemble white noise. Once
calculated, the Q statistic is compared to values of a chi-square distribu-
tion for a given number of degrees of freedom. If the Q statistic is less
than the value in the chi-square table, the null hypothesis is not rejected
for a given significance level. If the Q statistic is greater than the
chi-square value, the null hypothesis is rejected for a given significance
level. For example, if the Q statistic is 11.1 for 20 degrees of freedom,
then the null hypothesis would not be rejected at the 95 percent confidence
level, since 11.1 is less than 12.4.

E-9
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APPENDIX F

BOX-JENKINS COMMODITY ANALYSIS

F-i. GENERAL. The purpose of this appendix is to detail the steps of
analysis that were performed during the Box-Jenkins model development for
each commodity. The analysis discussion will consist of: (1) a visual
examination of the raw data patterns and moving average patterns, (2) the
achievement of stationarity through differencing or transformations, (3) an
identification of model type through analysis of the autocorrelation and
partial autocorrelatlon functions, (4) the estimation of model parameters,
and (5) the verification of model fit for ei.ch commodity. The analysis
discussion of commodities appears in this appendix as follows:

a. POV, pp F-i through F-14.

b. General cargo, pp F-15 through F-29.

c. HHG, pp F-30 through F-42.

d. Coal, pp F-43 through F-65.

e. Ammunition, pp F-66 through F-79.

f. Special, pp F-80 through F-93.

g. Cargo trailer/CONEX, pp F-94 through F-106.

h. Freeze, pp F-107 through F-121.

i. Chill, pp F-122 through F-134.

F-2. POV

a. The raw data for POVs is depicted in Figure F-1. In its raw form,
the series exhibits a seasonal trend with the peaks occurring in the summer
months (June-July) and the troughs occurring in the winter months (January-
February). This pattern is more pronounced in the 3-month and 6-month
moving average schematics (Figures F-2 and F-3). However, the mean of the
series is fairly constant over time as displayed in Figure F-4.

b. Autocorrelation function analysis of the raw series confirms the
seasonality of the series as noted by the large autocorrelation coeffi-
cients at lags 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, and 36 (Figures F-5 and F-6). The strong
seasonal trend violates the principle of data stationarity; therefore, the
series was differenced at a lag of 12 months to eliminate the seasonal
trend. Figure F-7 depicts the seasonally adjusted series.

F-i
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c. The autocorrelation function of the seasonally differenced series is
depicted in Figure F-8. Aside from the high autocorrelation coefficients
at lags 12 and 24, the series exhibits random behavior and is considered to
be stationary. The significant autocorrelation coefficients at lags 12 and
24 suggest an MA seasonal model. Examination of the partial autocorrela-
tion function (Figure F-9) identifies a possible AR nonseasonal model.
Again, without considering the autocorrelation coefficients at lags 12 and
24, the autocorrelation pattern is similar to an AR process. In sum, the
specific model applicable to the POV seasonally adjusted series is a non-
seasonal ARIMA (2,0,0) model and a seasonal ARIMA (0,1,1) model:

(1 -01 B - 02 B2) (1 - B12 ) Xt = (1 - 612 B12 )et

d. The results of this model (Figure F-10) are as follows:

(1 - .0221B - .3554 82) (1 B12) Xt = (1 - .8581 B12)et
(.19) (3 05) (16.77)

x (3,20) = 16.35

The results indicate that all the estimated parameters of the model, except
1 are significant at the 5 percent significance level. Verification of the

model's adequacy using the Box-Pierce test indicates that the autocorrela-
tions of the estimated model residuals are not significantly different from
zero at the 32 percent significance level (Figure F-11). Thus, the null
hypothesis, residuals are uncorrelated, should not be rejected at the 32
percent significance level.

e. However, the significant autocorrelation coefficent at lag 24 of the
estimated autocorrelation function suggests that the model is not correctly
specified. Attempts to adjust the seasonal model to an ARIMA (0,1,2) re-
sulted in a nonstationary model since 61> 1.0. Adding another seasonal
model to the original model resulted in the following:

(1 -.01 B -42 82) (1 - B12) Xt = (1 - 012 B12) (1 - 024 B24 )et

This model eliminated the significant coefficient at lag 24, however this
model is more restrictive and the MSE of the FY 82 forecast was larger than
the (2,0,0) x (0,1,1) seasonal model. These model adjustments should be
tracked during future forecasts to determine if they are warranted.

f. Using this model to forecast FY 82 resulted in a forecast of 501.37
K/MTON versus an actual shipment of 510.252 K/MTON. The MSE of the POV fore-
cast for FY 82 was 8.54 (Figure F-12), and the annual forecast error is
-1.7 percent.

F-2
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£ UT OC ORREALLTIONS

1- 1? o641 .o341 -73 55-7 .6-3SToEo .13 017 :? .-19 a 2z .2 .6 .27 .22..

13- 2*1 .50 .21 -. 07 -. 30 -. 37 -o42 -. 31 -. 20 0.0 .23 :139 .'44
SToC. .3U .32 .32 .32 o32 .33 934. .3'. o3 S 3 3 5 .36

25- 36 .30 .08 -. 12 -. 26 -. 29 -:30 -:23 -. 10 :03 :i 1 35 .36
SToE* .36 .37 o37 .37 .37 .38 .38 .36 .38 8i .38 s39

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS
A-loll -.8 -.6 -o4. -&2 .0 02 .'. .6 *a 100

LAG CORR* *--.-.-------------- ---- *
- I

1 *6413 Ixxxxx xxxyxxxxxx
2 -3*12 4 xxxxxrXXX

4.** -0.375 xxx XXXXXT +
s -0541 XXXX.xxx XXXXX!

* *6 -0553 XXXoXXXXIXXXXXI4
*7 -01490 xxxxxx lXXXXX!

8 -.358. * XXXXXXXX!
9 -al1l? XXXT

10 .191 4 xxxxx
11 .441 XXXXXX XXXXX4
12 .600 4 XXXXX xxxxxxx4X
13 .*196 IXXXXXXXXX
1*1 .208 4 xxxxx 4 o.
15 -v068 N XI * ~ (.~

**16 -.297 4 X XXXXX
17 -.372 * xxx XXXXXI
1a -e4241 xxxxx xxxxxz Z.
19 -0305 4 XX xxxXt
2U -.2C"4 + XXXXXI
21 -.003 # I
22 .234. 0 IXXXXX
23 o392 # IxUxxx XXXX4
2*1 o436 *IXxxxX XXXXX
25 9303 # Ixxxxx xx
26 9084. # Ixx
27 -v115 # XXXI
26 -0259 4 XXXXXI

* 29 -o291 I X XXXXXI
30 -.296 4 x XXXXXI

*31 -.233 # XXXXXI
32 -0101 4 XXXI
33 *030 4 Ix +
3*1 .208 # IxXXXX
35 o351 # Ixxxxx XXX 4
36 o381 # IXXXXX XXIX 4

Figure F-5. ACP Raw Data -POV
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PATA UOCRE4IN

:t :f-4 :l -1 .2 .8-0 1 C T

POOfPARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

310-8-0 6 0 15 -.2 -.f8 -07 .1 ISO 00

1 .6t3 :i1 :x :3 :x 13.13.1 .3 .3 13.1

25- 15 3+ -Six 09 40 0 .3-1

a .*37 X* XXXX*XXXX
2 -. 122 * XXI

- 31 -.130 XXI 4XxxI
12 -. 31 lXxI!
13 -.1*7 *XXXI
15 -. 108 XT!
76 -005* 1XII
87 -. 27 I*X X~
is -. 065 X XXI 4

19 -0013 1 I
2 -. 0912 r I

13 -0137 XXI 4
24 -*Zcb XXXXXI
15 -.019 * xi
2b1 -.0075 *
17 92 r x *

5. 18 -0.235 XXTI
19 -o093 1 4
30 -6090 * 1
31 .0179 4 I
3. 2 s042 4 Ix
23 -098 # XX!
34 -.1316 * XXXI

235 .2 W6 XIx 4
27 072 * x 4I

28ur F.-6. 4AC Ra atI

29F-8 * XX

30-N0 X

31%094 X
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AUTOC ORWELAT IONS
1- 12 e07 *22 .10 e02 -.11 004 -.05 -. 2-.10 -.17 -:10 -47l

-,~~ STL j 1 1 1 1 1 1 16 .16 .16 .6 .6

% 1.j 05 -905 ?2 :1 11 *It -:113 :1A -:11 :06 .06 :1
019 019 : 9 91 .19 .19 2190 .20 .20 0

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

CO-1w0 -.8 -06 -04 -. 2 so .2 04 06 08 1.0
LAG CR.*----.-. - - - ----

1 0068lxx
2 e223 IXXXXX
4 9023 r
5 -0108 xx

9 -0097 xxI10 -.167 * xxxxr

V.13 e106 * xxx

is 004S TX
*16 90n12 I

17 -.016 1~I4 .0
18 -.184 xxxxxr
19 006a I xx
20 -0179 * -XXXXI
21 -e063 * xxr
22 o002 *I
23 -0120 * XXX!
24z -.,261 *kx*uXXXI
25 -0046 *f~ xx
26 -00 *X1
27 .018 I
9 *106  4 xxx30 9105lxxx

31 -9026 xx
32 *111 * xxx
33 -.013 r

36 0162 *lxxxX

Figure. F-B. ACF -Lagged 12 Months
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PATILAUOCRELTIN

li1 0 2 0 :4-1 as01-0 :1-1 :

POOFPARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

1-00 .22 -07 -04 -15 6 05 01 -02 IS

25 607 .0 .14 .0#.35-0 0 -0 .1-0 .

-1. -903 -6-4 -.2 #0 . 4 .6 .

5C 3 .073 0 XXX +

6 G054 # Ix
7 .006 #
5 -. 015 +
9 -01046 0 XXXI
3? 0 -. 179 * XXXXI
11 -. 033 0 XI
12 -.199 * xxxxxr
13 .210 # IXXXXX *
14 0140 * XXXX *
15 -.014 * 1
16 -e103 * xxxf
17 -.141 + XXXXI
18 -.141 * XXXXI

C.19 .128 0 lxxx *
20 -.133 4 XXXI
21 -.154 * XXXXI
22 -. &U38 * xI

C.23 -.104 * XXXI
24 -.275 xxxxxxxi
25 *069 0 InX
26 e143 * xxxx*
27 .024 * x
28 -.032 x
29 -d8081 XXI
3U -0051 * XI
31 -.013 1
32 .021 r X

C33 -*Gob # XXt
*34 -.012 0 I

35 -9066 # XXI
36 0001 0 1

*Figure F-9. PACF -Lagged 12 MQnths
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ESTIMATION By BACKCASTING METHOD

RELATIVE CHANGE IN RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES LESS THAN .1OC-QO'.

SUMMARY OF THE MODEL

OUTPUT VAPIASBE -- TRANS
INPUT VARIABLES -- NOISE

VARIABLE VAR, TYPE MEAN TIME OIFERENCES

TRANS RANCOM 1- 6C 11-9 1

PARAMETER VAR ABLE TYPE ACIOR ORDER ESTIMATE ST. Er. T-RAT O
TRAN MA 0 ee851 .512 1 6e7

2 TRANS AR 1 1 .2208-001 .1159 .19
3 TRANS AR 1 2 93554 .1165 3.0S5

RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES 806%252357 (B&CKCASTS EXCLUDED)
DEGRLES OF FREEDOM '.3
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE 18.T7SOSS

Figure F-10. Model Parameters - POV
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AUTOCORRELATIOhS

1- 12 H. .103 :12 -:Cj -:2C .05 .07 7:0 -.04 -920 -.18
ST*.. -: 3 13 .1 .13 .1 *1414 4 o14 .14 .14.

13- ~~ ~ , 2:.6.IC1 0 .f3- 1 -.10 -.06 .17 -.10 -.27SToEo 015 .15 .15 .15 .1 ISi .15 .1 *16 o16 .16 .16

257.1! .2-T :3:f:3:1-0 14 -:f]2 :0 13 I 11
5 1 7 7 7 1

*PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

-OR1.0 -.8 -o6 -.4 -*2 .0 *2 94 .6 88 1.0
LAG 4OR ----------------, , *-- -----------

1 -.1) IS
2 -oJ26xi

3 9121 IXXX
'4 -oC117I
S -.202 1xxxxxI
6 *ass 4 Ix
7 .067 * lxx
8 -o062 4 XXI
9 -.066 * xxi

1.4 -.U38 4 xi
11 -.199 * XXXXXI
12 -o179 * XXXXI 4
13 o164 * IXXXX *
14 ea37 * IX
15 .128 4 IXXX +
16 oUS3 4 IX +
17 -.035 * XI
18 -*l20 + XXXI

9 .103 * xxx *

21 -OZ61 * x +X
22 .17G IXXXX *
23 -103 .l&L,4!jL. M. XXXI.
24 -.26b +x XXXXXI4

*25 *L24 + IX
26 -. U&7 * XXI
27 -*027 * xi
28 .121 *IXXX +

-29 .130 *IXXX 4
30 G .005 *I
31 -.025 * XI
32 .137 * xxx *
33 -o023 * xi
34 oi;C7 *I
35 .126 4 XXX 4
36 .113 * xxx

* . Figure F-11. Estimated Residuals- POV
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-J

FORECAST ON VARIABLE TRANS FROM TIME PERIOD 61

PERIOD FQRECASTS ST. ERR. ACTUAL
61 3*936769 6:270~85 &_________________
62 37.17831 6,27Z37 .
63 33e6043C o.65760
64 30*1 449 6.6583265 26942352 6,70566 -f 7-7
66 34.95272 6*70587 -z
67 35.44728 6.71187
68 49.08484 b.71192 f __21 __

69 62.68552 6.71269 "V. 071 ' .
70 6G,19C25 6071269 7IiZJ7ZZZI-V-
71 S0.49294 6*71279 -d - .7
72 4575998 6.71279 vs. ,"

STANDARD ERROR Z 62TGBS5 (BY CONDITIONAL METHOD )

Figure F-12. Forecast FY 82 -POV
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F-3. GENERAL CARGO

a. The raw data for general cargo is depicted in Figure F-13. The raw
data appears to follow a seasonal pattern which falls in the early part of
the fiscal year and rises at the end of the fiscal year. This seasonal

-":.": .pattern is more clearly manifested in the 3-month and 6-month moving ave-
rage diagrams (Figures F-14 and F-15). However, it should be noted that
the seasonal pattern is not repeated regularly and that a general trend
exists in the data. This fact is verified by the 12-month moving average
diagram (Figure F-16) which depicts a possible 5-year cycle in the data.
Currently, there is not enough data to confirm the existence of this cycle
throughout time; thus, this hypothesis requires continued analysis.

b. Autocorrelation function analysis of the data confirms the existence
of seasonality in the data (Figures F-17 and F-18) as noted by the large
autocorrelation coefficients at lags 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, and 36. To elimi-
nate seasonality in the data, the raw series was differenced at a lag of 12
months. The plot of the new series is shown in Figure F-19. It is readily
obvious that this series is not stationary, as noted by the downward trend
of observations over time. Nonstationarity in the data is more clearly
evidenced by the autocorrelation function (Figure F-20 ) which fails to
fall quickly to zero. In an effort to achieve stationarity, the seasonally
adjusted series was differenced at a lag of 1 month. The resulting auto-
correlation function (Figure F-21) indicates that a weak stationary series
has been generated.

c. Analysis of the autocorrelation function identifies a possible mixe,'
ARMA nonseasonal model and a possible MA seasonal model. The nonseasonal
mixed ARMA model is suggested based upon the gradual decline tew-Qpt lag 3)
of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation coefficients (Figures
F-21 and F-22). The autocorrelation function suggests a MA seasonal
process as manifested by the gradual decay of autocorrelations at lags 12
and 24. Thus, the data suggest a multiplicative seasonal with a mixed
ARIMA nonseasonal (1,1,1) model and a seasonal PRIMA (0,1,1) model:

0(1 -I B) (1 , B12 ) (1 - B) Xt 0 (1 -9O B) (1 -012 B12)e t

d. The results of the model (Figure F-23) are as follows:

(1- .3579 B) (1 B12) (1 - B) Xt = (1- .7962 B) (1- .7753 Bi2)et
(2.5) X2 (3,20) 12.8 (8.31) (13.43)

.F-15
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The results indicate that all of the estimated parameters are signficant of
the 5 percent significance level. The Q statistic for 20 degrees of free-
dom is 12.8 (Figure F-24). Thus, the null hypothesis, estimated model re-
siduals are uncorrelated, should not be rejected at the 13 percent sig-
nificance level.

e. The general cargo seasonal model forecasted that 1856.61 K/MTON would
be transported during FY 82 versus an actual shipment of 2021.55 K/MTON The
MSE of the general cargo forecast for FY 82 was 318.54 (Figure F-25), and
the annual forecast error was -8.2 percent. As stated in paragraph 6-7,
another model for general cargo forecasted FY 82 shipments with a -4.6
percent error. Both models should be tracked into the future for
forecasting accuracy and model fit.

F-16
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.4OOREAIN

:6j :1 ?*-2 
96.2.3

1- 1 9 1 .21e4 2

PLO OfrUOCORRELAT ONS

-1001- 4 2 -0 -. 06 -. 30 -. 42 -. 4 -. 0 e1 -06 .04 .19.2

LO 011 AUOCARLAIi4

S -.358 X* XXXX

74 -4251 XXXXxx

11 .3a 4 nxxca

1 0439xxxcx)*
13 1897 Ixxxxxx

I% *a3" Ixxxis .091 xx
ib -0302 x l xxx

27 -o420 xxxxxxxI
28 -025 * xx xxxxxi
29 -09 1 XXXXXI
30 -14 XxxxxxiX

'C- 1 -. 239 x X 1.x
32 -16 XIx

34 e236 * xxx
'4' 5 0092 * xxx

36* .092 X1,I

27'I8 pX

28 Figure F-17 AC-Rw at Gnea

29 -0001."xx

30 -033 xxxxF-21

4 ~3 '423 X .X-. '--X
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PARTIAL AUTOCORR[LATIONS

02 65 -:10 -*a&1.0 -:IS :Y7 *14 : 12 .25 .13.1 3 13 .13 .13 .3 .13 3' .13 .13 913
13;.Z4 -:3 :J1 -: 01 j :OS --2 .12 -:12 -:V~3 :0'
ST.Ee 1i :z . iJ 1 :x 33 oH . 13 .13 13 3
IL! -:.7 -1 :07 :?&~.0 -:18 :01 :.03 -:18 -.06 -.09 -. oot

.13 3I :13 .3 .3 .13 .33 .13 .13 s13 o33 o13

PLO T Of PARTIAL AUTOCORRCLATIONS

-30 -&a -06 -o -0 . 2 0% 06 .a 1.0LAS CORR,]-----* 4 - -4 - - - 4-----

I 611S IxXX XX :XXX xxXXXXX

3 -. 18. #XXXXXI
4 -0108 * XXXI
S -0080 .4 XXI 4
6 -0148 * xxxII
7 .06? # 'lXX *
a 0141 I XXXi
9 013 x
1o oil7 * XXX
11 o248 * IxIxxxI
12 .12b * XN 4xx
13 -.295 X*XXXXxI
I% s032 4 x #X
IS1 -.030 * X1
16 -0286 X*XXXXXI
17 -0086 * xli
18 002% * z It
19 *alga Ix I
20 -.267 x4XXXXXI 0
21 .119 * XXX 4
22 -. 121 4 XXXI 4
23 -03 X1

25S -.- 067 * xxx
26 -.097 )(XX1
27 .069 * x 4X
28 ;-.031 Z I 4
29 e078 I xx *
30 -. 180 * XXX! 4
31 0007 1 4
32 .026 11 0
33 -.375 XXXXI
34 -0064 4 xxi
35 -,087 * XXI
36 -&0411 * Il

Figure F-18. PACF -Raw. Data Gejieral
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13- 24 -. 01 :97 :10 :.93 -:.07 -:92 :J1 -:23 -:16 -. 21 -. 18 -. 17
S7.10 024 4i oil Zq .Z4 4l 41 4 It~ *24 o24 .25

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -. 4 -,2 so0.2 *41 06 .8 10
LOG CORI.*-*--.-- --- *------

1 *586 IRNIxlI xxxxxxxx
2 .355 xXIxxxx x
3 o2C4 * linuX 4
1# .259 1 xxxxxx
5 e339 XXzXXX x *
6 .275 * lxxN *
7 e103 *JIX
a *17b lxxx
9 alas * xxxx

IQ 0119 'I UU
31 .083 xII
12 -0086 * xi Pev
13 -.006 T
34 .075 * xx * .h 9is 15 095 * xx
16 o028 *Ix
17 -. 069 Xxi
is -.022 *X1. .Z9
19 .107 * INIX
20 -o026 I!
21 -. 060 XT X
22 -. 208 xxxxxxi
23 -. 176 # xxxxi
24 -. 168 0 lxxxi*
25 -0166 # lXXXiT
26 -. 152 # xll!x

27 134 xxxIII
29 -222 # IIINIXI

32 -.162 *xxxi!
33 -o.1w *xxx!
34 -. 068 XXI36 ::113I!XX

Figure F-20. ACF -Lagged 12 Months
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A11TOCORLATIONS

I:11 1*-f J .10 -.28
STeEo .15 .15 61 *l 6t t

.1.07 :12 *03 :16 -.10 .28 -.11 .12 -.21 .~ 3~
019 01 01 09 :9 20 .20 .21 .21 .21 . .0:1

PLO T OF AUTOCORRELATIANS

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -eft -.2 00 .2 edo .6 .8 1.0
LAG CORR.*-- ---- -------- *---------

1 -.179 xxxiX
S2 -.091 XXI e

3 -.256 XXXXXX I
10 -.005 X1
S oils IXxI
6 01101 xIxI 4
7 -. 280 * xxxxxxr
a .18? * xxxxx
9 -. 090 4 xxi

Ill 0847 *Ix
11 .103 i XXX
12 -. 278 *xxxxxxx
13 .007 I +
110 .071 4 xx 4

16 o026 *ix
15 .17 o* lXXXT 4
i? -.161 xxxx
19 .281 4Ix.xxXX *xxzg
20 -.107 * XXXI
21 .123 *lxx
22 -. 20b XXXXI4

23 :032- r
24 1UI

26 -&G03 *I
27 .078 *lxx
28 -.120 xxxi4
29 .0240. xx
30 -o023 *XT$ 31 -00740* XXI
32 .005 1
33 .0101 xx
310 .09S * xx
35 .062 *lxx
36 -.152 xXXI

Figure F-21. ACF -Lagged 12 Months and 1 Month
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PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS
-:18-:13-:31-:21:04 lg -29 .19 :02 -:f9 :16 -:2g

13 % -It -.1 .1-Z -:11 .07 l? -:12 I .15 1:2 -?
.15~ .15 is es* is 15 *is 5

2fij: -:06.03 -.02 .03 -.16 1-1 *3*6-l
15 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 .15 .15 *I.16-V,:S i l 15 *is

PLO T OF PAR71AL AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -*4 -.2 so .2 04 o6 as 100
L AS CORR.*--4------*-----*--

1 -. 179 # xxxxi
2 -. 130 0 xxxi
3 -. 313 x*xIXXXXI

-. 4. -. 211 * XXXIXI
5 0036 4 Ix

*6 .099 # IXI 4
*7 -o293 XXXXXXXI

a 0188 # Ixxxx
9 e02w 4 Ix

to -.090 * XXI
11 .156 Ixx *
12 -. 218 *XXXXaXI
13 -. 112 * XXXI
14 -.026 * xi

-is e5132 * xxx *
*16 -.123 * xxxi

17 -*114 * xxxt

19 *124 * xxx
20 -.116 4 XXXI
21 0147 0 Ixxxx
22 -e043 4 X1
23 -e020 0 1
24 -.093 + xxi
25 -.o64 * XXI
26 .033 4 ix27 -.020 XI
28 e033 T X
29 -0160 xxxiI
30 -.013 1
31 -.072 * XXI

.1~32 -.166 9xxxII
33 .097 * Ix 4
34 -.026 * xl
35 .062 * xx
36 -.099 * XXI

* Figure F-22. PACF -Lagged 12 Months and 1 Monlth
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ESTIMATION BY &ACKCASTING METHOD
RELATIVE CHANGE IN RESIDUAL SUN OF SQUARES LESS THAN .2000OO-D

SUMMARY OF THE MOOEL

OUTPVT VARIABLE -- TRANS
INPU VARIABLES NOISE
VARIABLE VAR* TYPE MEAN TIME DIFFERENCES
TRANS RANDOM 1- 6 1 -B1z  10 11-8 1

PARAMIETER VARIABLE TYPE FACTOR ORDER ESTIMATE ST. ERR. T-RATIO1 TRANS "A 1 I e7962 .059 8.312 TRANS A 2 12 7753 .0S77 13.33 TRANS AR 1 1 .3579 -1432 Z.50
RESIOULL SUM OF sQUlrS 610R.70183 1BACKCASTS EXCLUDED)OF FREDOM 4AES13UAL MEAN SQUARE 141*969809

Figure F-23. Model Parameters - General
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AUTOC ORRELATIONS

1- 12 0.0 .06 -*14 e0ft .01 *IS -all e14 -s06 -.05 .05 -.12
ST.E. .13 s13 .13 .13 .13 913 e14 .16 .14 e14 o14 e14
13-26 -:14 .03 :04 -:06 -:13 -.06 .I5 -.A4 .13 -:12 .07 -. 20
ST.E1 .15 .15 .15 .5 o15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .16 .16

PLOT OF AUIOCORRELATIONS

-1.0 -. 5 -e6 -.4 -92 .0 e2 .6 .6 .8 1.0
LAG CORR& ------- *---*----*-4--

1 0006 I
4.2 .059 x

3 -*137 xxxI
6 043 xx

4.5 solo t
6 s153 * XXiX
7 -.112 * XXXI
S .144 4 IXXXX
9 -.081 # XXI

11 .052 4 Ix 4
12 -.119 4 XXXT
13 -.146 * XXIx!
1ts .033 4 IX
15 .0613 * x
16 -e0se # X1
11 -0428 # XXXI
is -. 058 # xl
19 s154 * xxx
20 -.037 4 xi
21 e131 # lxii
22 -117 , # xxxx
23 /z x

26 -.030 * X1
27 .071 x Ii
28 -e1se * XXXXI

31 -*08$ # xxr
32 -. 002 + I
33 e0211 4 Ix
361 .082 0 lxx
56 :0182 # xNxxIx

* Figure F-24. Estimated Residuals -General
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4,q.

%' .%

FORECAST ON VARIABLE TRANS FROM TIME PERIOD 61

PER11O FOR[CASTS A
0. 90 0000 iiu -2

6Z 140033196 17.39390
63 !qz0799S6 184445422
64 127w50204 19.18827
65 131:17248 19.82463 __Y____V6_

6b 1.61052803 Z0 6._088
67 16b928q95 20.97950 24 vIe, 4.2
63 -S67o890 21.52618
69 165.61838 22.05823
73 166:3b1 jn57737
71 17g"920. 33008q69
72 16 60065 23:58106 _...'6'

- STANDARD ERROR = 15.165i ty CONOITIONAL METHOD )

Figure F-25. Forecast FY 82 - General
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F-4. IHG

a. The raw series for HHG shipments is depicted in Figure F-26. The
raw data depicts the volatility of HHG shipments when MSC is required to
transport normal Code 4 shipments. During FY 78 HHG shipments by MSC were
more than three-times as large as any other fiscal year in the data set.
Due to this distortion in the data, only data from October 1978 through
September 1981 was used to develop the models. The HHG time series has
only 36 observations, much less than is normally required to achieve satis-
factory results from time series analysis.

b. Aside from the distortion during FY 78, the raw data depict a sea-
sonal trend with peaks during the summmer months and troughs during the
winter months. Evidence of seasonality in the data is also seen in the 6-
month moving average (Figure F-27). However, the 12-month moving average
(Figure F-28) suggests that the mean of the series is fairly constant over
the latter years and appears to exhibit a slight downtrend.

C. Autocorrelation function analysis (Figures F-29 and F-30) confirms
the existence of seasonality in the data as manifested by the significant
autocorrelation coefficient at lags 12 and 24. The series was differenced
at a lag of 12 months to eliminate the seasonality and achieve stationary
data. The plot of the seasonally adjusted series is depicted in Figure
F-31. Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation function analysis of the
data (Figures F-32 and F-33) indicate that stationarity has been achieved.

d. Analysis of Figures F-32 and F-33 suggest that the data be modeled
with a seasonal and nonseasonal model. In contrast to all of the other
models, the seasonal model for HHG was AR in nature. This was discovered
after comparing the results of AR and MA seasonal models. The nonseasonal
model was identified as an MA process. The resulting model was a
nonseasonal ARIMA (0,0,1) model and a seasonal ARIMA (1,1,0) model:

(1- *12 B12 ) (1-B1 2 ) Xt = )A + (1- 04 B4 )Et

The nonseasonal model was built with only one parameter rather than four
since the first three coefficients lacked any statistical significance.
Also, the mean of the seasonally adjusted series was significant at the 6
percent significance level.

e. The results of the model (Figure F-34) were as follows:

(1 + .3198B12) (1-B 12 ) Xt = -1.163 +(1-.3397B 4)et
(-2.33) (-3.67) (1.88)

x2 (2,20) = 6.26

F-3
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All of the estimated parameters except 64, are significant at the 5 per-
cent significance level. 04 is significant at the 7 percent signifi-
cance level. Verification of the model's adequacy, using the Box-Pierce
test with 20 degrees of freedom, indicates that the null hypothesis (uncor-
related residuals) should not be rejected at the .5 percent significance
level (Figure F-35).

f. This model forecasted FY 82 HHG shipments to be 80.2 K/MTON versus
an actual lift of 87.7 K/MTON (Figure F-36). The MSE of the HHG forecast
was 5.24 percent, and the annual forecast error was -8.5 percent.

a
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* Figure F-26. HHG Cargo, FY 77 - FY 82
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A UTOCORREL AT IoNqs

1- 12 .54. .24 -*1%. -.30 -e29 -*38 -.30 -.31 -.21 .*12 .31 .51
ST.r. .17 .21 .22 .22 .23 .214 .26 .27 .28 .Z8 .28 .29

13- 2. .26 .09 -.11 -.18 -.15 -.22 -.21 -.19 -.16 .02 .15 .26
ST.C. .31 o32 o32 .32 .33 .33 .33 .33 o34. .34 e314 *34.

2S- 33 o16 .10 .03 :02 -. 02 -. &02 -,r14 -. 03 -. 004
SToE. .35 e35 .35 .3S 35 .35 .35 .35 .35

SPLOT OF AUTOCORRELATICNS

-1.0 -*A -.6 -o14 -.2 e0 .2 .14 .6 .8 100

-1 .537 IXXXXXXX XXXXX
2 .237 * XXXXXX

*3 -9135 *XXXI
14 -.3r.5 * xxxxxxxi
5 -.288 * xxxxxxxi
6 -o376 * XXXXXXXXI
7 -0305 * XxXXXXI
8 -03r9 4 XXXXXXXT
9 -.213 + XXXXXi

10 .116 + Ixxx
*11 e313 + IXNXXXXX4

*~~ 1 59 XXXXXXX XXXXX.
13 *2SR * xxxxxx
14 o096 *y #X

16 -o179 XXX Txx #
17 -. 1147 *xx 7XX 4
18 -0221 4XXXXXX I
19 ,.' *li xxAxx I
z0 -.188 4XXXXXT
z1 -.163 *xxxxi

23 eIls lxx
214 9257 Ixxxxxx
25 .15a !XXXX
26 .097 *lxx
27 .027 *ix
28 .017 T
29 -.017 14
30 -0021 *X1
31 -. 036 x

*33 -.040 x rI

-Figure F-29.. ACF -Raw Data -HHG4
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FARTIAL AUTOCOPRELATIONS
1- 12, .54. -. C? -. 33 -. 13 .02 -. 32 -@13 -. 20 -. 19 v24. 9C9 .Ir
STo~o .17 e17 &17 .17 .17 .17 917 .l7 .17 .17 .17 .17

13- 2'4 -. 28 -. 32 -. 07 POI -. Cq1 -. 12 -. 05 .03 -. 19 -. 19 or1 -. 09
STeEm .17 .17 *17 *17 .17 *17 .17 el7 .17 .17 *17 .17

25- 33 -. 10 0.0 -. 09 -:?S -. 08 .03 -:03 :08 -. 01
ST.C. .17 .17 .17 *7 .17 el7 .17 .17 *17

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

LAG CORP.*----- - -

1 *577 IXXXXXXXXXXXX
2 -o371 * x IX+
3 -0329 XXXXXxxi
1. -.129 * XXX!
5 .021. I x
6 -.325 XXXXXXXXI
7 -0129 # xxxt
b -. B96 * XXXXXT
9 -.189 # XXXXXI
1o o24.3 * !XXXXXX
12 .0 XX +
13 -.212 *TxxxxxxXI
1'. -.029
15 -OC70 * xX16 o.C1' 4
17 -4.3 * + xI
18 -. 117 0 XXX T

*19 -9-514 # XT
20 .iJ29 + rx
21 -1135 + XXXXXI
22 -.192 *XXXXXI

* 23 .LU13 *1
24. -OOQ2 . * XI
25 -o C97 * xxi
26 e~ol 1
27 -eCQC * xX
28 -90347 x Il
29 -,076 * XXI
30 0372 *
31 -e.31 * xi
32 .03 t a xx

*Figure F-30. PACF -Raw Data HHG
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AUTOCORELAT IONS

1- 12 .16 .03 .02 -. 3n -*05 -. 11 -."2 .22 -. 02 .20 *C. -. 29
ST.F. *2C .21 .21 .21 .23 .23 .23 .23 .24 .24 ,?5 .25

.Ij~jj -:1 -Ql-.3 -. 93 -:10 -. 01 -:17 -:2 1 I-6 *8 6 26 .26 27 2

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATItJNS

-1.0 -. 8 -.6 -. -. 2 .0 .2 . .6 .8 1.0LAG CORR. *--... -. - - --.. . ..•. . .. . . . . .. .
I

1 e177 rxxxx
2 .034 IX
3 ,J20 I
4 -.302 XXXXXXXX!
5 -t3'46 * XI
6 -.10 * XXXT
7 -.022 * X 4
8 .219 IXXXXX
9 -. #20 4 ,' rw- w

10 .106 * tXXXXX 4
*11 .040 i x

12 -.203 Y YXXXXXXI it-)13 -.089 * XXI
1q -- • xxx I
15 -.051 * XI *
16 -0032 * X! 4
17 -*1CO XX18 -,cl'. *
19 -. 71 x*i
20 -OC22 * X1
21 .29 . IX
22 ,025 i IX

Figure F-32. ACF - Lagged 12 Months
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-PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIGNS

1- 12 .lb 2.0 .01 -. 32 Q~ .1 .6 e13 -. 08 .18 -. 01 -. 23
ST.E* .2C .20 .20 .20 .20 :23 20 e20 .20 .20 .20 20f

13- 22 -.05 .10 -.05 -@Is -.08 -. 10, -07 120 -:35 : 10S1. T. lo 20 .20 .20 920 .20 .20 .20 :.2 aZ .Z0

PLOT OF PAR7IAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1.0 -.3 -.6 -04I -.2 .2 02 04 .6 .8 1.0
LAG CORP. ----

1 9177 *TXXXX
2 0003 1
3 *0114 4
4 -031a * XXXXXXXXI
5 .cZ 4 *
6 -.121 *x XXi
7 0 5 *, rx
a e134 4 lxxx
9 -1 a 0 *xx :

11 -*oba *xxi
12 -.227 * XXXl

4.13 *04
14 x07 T

15 -e3.48 * I
16 -. 181 * XXXXXI
17 -eQ75 xxr
is -. IL'3 * xxxr
19 -. C65 *xxt
20 6CJ22 *ix

zi ! *os X1

Figure F-33. PCAF -Lagged 12 Months
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ESTIrATION EY EACKCASTING METHOD

RELATIvE CHAN.GE IN RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUAPES LESS THAN #100O-OC4

SUNMAPY OF THE MODEL

OUTPUT VARIABLE -- TRANS
INPUT VARIABLES -- NOISE

WARIABLE VAR. TYPE .MEAN TINiE DIFFERENCES
TRANS 0 AN0M 1- 36 11-B 1

PARAmETER VARIABLE TYPE FACTOR ORDER ESTIMATE ST. ERR. T-RATIO
I TRANS MA 2 .,3397 .iell 1.eb
2 TRANS AR 1 12 -*319a .1371 -. c.33
Z TRANS TRNO 1 a -1o163 ,3173 -3.67

9ESI[JUAL SUM OF SQUARES 2 Z2q69138 4RACKCASTS EXCLUDEDI
DEGPEES OF FFEEDOM 9
RESILUUAL MEAN SQUARE 2.696571

Figure F-34. Model Parameters - HHG
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AUTOCORPELAT IONS

1- 12 .It .03 -. 02 -. 02 -. 10 -. 13 -. 10 1 C -. 09 .15 -. 02 -. I'
ST*E. .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .18 .18 .18 .18 918 ole

13- 24 -*I: -. 10 --14 -. 05 -&02 -. 05 -. 10 -. G1 .02 0.0 .n2 .32
ST.. .16 .19 .19 019 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19 .19

25- 33 0.0 .C3 .. .03 .01 .01 .01 0.0 C.o
ST.. .19 .19 019 .19 .19 .19 *19 .19 .19

PLOT OF AUTOC0I-RELATI.:NS

-I.C -. 9 -. 6 -. 4 -. 2 .0 .2 .4 o6 .8 1.0
LA6 CORR. ----.----. --------. ..----------------

I

I .163 IXXXX
2 .031
3 -. U16 I

'5 C. . I a T
5 -1c2z XXXI
6 -. 15Z XXXI
7 -..;96 * XXI 4

8 .!x9 * lxx
9 -*..,8 XXI

I' .147 * TXXXX *
11 -.019 1 4

12 -. CO7 xx!
13 -.122 • XXXT
14 -. O 7 XXI
15 -.133 a XXXI
16 -0. .. 5 * XI
17 -&:22 * XI
18 -o.:5 x* x
19 -. 5 - XXXI20 -. 314
2

-. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e 22________
23 .JZ2 IX
24 .024 * IX 4

25 ,:rs T
26 6-35 IX
27 .050 * !X
28 ,."32 IX
29 .009 •

31 .013 T T 4

12 ,C03 * I
!3 -.00 3*

Figure F-35. Estimated Residuals - HHG
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FORECAST ON VAPIABLE TRANS FROM TIME PERIOD 37

. PERIOD FORECASTS ST. ERR. ACTUAL
37 7.32353 1071159 k___00__rat
38 5.C3787 1071159 -;/. _

39 s.27541 1.71159
40 S*a6943 1071159
41 3081461 1 0 O7 66 /
42 S,56495 18017 66 /c/
43 3e93335 1.80766
44 S,29C67 1.80766
•45 e27946 1.8n766
146 IGO19849 1.30766 -',

47 13,8CO86 1.81766 ,
- 5.82243 1.80766

STANOAAO ERPCR 1,71159 (BY CONDITIONAL METHOD J

-' '=Figure F-36. Forecast FY 82 -HHG

i if
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F-5. COAL

a. The raw series for commodity coal is depicted in Figure F-37. The
raw data do not depict a recurring pattern or seasonal trend. Examination
of the 3-month and 6-month moving average diagrams (Figures F-38 and F-39)
affirms the absence of a predictable pattern. The 12-month moving average
diagram (Figure F-40) suggests the possibility of a 5-year cycle; however,
there is not enough data to verify this hypothesis.

b. Autocorrelation function analysis of the data confirms the absence
of seasonality in the data (see Figures F-41 and F-42). However, the auto-
correlation function of the raw series indicates that a trend does exist in
the data and that stationarity is not present. To achieve stationarity,
the raw series was differenced at a lag of one month. The plot of the dif-
ferenced series is illustrated in Figure F-43. Figures F-44 and F-45 de-
pict the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of the dif-
ferenced series. These functions as well as a visual examination of theplot of the differenced series indicate the existence of stationary data.

c. The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of the
differenced series suggest that the data could be modeled using an ARIMA
(0,1,1) process. Only the first lag of the autocorrelation function is
significant, and the remaining coefficients are distributed randomly within
the 95 percent confidence interval. The partial autocorrelations decayexponentially to zero as the lags increase. Besides an ARIMA (0,1,1)

model, the data could also be modeled using an ARIMA (1,1,1) model. Thus,
the appropriate models are:

(1 - B) Xt = (I - 01)e t

or

(1 - 1 B) (1 - B) Xt = (1 - 1)et

d. Test of both models indicated that the ARIMA (1,1,1) model was the
most appropriate model. Thus, the resulting forecast model (Figure 6-46)
is:

(1 - .3461B) (1 - B) Xt = (1 - .859B)et

(9.46) (2.06)X2 (2,20) = 10.87

e. All of the estimated parameters were significant at the 5 percent

significance level. The model was verified using the Box-Pierce test and a
visual examination of the estimated residuals of the model. The Q statis-
tic test is 10.87, which indicates that the null hypothesis, uncorrelated
residuals, should not be rejected at the 5 percent significance level
(Figure F-47). Also, all of the estimated residuals fall within the 95
percent confidence interval and do not depict any noticeable trend or
pattern.

F-43
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f. The ARIMA (1,1,1) model forecasted the FY 82 coal tonnage shipped to
be 406.51 K/MTON (Figure F-48) as compared to the historical FY 82 lift of
375.94 K/MTON and the actual FY 82 DLA coal contract of 440.67 K/MTON. The
MSE of the coal forecast was 192.60, and the annual forecast error was -.6
percent (actual FY 82) and 15.2 percent (DLA).

g. As discussed earlier, several external factors have affected coal
shipments during October 1977 to September 1981. A close examination of
the raw data indicates that contract negotiation delays have seriously af-
fected coal shipments and that a detailed adjustment of coal data is needed
to develop an accurate forecasting model. The need for data adjustment is
clearly identified by the large outlier observations contained in the dif-
ferenced series (Figure F-43).

h. In particular, the data point for April 1980 is a large outlier that
affects the model-building process. The observation for April 1980 was
adjusted to the average shipment for April during the 5-year period. The
autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions (Figures F-49 and
F-50) of the adjusted series again depict a trend in the data. Also, it
should be noted that almost all of the autocorrelation coefficients for the
adjusted data are greater than the autocorrelation coefficients for the
original series (Figure F-41). Thus, the data are very sensitive to data
manipulation, and further data adjustments should be done with extreme
caution.

i. The differenced adjusted series is illustrated in Figure F-51. The
autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions (Figures F-52 and
F-53) indicate the existence of weak stationarity in the data. Again, it
should be noted that although the autocorrelation function of the differ-
enced adjusted series indicates a possible ARIMA (1,1,1) model, the
function varies from the differenced unadjusted series. In particular,
lags 10, 17, and 24 are more significant than before. This would suggest
that additional parameters need to be added to the original model. To
retain some parsimony in the model only one parameter was added. The form
of the model is:

(I - 01 B) (I - B) Xt = (I - 01 B - 010 BIO)Et

j. The results of the model (Figure F-54) are as follows:

(1 - .2168B) (1 - B) Xt = (I - .7693B + .2705B1O)et
(1.46) (9.69) (-3.8)

X2 (3,20) = 10.51

All of the estimated parameters are significant at the 5 percent signifi-
cance level except 1. The Q statistic i-ndicates a good fit for the model,
thus the null hypothesis should not be rejected at the 5 percent signifi-
cance level (Figure F-55). It should be noted that the "goodness of fit"
test accounts for the significant residual coefficient at lag 17. Attempts
to reduce the significance of this coefficient added further complication

F-44
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and restriction to the original model. Also, until all of the data are
adjusted correctly, additional modifications to the original model should
not be attempted.

k. The adjusted model forecasted that 398.80 K/MTON of coal would be
shipped during FY 82 (Figure 6-56) which corresponds to an annual forecast
error of 6.1 percent.
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AU70COARELAl0kS

Ii.12 *3 s16 e07 :sO :07 -*14 -. 15 -*CG -. 06 .06 -. 05 0.0
s 0 *1 04 15 15 01 *S .15 015 .15 .15 .15 *IS

ST.E. .15 .15 *i5 .1 .16 e16 .16 e16 e16 e17 .17 :17

25- 36 -.10 -.01 -.09 &06 o12 *04 .03 .06 .A2 *03 .01 .G3
SI.C. 91 17 .I 17 el7 .17 *17 .17 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18

FLCZ Of ALUCCC2RELATIM

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -04 -s2 so s2 04 .6 *8 1.0
LA F CORR*E.---

015 Ixxx x
* 069 1xx

4 -9C65 * xII
5 -OC69 4 xII
6 -0140 4 xxxi
7 -.150 * XXX!
1 -OC60 * xi

as -0fa5 9 4 XT
10 .057 4 Ix

.p..11 -051 *X1
12 OCOS 1 4

*1*'13 .06 XI
14 .021 *Ix 4
is -. 055 X1 #I
16 -0148 0 XzXXI 0 ell, (6)11 -e223 0 xxxxxI#
if -.132 4 xxxi #
is -.068 4 xxx 0 .4
zc OGG% 0 I
21 -.1(8 4 xxxI

*22 -*214 0 XXXX! 4
23 -*Goo # xx!
24 .039 # Ix 0
2! -096 + XX!
26 -.013 0 I 4
21 -.092 4 xxi 0
21 .057 4 IX x
29 s120 4 lxxx 0

31 *029 Ix
32 .061 * xx
33 OG; 4 IX x
34 .035 x I
35 .09 1
36 .026 *Ix

Figure F-41. ACF -Raw Data -Coal
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CAA-SR-84-2

*ARTIAL ALaOCORRELAIIONS

li.12 034 .05 0.0 -.11 -02 -ell -. 01 .C3 -.C3 .09 -.13 .C4
.13 013 .13 .13 .13 o13 e13 .13 .13 o13 .13 o13

13- 24 .05 -.02 -o10 -.13 -e*)t -.01 .01 G4~ -.17 -.26 -.03 ell
ST.E. .13 .13 013 013 o13 .13 .13 e13 o13 o13 .13 .13

25- 36 -.17 -.03 -.19 .06 e07 -e0% -.06 -.C4 -o1w -.o'4ell -.&L2
SI.E. e13 .13 .13 e13 o13 o13 .13 .13 e13 .13 .13 o13

F LC? OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIO4S

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -*4 -o2 .0 02 *q .6 *a 1.0
4-. ~LAG CORR. *----.----.-------

1 *341 * IXNXxxXxxx
* .2 oQ%5 * Ix 4* G 03 : 1

5 -. C23 4 xi
6 -.108 * XXII 4
7 -.067 4 xxI
a 0C29 4 Ix
q -. 030 4 xi

.4 see&09 4 Ix! 4

11 -0128 4 XXXI 4
12 .036 * Ix
13 0054 Ix

16 -.126 * XXXI 4
17 -.1162 * xxx!!
1e -.0114 I 4

2C &043 * Ix
21 -.172 4 XU!!! 4

4.22 -e256 xxxxxi!
1*23 -.033 .0 xI 4

24 elca 4p . IXx!!
25 -.116 *xxx!!
26 -.0303 xi X
27 -.187 4!!!!!! 4
2! ecS7 4 Ix

3C -:040 xi
31 -001 * xxi 4
32 :.G40 X1

36 -*022 4 l #I

* Figure F-42. PACF - Raw.Data -Codi
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CAA-SR-84-2

AUJOCORRELATIC.S

1- 12 -o33 -91G .06 -.13 .05 -.02 -*CS SO2 -.01 .18 -.06 -9C2
Si.C. .13 e14s .IS .15 e15 .15 .15 .15 *15 .15 .15 .15

13- 2's .1's 0.0 .[' -.01 -.20 .06 -e0's .13 &06 -e19 -.01 .19
Si.Es .15 .16 s16 e16 .16 .16 .16 e16 .16 e16 .17 .17

'S2!- 36 -.1's e13 -.18 .0's .12 -&09 -.03 .03 -.0's .03 .01 -.02
Si.Ee .17 .17 .17 .18 Ole SIB .16 Ole .18 Ole Ole Ole

FLOT OF ALICCCRRLATIC4S

-1.' -.8 -e6 -. 's -o2 .0 o2 .'s 66 es 10

5,1 -.333 xx XXXXXJ
2 -.097 # x!
3 OCe1 4 uN *
's -0134s 4 XXXI
5 Oates * Ix
6 -. 021 4 II
7 -SCSI * xxi
8 .02's 4 Ix
5 -. 01's * XXx

lE .178 * xxx
it -..ri36 * Xxi
12 -0;4xxx

16 -.005 I
17 -e2Cs 4 xxxxxT v
18 e675 0 lXX #
19 -.0102 0 X1. 4
2C .132 4 xxx #
21 .060 # lxx 0
22 -.195 4 xxxxxi
23 -.007 1 1

5.2's .1'3 * xxxxx #
25 -13 * xxxi

26 *12xxx
27 -.18s * XXXXXT
22 0036 *ix4
25 .117 * xxx
3C -0069 * XXi
31 -.034s4X
32 .029 * IX
33 -.0's' 4Xl

*3's .030 Ix
35 solos 4 1
36 -.020 X1 X

F-5



CAA-SR-84-2

* FARTIAL ALTOCORRELAIIO.S

1- 12 -033 -. 23 -. 07 -.19 -.CS -.09 -.16 -.13 -.21 .03 -sag -.08
SIeE* .13 .13 e13 .ll .13 *13 .13 e13 el3 .13 .13 .13

13- 24. .05 ell e12 .11 -ell -*0 -&09 ell .19 -. 0% -.18 .01
SEe all *13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 e13 &13 913

25- 36 -907 e06 -.15 -.06 .05 .01 -.08 *02 -.09 -.23 -.06 -eG?
ST.E. e13 .13 .13 .13 .ell 913 .13 913 .13 .13 *13 a13

FLOT OF PARIAL AuTOCCARELATIONS

-OR1.0 -.8 -s6 -. 4. -.2 U0 .2 .'. .6 .8 1&0

1 -.Z33 XXXXXXI 4
2 -0638 xxxxi
3 -. 6 * 4X XXII

5 -. 016 4 xxi
6 -0fl94 4 xxI 4
7 -0156 4 xxi4
8 -.135 4 iii!
5 -o212 *XXXXIx 4

iC .029 Ix ii
11 -sG67 4 xxi 0
12 -.C83 4 XIi 0
13 .052 * Ix 0
1q 01E9 4 lXXX 4
1s e1l7 0 lxxx 4
16 016~8 4 lxXi 4
17 -.li. 4 xxxi 0
1e -.0638 * X1 4
19 -SC90 4 XIi
2c 0uGO 0 lXXX
21 0166 * Ixxxxx*
22 -.039 * XT
2? -0118 4 ixill 0
24 .001 4 xxx
25 -.09 4 XXI #
26 .(117 4 xxx
21 -.152 * xxix!
ZN -*C65 0 X1I
29 oC52 4 TX 4
3C S0(18 4 1
31 -.060 4 XXI
32 SG17 * I 4
33 -o&93 * xxi
34 -9231 xxxI 4
35 -.057 0 iX 4
36 -. 015 4 XIi

*Figure F-45. PACF -Lagged 1 Month
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CAA-SR-84-2

.4

ESTI4ATIGN BY BACKCASTING METHOD

RELATIVE CHANGE IN RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES LESS THAN .1OO-OO

SUMMARY OF THE MODEL

OUTPUT VARIABLE -- TRANS
INPUT VARIABLES N NOISE

VARIABLE VAR. TYPE MEAN TIME DIFFERENCES

TRANS RANDOM 1- 60 I-0 )

PARA4ETER VARIABLE TYPE FACTOR ORDER ESTIMATE ST. ERR. T-RATIC
1 TRANS MA 1 1 .85?0 .0908 99(
Z TRANS AR 1 1 .3461 .1677 2.00

RESTMUAL SU".Of SQUARES 13820.113b03 IBACMCASTS EXCLUDED)
2EGP£ES OF FREEDOM 56
IESIMUAL NEAN SQUARE 246.787739

Figure F-46. Model Parameters - Coal
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CAA-SR-84-2

AUTD^,0RAELATIONS

1- 12 -.03 0.0 .07 -.11 -.01 -.07 -.11 0.0 -.O' .17 0.0 w0s
ST*E. .13 *13 .13 o13 e13 .13 .13 .13 .13 e13 e14. e11

13- 2'4 .16 .05 3.0 -.a5 -.21 0.0 -.00 .10 .03 -.18 -.02 .1'.
ST*E. e1* e1%. e14. A4' 914. 15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15

25-36 -912 :04. :18 .01 .06 .010 -.07 -.01 -006 .01 0.0 -00
S~E. 01 06 16 :1 .16 .16 .16 *16 o16 e16 .16 .16

PLOT OF AUTOCORPELATIONS

-1.0 -w8 -96 - o -2 00 02 .1. o6 .8 1.0
LAG CORQ.*----.--.- -- *--

1 -.029 XI
2 -.c000 I
3 .065 lxx
4) 1 -.113 xxxI
5 -. 008 I
6 -0069 XXI
7 -.105 . xxxI
as -*onz 1
9 -.038 * xx

10 o172 * IXXXX *
11 0004 1
12 .01.6 * Ix
13 s163 * IXXXX *

.414. 006 r x
15 .0134 1
16 -e053 * XI
17 -0205 *XXXXXI
1s -005s r
19 -.0143 * xI
20 .098 r xx *
21 :028 * Ix
22 17 /Ofr4 XXXI

*2~4 .136 4 lxxx
25 -. 122 * XXXI4
26 *'4(4 Ix
27 -.18. XXXXXT
28 -.015 1
29 o055 *Ix
30 -. 10 * xxxi
31 -e072 * xxI
32 -. 011 *1
33 -oG~b XI

35 .LJC1. I
36 -0017 1

Figure F-47. Estimated Residuals -Coal
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-- CAA-SR-84-2

FO;ECAST ON VARIASLE TRANS FROM TIME PERIOD 61

TERIOO FORECASTS ST ERR. ACTUAL ,".
61 27*37654 15o67752 i

.,63 3 16C'C |8:10173A16
64 31*49713 a8051520 A 2 J7 /

65 31o61368 1808S389 . l&. I -
66 31o65401 19.16555
67 31.66798 19.46520 zfi if 7
6* 31.67281 19975793,...9 H.*67,-,8 i o:9,,sa,. 3, 67S.6 U 2888
71 31.67526 2C6C520

72 3167533 2008837

STANDARD ERROR 15o6775 ISY CONDITIONAL METHOD I

ae.

Figure F-48. Forecast FY 82 - Coal
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-W V-: -7 777.7777 V-

CAA-SR-84-2

AUTOCOiRELAT I 04NS

I- I;. 4:0 :CI -:C5 -:J9 -. 21 :1 :6:2 i G

25- 36 .22i7 :f' Q 05 -2 :; :8:0 :2:1

PLO T OF AUTOCORRrLATIONS

-16c -.8 -*6 -. '4 -e2 *Z .2 .4 96 .8 1.0
LAG CCRRO ---- -------- -- - -

1 .4!, lXXXXXXXX
Z2- .i! 4 IXKXXX 4*

3 OU9 9 I xx

5 -016 4 XI 4x

1 -02r9 4 XxXXI
S -0.j49 # I
9 -. 1.55 4 X1
10 6123 * lxxx
12 .. ea*Ix
13 *46 Ix 4
14 -.. 7 4 1
15 -StA92 4 XXI
16 -*'8 *xxxxxi
113 X XXXXXI 4

*19 _9!M5 4 xxxxi4
2c -. ,IJ4o 0 4xl 4
21 -.#02 XXxxI#
41 *ha72 4 XXxxI
2! & L#.3 * xxi #
24 0%447 * Ix 4
25 -. lla * xx!i 4
2b -.- 69 *X 4x
27 -*111 xxxi
28 .s.16 1 4
4-;9 *..d2 4 xx 4
3) I.1 I I4
31 -~'
32 *121 * xxx
33 .20 *c lxx
34. .A *c lxx 4
35 .L19 4I
:6 ?~3 x4

Figure F-49. ACF -Raw Data -Coal Adjusted
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CAA-SR-84-2

PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

1- 12 .'~1 .07 -:f .CS .t'S -:17 -:US 91S -917 .18 -*1! .01
ST*Z.. .13 .13 1 3 *13 .13 .13 e13 .13 .13 .13 .13

-.~9 -.1 :01 .0' :12 -. 22 -:13 .6 1

25- 36 -.:j9 0.0 -:16 -:U2 .12 -.~ :.~ 01 -:33-:2 :tj -:S
ST*Se 13  .1 .1 13 .13 13 13 .13 :13 3 3 3

F5. LOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORFELAT.CNS

-1.r, -. 8 -e6 -. '. -. 2 go e2 *44 *6 .8 i.*
S ~~LAG COfRZ. --- - - -

r
2 *:75 * lxx
3 -. ,;23 * xi
4 -I SL5U 0 XI
S -... 4i xiE
b -.17'. *XXXXI
7 -*LE3 * xxi
a 016'4 VXXXNX
9 -.. 74. 4 xxi1i; 016IJ 4 ixxxx
11 -.1'3 xxx!

lb -. 159 XxXXxI.7 -..P *x4xI~ -. 7 *XXX
19 .1.2 * Ix #) C 0.1.17 1 I
21 -.223 XAxxxxi

*22 -oleo XXXXXI
23 - a 6: 2.4 YX!

2'. -115 * xxxx *
29xxx44 x 4

3 J :6,4# XA
71 - !420+ X*

Figure F-50. PACF. -. Raw Data -Co.al Adjusted
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CAA-SR-84-2

0

,. o ,; .M
W I

CI

* 0

o-I
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01

0

o

I 'I

1. 4
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q, Figure F-51. Differenced Series (1-month lag) Coal Adjusted
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CAA-SR-84-2

AUTCCOiiiLLAT ICPA S

67 .Ul-*L7 .ra -:?.7 -e20 .16 -0113 .26 -:? C

13-.24 :.1c cle :r3 :2:f :19 -. :Q-7 : 7 -:03 -. C9 -:1~6 .2S
Src Es 16 .~ .16 16 6i : ~ 17 a~ is . 1 8 @Is

STE . 1.9 .9 . .1 9 9 .9 .1 9 . .21) 40L

K:,PLOT OF AUTOCURRELATIONS

CA-1.0 -. 8 -. 6 -94 -92 .2 .2 94 .6 .8 1 .3

1 -071J xx xxxxxi
2 -0 i67 * XXA3 -.~L * I

'4 -28* XXT
s oL76 4 AX 4
b -... ;71 * xxi 4
7 -eli # Xxxxx
a .163 4 Ixxxx 4
5 -O&EJ * xxxxxI #

112 0265 4 IxxAxxx X4

12 DO,1u 4
13 .49t * XX 4

is .:.27 T X
*16 0 L2 3 * x *

17 -0252 *x XXXXXI
Id eiCs 4 IXXx *
19 -. 2,72 4 xx!
2-- .174 * xxxx
21 -OW32 4 X1
22 -. i.89 4 XXI
23 .-. t.5 *xf
24 ZS'U . xxxxx
25 -*1 4 . XXXXI4
2b #6,91 * XX
27 -917u 4 XXXXI
2 .26 ow ,X 6
Z9 .114 * xxx

3 1 -i 6 u * xi
31 -.156 xxxxx
32 6121 lxx
13 -0..45 *xi4
34 *-73j rxx
35 -. 020 *XT
36 -0661 4XX!

Figure F-52. ACF. - Lagged 1 Month
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CAA-SR-84-2

FART1AL AUTOCOR RELATIONS

13- 2413

PLOT OF PARTIL. AUTOCORPELATIONS

1. -. 8 -. 6 -. 4 -. 2 .%3 .2 .4 .5 .8 le

1 .-013 XX4XXXXXI 4
Z -*IP3 XXXXXzI 4
3 -*Its * XXXI
*4 -0 1!b # XXXI 4
5 -0.r9 0 I

*6 -0a -,4 0 XI
7 -.117% X#XXXXXI
8 -6U65S 4 XXI 49 -0266 x.xxxxxrI

12 .%JZ6 * IX
13 0 .19 4 lxx
14 .9.,95 * XE 4

l16 0139 # lxxx #
17 -0lt.7 # XXXI 4

19 -. 69 4 XXI 0
ZG .14.2 * XiX 421 0.177 # Iii 4
22 0.; 12 4 I 4
is -OZZI XXXXXIT #
2% , 6 4 lxi25 -*134 * XXXI 4
26 - 0 IxI 4

7? .92 * XXI 0
28 -. 125 # xxxi +29 OW77 # lxx 4

31 -.147 # xxxl
32 -o.4o 4 xi
33 -0419. * I341 -019d #XXXXXI35 -oiC3 I
3b -0 * XXXXI

. Figure F-53. PACF Lagged 1 Month
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CAA-SR-84-2
.% .. ,%

.

.STI49ATION BY 8ACKCASTING METHOD

4ELATIVE CHANGE IN RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES LESS THAN .1000-OO

SUMMARY OF THE MODEL

OUTPJT VkRIABLE -- TRANS
INPUT VARIABLES - NOISE

VARIABLE VAR. TYPE MEAN TIME DIFFEREP!CES
1

TRANS RANDOM 1- 60 (1-B J

PARAETER VARIABLE TYPE FACTOR ORDER ESTIMATE ST. ERR. T-RATIO
I TRANS MA 1 1 e7693 90794 9.69
2 TRANS MA I 10 -. 270S oOT11 -3.80
3 TRANS AR 1 1 .2168 o184 L*46

RESI3UAL SUM OF SQUARES 9903.394165 IBACKCASTS EXCLUOED
- 3EGREES OF FREEDOM 55

RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE 180.061710

Figure F-54. Model Parameters - Coal Adjusted
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CAA-SR-84-2

AUOCREL.IN

1-1.0 oaeIaO 0 .0 .4 .0 -07 *6 -0 0

PLT C UTOCORRELATI CN

1- 2 102 -.0A -01 -06 .o3 -00 -.21 .1 .7 6-0014o6 * I0LAGE .1 1 .3 .3 .1 1 .3 .3 .1 1 .' .1

13 2042080303-0-.6-0-.5.5-0-.2.5.1
2 T C 4 14 .1 14 .1 14 .1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2536 -. 3.1-15-0000-01.14.9.1.3 0 .

-1. -e07 -.6 -#4-2 . 2 6 . .

12 -00149 X1
13 -.011 1x
14 -0560 XI
15 .027 IN

%16 -.065 XI
17 -o2603 x xxx!x

8 .00 X
10 068 + fxxx
21 -90049 + XI12 1025 # XT
13 .a8 *i ./-v#x 
14 1030 * IXXX

25 -134X XXXI

19 -.0157 + XI
21 -0098 # I

22 -*1214 0 XXXI

234 90135 4 IxX
4' 25 -. 13 XXI

31 -.136 * X1

Fiur 3255 Estiate Reiul Colxduse

-F-6
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CAA-SR-84-2

FORECAST OW VARIABLE TRANS FROM TINE PEIOD 61

PERI30 FORECASTS ST. ERR. ACTUAL
61 25070256 15.q6104.
62 23.11375 16093817 ,,_...._ _//

63 28094411 17.67957
6 31156539 18.28q60 f? 7
65 36:85821 18.84892
66 34 34627 19,39238
67 31.67653 19.92009
65 36041110 20.43398 W._- _
61 39.01207 20093522
73 3644484 21012472
71 35.88835 23,1371 I.-
72 35.76772 25.06581 /4 2/2-

STAP13ARO ERROR = 15.610 (BY CONDITIONAL METHOD I

Figure F-56. Forecast FY 82 - Coal Adjusted
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CAA-SR-84-2

F-6. AI44NITION

a. The raw series for ammunition is depicted in Figure F-57. The raw
series depicts a recurring pattern with the troughs occurring in the first
two quarters of each fiscal year and the peaks in the latter two quarters.
This pattern is more identifiable in the 3-month and 6-month moving average
diagrams (Figures F-58 and F-59). However, a visual examination of the 12-
month moving average (Figure F-60) indicates that the amount of ammunition
shipped from year to year has remained relatively constant with a slight
trend downwards.

b. Autocorrelation function analysis of the model data confirms the
evidence of a trend in the data and suggests the possibility of seasonal
data (Figure F-61). The seasonality in the data was eliminated by dif-
ferencing the series at a lag of 12 months. The autocorrelation function
of the resulting series is depicted in Figure F-62. Stationarity in the
data has not been achieved as evidenced by an increasing trend in the auto-
correlation function for lags 1-4. Attempts to achieve stationarity
through differencing or other transformations of the seasonally adjusted
series were futile. Therefore, the original series was differenced at a
lag of one month and the plot is depicted in Figure F-63.

c. The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation of the differenced
series are illustrated in Figures F-64 and F-65. Analysis of the
autocorrelation function indicates that an ARIMA (2,1,0) model is
appropriate to model the data. This model was tested and the resulting fit
of the model was not good due to significant autocorrelation coefficients
at lags 4 through 7. To improve the fit of the model, MA parameters were
added. The resulting model was an ARIMA (2,1,4) model of tne form:

(1-11B - 02 B2) (1 - B) Xt = (1 - 04 B4 - 05 B5 - 06 B6 - 07 B7)Et

d. The results of the model (Figure F-66) are as follows:

(1+.8418B + .5399 B2) (1-B) Xt = (1+.3454B 4-.3689BS-.3875B6-.2561 7)et
(-7.33) (-4.59) (-3.11) (3.86) (4.57) (2.43)

x2 (6,20) = 17.61

All of the estimated parameters are significant at the 5 percent signif-
icance level. The Q statistic for the model (Figure F-67) indicates that
the null hypothesis, estimated residuals are uncorrelated, should not be
rejected at the 40 percent significance level.

F-66



CAA-SR-84-2

e. The model forecasted that ammunition shipments during FY 82 would be
189.62 K/MTON (Figure F-68). The actual lift of ammunition during FY 82
was 179.31. The MSE of the ammunition forecast was 119.91 and the annual

-. forecast error was 5.7 percent. It should be noted that this model, used
in conjunction with a slightly modified model, resulted in an annual
forecast error of .3 percent.

f. Problems with attaining stationarity in the data are in part attrib-
uted to outliers in the data series. The amounts of tonnage shipped during

-~ February 1980, November 1980, and January 1981 are far below the average
amount of ammunition shipped during a given month. Like coal, the ammuni-
tion data series should be monitered and adjusted with extreme care. An
attempt was made to modify the data series, however, additional work in
this area is required before adequate modeling can proceed.

F-6
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CAA-SR-84-2
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CAA-SR-84-2
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CAA-SR-84-2
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CAA-SR-84-2

AUTOCOQRELATICIS

1- 12 .27 .16 .18 .17 -. 26 -. 29 -. 29 -. 16 -s12 -. 07 *03 .13
STeE9 913 .14 914 .15 .15 .16 .16 .17 .15 .1$ .18 .18

13- 24 .17 *04 e03 -.11 0.0 -.23 -.22 -.17 -.03 -.1& -.03 .12
.rE 13 .18 .18 .18 .18 .18 .19 919 .19 e19 .20 .20

25-5 *S . 0.0 .15 e03 -*C% .0 0 .~-0 11 .08 .01ST* 23 .20 920 .20 *220 J6 .H O .20 e20 .20 .20

PLOT OF AUTOCOI0RELATIONS

-1ee -. 8 -06 -04 -.2 .0 2 *1# .6 A8 1.0

*1 9272 IXXXXM
2 .165 # IXXXX 4
3 .185 + Ixxxxx +
I. .167 + IXXKX +
5 -. 255 *X XXXXXI
7 -. 239 *x xxxxxI
8 -. 157 * XXXXI
9 -e 124 xxxx

10 -. 066 N XI
11 *029 *Ix4
12 0126 lxx
13 .16; * xxxx +

.4 038 x* #
15 .030 *Ix + *,,
16 -01139 * xxxi 4
17 OC0t. I #
18 -o229 * Xxxx! # r* 19 -e28 a xxxxxi + i.~
20 -@H15 xxi

21 -*c28 *xr
22 -0165 * xxxi23 -.033 x xI
2# *116 r xx
2b .002 + I
27 .147 + Ixxx
28 .027 4 Ix
29 -001 4 xx

4'30 0024 0 Ix
31 *C47 + IxI
32 -*039 + xi33 -. 009 4 1
34 9112 # ixxy
35 e079 # lxx
36 0010 + I

Figure F-61. ACF -Raw Data -Ammunition
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CAA-SR-84-2

AUT0COqRELATIOV4S

1- 12 el? .28 .22 .39 .*12 .u1I -. !'9 .15 -. 26 -.15 -.13 -*4S
ST.E* .114 @IS .16 917 918 o19 .19 .19 .19 .20 .20 .20

13- 21 :0 -13 -&D9 -.1! *19 -&10 -.01 -934 .14 -.15 -.03 .12
sreE. 2Z 2 .22 o22 .23 *23 .23 *Z3 .23 .23 *23 o23

-:Cl~ ~ ~ ~ I:8:4 9 4 2 f 3 -.004 .09 -.04 -.07
211 - 24 -.0 .0# 4 -.2 .2 21 4 .24 .8 1.0 o2

PLOT OF AUT0CCIREL4TIONS

-10 -*a -.6 -4 -2 0 2 0 6 * *
LAG CORR. ---- ---------------

1 .10 XXXXX
2 e275 *XXXV

3 *224 XXXX XX

51 -.129 xxxi
13 *Ir2S + I
7i -.1g5 xx +XX
15 -.097 x*x +X
19 -.263 + xxxxxI *
10 -019 YXXI

1 1 *o2 xxxxi
22 -.15' X XXXI * Z69x

114 -*125xxx
is -OC9S xI+
26 -o293 *xxx + XXIlr
27 9389 *xxx I
isZ -0397 * XI +

21 011 * Ix
23 -S036 * xxi

3 X1

Fiur F-H2. IC - age 1 onh

?4,CO

26 -OC9F-73
2? *38x
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AUTOCORRELATIOS

-.4 -:01 .02 .27 -:23 -.01 -.12 :38 -. 03 0.0 -. 05 93
e13 1 05 IS 6 *7 17 ? 17 .17 .17 .17

1.3- 210 .11. -.gg all -. 20 .28 -. 17 -&C2 -. 38 .18 -. 17 0.0 .ll
sr.c. .17 *1? .17 .17 *I8 *Is .19 *19 .19 .19 *L9 .19

.92S- 36 0.3 -.15 .20 -.09 -.07 *C3 .06 -.3'. -.07 .ll .02 0.0
STeE* *1? .19 *19 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20 .20

PLOT OF AUT0C0IRELATIONS

-1.0 -.8 -.5 -.1. -.2 .0 .2 of# .5 .8 100
LAG CORR* ---- 4 - -- ---- 4 -----

r
I -.1425 XXXXX4,XXXXIT
2 -. 030 * xr
3 -117 1
It .271 * xxxxx K
5 -e230 + TXXXXXI
6 -.008 # I
7 -. 121 + XXXI

9 -.035 * xr
10 *C05 I +
11 -.CS2 xi
12 OC29 xx
13 s137 *xx #XX
1'. -.tP3 Y XI#
is .105 * xxx #
1s -0199 *xxxxxl
17 .275 * XXXii K
18 -,171 xx!x
19 -*CIS + I
23 -.0:79 + xxI
21 .175 a ixxx
22 -.173 # xXXXI
23 -0::03 +

2 .138 * xxx
25 -. 0' C- I
26 -91117 * XYxix
27 .199 * Ixxxxx *
28 -*c96 xxr
29 -&Cs5 + XXi
33 .027 # ix
31 ef:59 + Ix
32 -. 01.0 # xx
33 -. 6ss + xxt

3 .112 a rxxx
35 .022 *ix
36 -. 002 I

Figure F-64. ACF -Lagged 1 Month
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PARTIAL AUTOC04RELATIO4S

1- 12 -. a3 -926 -.19 .23 .01 -. 07 -. ?8 -. 26 -11 .02 .05 -. 07
ST.E* 913 913 *13 .13 *13 913 .13 .3 .13 913 913 .13

13- 2f# *C$ -904*.15 -*1? .13 -. *02 - 19 -o341 :31 0.0 -.12 .13
Sf.E0 .15 .13 *13 913 *13 o13 :13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13

25- 35 -.01 -.16 .04 -.11 -910 -.14* .i3 -. 31 -. 01 .03 .07 .10
ST*E* .13 913 o13 o13 o13 o13 @13 .13 o13 .13 o13 .13

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

-too -. 8 -.5 -*14 -.2 00 .2 016 *5i .8 1.0
LAS COQRo *-----*----.------------ *-- --- *--*

1 -01125 xxxxxixxxl +

2 -.262 XXXXXXT
'. 3 196 * Ixx

13 32 i xx *x

b5 .15* xxi
16 -.157 oxxx

9B -gins1 * xlx
13 C0Z + XI

12 -.122 * xxXI
23 ot13* * xxi
254 -013 + X +
26 -0153 + UXXXI 0
27 .C96 rx I
29 -,r95 * x +X
1 39 -.*19 *xxxr
21 e012 + I

~2 4 *1311 Ixx

33 @C397 I +
35 -0139 lxx
30 .01 * lxxx

Fiur F-5 13C4 - agd xot

F-76 07+
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ESTIMATION BY BACXCASTING METHCD

* S S WARNING. MAXIMUM NO. OF ITERATIONS £ 101 USED.

SUPIiARY OF TE MODEL
CUTPUTV ARIAS -- TRAN5
NPUT RIABL. - NOIS

VARIABLE VAR* TYPE MEAN TIME DIFFEIENCES
I

IRANS RANGON 1- 6. (1-B 1

FARAMETER VARIABLE TYPE FACTOR ORDER ESTIMATE ST. ERR. T-qATIO
1 TRANS MA 1 it -,314 ,1111 -3,11
Z TRANS MA 1 5 ,3689 ,U955 3.86
3 TRANS MA 1 6 .3875 .0848 4.57
4 TRANS "A 1 7 .2561 .1053 Z*3
5 TRANS AR 1 1 -08418 ,.1148 -7.33
6 TRANS AP 1 2 -,5399 e1176 -4059

RESIDUAL SUR OF SQUARES 2111.99234 IBACKCASTS EXCLUDED)
c GIES OF FREEDOM 51
SESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE 410$11614

Figure F-66. Model Parameters - Ammunition
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AUTOCORRELATI ONS,

25-26 a0 -i J-:f?9-G -01:03 -902 *14 .0?2 .01

FLO T OF AUTO CORRELATIONS

-I00 -. 8 -&6 -0'4 -. 2 .0 .2 04 .6 .a 1.0
LAG CORPS 4-----------------4------4 -- 4----4 ~4

2~Ix
3 .01'. I
'. 0C43 Ix

5-5 -. 138 XXXx
6 Z.C9 XXXXE!
7 -. 193 *xxxXXI
a -. 051 4 xr

* 9 -*04'8 4 XI

11 ...O1 4 I

14* .J8 XX 4
4 1xx 4

15D -:Lut : XX
17 si7lo IXXXx
18 -4167 *XXXXI4
19 -*Vt2 * xxxI
20 -e 4 XXXI

5;21 *LIS 1.I
22 -*039 4 XXI4

25 ::Ur-2 1
26 17ao.50'61 xi
27 916 V I xxxxx
28 -9ijes* I
29 .et5 * I
3 j -. 007 * XI

32 -U32 4 1

Figure F-67, Estimated Residuals -Ammunition
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i.

FORECAST ON VARIABLE TRANS FROM TIME PERIOD 61

FERIOD FORECASTS ST. ERR* ACTUAL --/Ao*.
61 11:2388 6 88577 .44_z_ _ -,A09z
62 13 27r 6:97144 o.x,7 Y uo 0
63 199L887 7.3257564F 179•CZC 3"/ g"e57C6 -..Zi i - St.-Or
65 15"51233 9058698 7___ _ - //
66 15987883 9061184 z/, OZ7 f. /¥67 |Je1700 9 ,779t z fia P/ '1
68 11:5 9 2 3_ 97263_ Z-7
69 15o66387 976489 '
70 150So59C 9,82GCS
71 S59202 9o86582 __.___ .___,
72 15o58943 9 997S /,,'-

5TAwCARD ERROR 6.e577 IBY CONDITIONAL METHOD I

Figure F-68. Forecast FY 82 - Ammunition
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F-7. SPECIAL

a. The raw- series for the special cargo commodity is illustrated in
Figure F-69. The raw series does not depict a discernible pattern or trend
in the data. Also, examination of the 3-month and 6-month moving averages
does not identify a visible pattern (Figures F-70 and F-71). The 12-month
moving average (Figure F-72) suggests that a general trend may exist in the
data which could be interpreted as the program funding of the defense bud-
get. In fact, the trend shows a gradual decline during the period under
study.

b. Autocorrelation function analysis of the data (Figures F-73 and
F-74) suggests the possibility of seasonal data. Therefore, the series was
differenced at a lag of 12 months in an effort to achieve stationarity.
The variance of the seasonally differenced series exhibited heteroscedas-
ticity (change in variance over time). Thus, the original series was
transformed using natural logarithms and then differenced at a lag of 12
months. The differenced logarithmetic series is found in Figure F-75. The
autocorrelatlon and partial autocorrelation functions of the data (Figures
F-76 and F-77) indicates that a random stationary series has been
generated.

c. Analysis of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation func-
tions indicates that the data could be modeled as a possible ARIMA (2,0,0)
nonseasonal process and an ARIMA (0,1,1) seasonal model. Thus, the appro-
priate model is:

(1 -.01 B - '02B2) (1 - B12) Inxt = (1 - 012 B12)et

d. The results of this model (Figure F-78) are as follows:

(1 - .14968 - .3875B2) (1 - B12) lnXt = (1 - .801B 12 - .1503B14)et
(1.21) (3.16) (10.61) (1.65)

x2 (4,20) = 13.15

All of the estimated parameters except 01 and 014 are significant at the 5
percent significance level. The additional MA parameter ( 014) was added
to the model since the autocorrelation coefficient at lag 14 of the origi-
nal hypothesized seasonal model was hignly significant. The model was ver-
ified using the Box-Pierce test and a visual check of the estimated re-
siduals. The Q statistic for this model with 20 degrees of freedom is
13.15 (Figure F-79). This diagnostic indicates that the residuals are not
significant and that the null hypothesis should not be rejected at the 15
percent significance level. All of the residuals are within the 95 percent'
contidence interval.

F-80
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* e. This model forecasted that 559.42 K/MTON of special cargo would be
shipped during FY 82 (Figure F-80) versus an actual amount of 489.83 K/MTON
The annual forecast error was 12.4 percent and the forecast MSE was 159.23.
Although this discrepancy would cause one to doubt the usefulness of this
model, it should be noted that the amount of special cargo tonnage shipped
during FY 82 is much lower than any of the preceding years. In fact, the
average tonnage of special cargo shipped over the past 5 years was 669.17
K/MTON. In all cases, forecasting methodologies are employed based upon
the assumption that the behavior of future observations will not differ

* - greatly from the behavior of past observations.- When the future is
radically different than the past, as in the case of special cargo tonnage
for FY 82, forecasts cannot predict the future with any degree of accuracy.
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~Figure F-69. Special Cargo FY 77 - FY 82
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hUTOCOURELATIONS

1- 12 e21 .39 -:01 0.0o -.14 -.19 -:16 -:12 -:06 :01 -:05 -.09
SI*Eo e1 .13 .1 *15 .15 .15 .6 .6 .16 .16 .16 .16

13-24 -.0? -.12 -.03 -.04 .08 -.03 o17 .01 &07 -.04 -.09 -.02
ST.Es .16 .16 all .17 917 .17 .IT SIT SIT SI7 .17 .17

*25- 36 -.18 -.01 -.12 -:02 .02 -904 .01 -. 0-.09 0.0 .02 .05
ST.E9 .17 S17 .17 .18 .1s *1s *Is :18 .1e S1g .18 S18

PLOT or AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -. -o2 S0 .2 .9 *6 68 1.o
LAS CORR.

1 920b Ixxxxx
~ 393 xxxxxx *XXX

5 -.140 * xxxxt
b -.191 * xxxxxi
7 -9162 * XXXI
8 -.125 * XXXT
9 .0055 X1

C.10 0014 1
11 -.095 * xI
12 -o093.* XXI
13 -.071 XXI
is 03 X1
lb -036 * XI
17 *C89 * II * x'18 -.033 * XT
19 .172 * IXxI

.4o 20 011 1

21 0 74 * xx zs4
22 -. 099 * xI
23 SUB~ .* xxI
29 -00210 * XT
25 -.180 * XXXXXI
26 -0008 1
27 -.119 * XXXI
28 -.017 I
29 .017 1
30 -.03b XT
31 .008 1
32 -.100 * xxi
33 -.038 *XT
39 -0009 r
35 .020 *IX
36 o053 * x

Figure F-73. ACF -Raw Data -Special
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~4.PARTIAL AUTOCORPELATIONS

a1- 12 .21 .37 -.15 -.1%. -.05 -.15. -.05 *03 0.0 .03 -.11 -.19
*ST.C. s13 .13 .13 o13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 .13 o13 .13

13j -:j -:15 :01 :04 :0 -.IS .10 -o02 -908 0.0 :11l 9011

25- 36 -al -:1 1 :S :3-l -. 04. -:13 -:05 .06 .02 -. 07

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1.0 -. 8 -. 6 -.5. -.2 *0 .2 04 .6 08 1.0
LAG COR.
1 .206 * IXXXXX4
2 .366 * IXXXXXNXXx
3 -61F3 *XXXXXI
14 5 -0137 * XXXt

5.5 -. 051 * xi
6 -.15.2 *XXXX!
7 -.0145 * xi
a .026 r x
9 o003 f

*10 .031 * Ix
aJ11 -. 105 0 XXXI12 -.189 +XXXXXI

13 -. 019 + I
15. -.0046 4 XT
I5 .009 # I
16 0038 4 Ix
17 0061 r xx *
18 -o152 *xxxxi
19 0097 * xx

4..20 -.024. * xi
21 -e079 * XXI
22 -0001 1
23 - 6* xxxi
24 : 3 TX
25 -.137 * XXXI
2b -.015. 1
27 -0028 + XI
28 -. 055 * xi
29 .0314 Ix
30 -.107 * XXXI

* -31 -.C5.S + XT
32 -.131 + XXXI
33 -.05.7#

35 0016 + I

36 -.067 XXII .Figure F-74. PACF -Raw Data -Special
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AUTOC3kAELATIONS

113 2'.l .:Ji -:7:i-G :f:f:2:2 :?9 :r&

Z 36 -.C6 C10O -:. : U 3 -:J4 -:09 .CJl -:Jl -:31:l
S 2 32 3 23 3 2 4 4 2

PLOT OF AUTOCCO RELATIONS
-1.* -*a -.E -. '4 -.2 ..3 .20 6 .8 10

LAG CCvQ -- 4----------------------------

1 .ai ixyxxx
2 *'.C6 Ixxxxxx xxxxx
3 q. 2 3U Ix

'4 .!FU IXxx
*3 -91LJ * I xxxi

6 -. J39 4 XT
7 -0142 XXXXI
a3 .Ai!S XXXI4
9 -.123 * xxxi 4

ii -.11 0 XXeX U 4
1i -.113 * xxxi
12 -. 46%6 XX#XXIXXXXXXI
13 -. _..7 * xi
1 4 -e3!5 4 X xxxIx
15 -*L,24 4 XI
16 -.1es # xxxxi
17 *UZI * rx
:8 .. 9 *XI
19 .2 TXXX
i. .121 * xxx
21 0116 4 lxxx
22 OJ2 u * Ix*
23 6$6941 * IRE

Z. ... c 9 * X
A3XI 1

27 -. 7 * X1
2!: OU71 1 xx

.9.29 0-'Li T X

31 -*.3b 4 XI
3.2 -. ;1 * XXI4
33 -9A ~2 I

314
35 -. E"7*I
36 .41

Figure F-76. ACF -Lagged 12 Months
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ChA

*FAR~TAt. 4UTOCQ4IRELATICNS

:k :46 -:1 -:(? -.:0 03 -.09 -:01 -.4

PLOT OF PARaT1,L AUTOCARELATIONS

-1~i -OsP -9 . -2 * 2 .4 .6 .8 10

21 4E IXEXXXX4XX
3 -eS *L lxxx x~xx
3 -.- 74S * XXXI

S -. 7e XXI
6 -. 66 XX'I
1~ ~ .. Z@XI

a -.. Zb * XXI
9 -. 64 I

l.A -.- 73 * XXI
11 -*.Ui XI
12 -04cl xxxxx4XXXXXXI

*1.3 6157 IxEXIX #
14 71* lxx #

s~-*.77 *xxNXI 4
16 -*.19 r
P7 - 5 * XXI
19 .. 2 4 Ix

44~_ t. *9 Ix 4

U2 -*I!$ xxxi
.423 . '4*Ix

25 -.. 4* x

27 ..237 * Ix
24 0 ?2 0 !XX 4
29 -e.91 4 NXI 4
%. .01!3 # xxxi 4

*31 -. ,39 * XT
32 0 C

1 ... a.. 4 IX

3S @.?a7 0 lxx 4

-*Figure F-li7. PACF -Lagged 12 Months
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4,

SIST ATION BY BACKCASTIKG METHO0RELATIVE CHANGE IN RESICUAL SUm Or SGUARE. LESS THAN ,loc0-034

SUMMARY OF THE MUCjEL

CUTPUT VARIA6LE -- TRANS
" INPUT VAK:AWL".; -- ,T

\.% VARIABLE VAR. TYPE PEAN TIME DIFFEqENCES
1.

IRA.S R A IOCM 1- b" 11-9 )

FARAMETER VARIABLE TYPE FACTOR ORDER ESTIMATE ST. ERR* T-RATIO
I TRANS MA 1 12 SC14 ,T756 10461
2 TRANS mI 1 14 ,1503 *912 1.65

1 3 TRANS AR 1 1 .1496 91232 1.21
4. TRANS AR 1 2 .3875 *12iA' 3.16

9G;EPALSOUHRCi- SQUARES !.27zS (BACKCASTS EXCLUDED)r, EG. E..S OF E~E 0!
4  

4

RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE SC81601

Figure F-78. Model Parameters - Special.
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AUTCCOPPELATIUNS

o1l .lz *1 13 *1! .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14

.151 :J7 .1 .5 15 .1

FLOT OF AUTOCORRELATION4S

1 -.5 -of -e1, -0, .) .2 .4 .6 0 1.0
LAG CCAP. --------- - -

3 .. il . xI

4 4.35 * xIA5 -.161 4 XXXXI4
*6 -.u91 + xxi

7 -01 * xxxi
6 -:..Mj 4 x!
9 -. Li~b + I 4

1: 01!9 1 XXXX *
i 1 9,.45 * Ix
12 -.06 X* XX

14 -.13. * XXXI 4

ii -s.t34 4 xI 4

17 ow4l 11 X
16 O..1 1 4
19 .113 * xxx *
2 - .10 IV IXXXX #

22 .L
tjU 4 xi

23 0 j7U * IXX

27 -.1116 XXXI

29 *0 xx 4
3.; *..u xX

3b6 ... b *i

Figure F-79. Estimated Residuals Special.
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FO'QECAST ON VARIABLE TFANS FRCM TIME PERIOD 61

PER I(P FORECASTS ST. ERR* ACTUAL
11*15LZi - .03C957#/A?

'1 -v - Y/ 01-f
$ 17.30 61S .4f854 _____. ___

C6 16.4- :44514
66 1ue~b39?25 o44655 S

lfl7386r . 4 4aSU

7i 11.17173.7 .404b93 __1_____

.. 7" ___________4*9 &r-i-7 (3

STAuIOAhC ERROR o399574 IBY CONDITION4L METHOD I

Figure F-80. Forecast FY 82 -Special
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F-8. CARGO TRAILER/CONEX

a. The raw series for cargo trailer shipments is depicted in Figure
F-81. The raw data do exhibit a seasonal pattern that trends upwards over
time. The increasing trend over time is more clearly evident after review-
ing the 3-month and 6-month moving average diagrams (Figures F-82 and
F-83). According to the 12-month moving average diagram (Figure F-84), the
increasing trend appears to be an increasing linear function over time.
However, it should be noted that over the past 2 years (FY 81-FY 83), the
trend has remained flat.

b. Autocorrelation function analysis (Figures F-85 and F-86) of the
data confirms the existence of the seasonality in the data as indicated by
the damping peaks at 12, 24, and 36 lags. To eliminate the seasonality,
the series was differenced at a lag of 12 months. Figure F-87 depicts the
seasonally adjusted series. The autocorrelation and partial autocorrela-
tion functions of the seasonally adjusted series are illustrated in Figures
F-88 and F-89. The autocorrelation function indicates that the series is
stationary and that a mean exists in the series (t-value of mean is signif-
icant at the 5 percent significance level).

c. Analysis of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
functions suggests that the data could be modeled with an ARIMA (0,0,1)
nonseasonal model and an ARIMA (0,1,1) seasonal model. Thus, the suggested
model takes the form:

1( - B12) Xt =Mg + (1 - 01 B) (I - 812 B12 )Et

d. The results of the model (Figure F-go) are as follows:

(1 - B12) Xt = .4057 + (1 + .2912B) (1 - .8264B12)et
(4.09) (-2.32) (14.97)

x2 (2,20) = 12.74

The results indicate that all of the estimated parameters are significant
at the 5 percent significance level. The Q statistic for the estimated
model residuals at 20 degrees of freedom is 12.74 which is significant at
the 13 percent significance level (Figure F-91). Therefore, the null

*hypothesis, uncorrelated residuals, should not be rejected at the 13 per-
cent significance level.

e. The model forecasted CONEX/cargo trailer shipments for FY 82 to be
76.43 K/MTON (Figure F-92) versus an actual lift for FY 82 of 74.47 K/MTON.
The MSE of the forecast was .81 and the annual forecast error was 2.6
percent.
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CAA-SR-84-2

A UT OCORR ELA TIIN4S

1- 12 .35 603 all :2j .01 .07 .12 .16 Coo -.10 909 e214
Sr*E. .13 e11% *14. 1 .15 *15 .15 .15 .16 .16 .16 .16

13- 214 gel .02 .06 .03 -.06 -.16 -.12 .02 .05 .02 .12 .15
ST.E. .16 .16 .16 *16 .16 .16 .17 *17 *1? .17 *17 .l7

25- 36 -.15 -.114 -.06 004 -.07 -.15 -.19 -.08 -.10 -.05 .05 .114
ST*EC .17 .17 .16 .18 Ole .18 .18 *is *18 .18 .18 .18

PLOT OF AUTOCCRRELATIONS

-10 -s -6 -.1 -.2 .0 .2 .14 *6 g8 1.a
LAG CORR. ------ 6-.-

1 #353 Ixxxx*Ixx
a .079 * xi *
3 0110 x*x #ii
14 *197 *ILxxx: 4
5 *C39 *x +
6 .075 r xx 4,
7 O115 lxxi #
a *165 xxii 4
9 *C0al

10 -.101 : XX
11 .085s Ii
12 02143 * XXiiX .
13 60114 1

16 *C7I
17 -.060 XIi
18 -.159 * xxxii* ,5
19 -0119.* xxxi
20 .019*
21 .01.6 4Ix
22 *^23 *x +

23 .119 xx
.1 146 * xxx

25 -.150 * xixxli
26 -0114c xxxi
27 -.062 * NIl

30, -.152 XYXIx
31 -0189 * xxil
32 -*Cal * NIl
34 -*CO xi
35 .fl52 *xIx
36 e138 lxii

*Figure F-85. ACF -Raw Data -CONEX
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CAA-SR-84-2

PATA UOCRE.IN

1-1 35.G el 94 :9 :1 03 C..1 *2 1 1

POOFPARTIAL AUTOC LATIONS

-11- 12 .5-.0 -11 .1'. -*2C'0 .0 -.1 -.1 16 0

1-2' -.132 .0 .S-0 .0-2 .5@6 0 0 0
3TE .13 *13x +1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
25 36 4 -.26x -. # .7 00-0.-0 .0 0. .' 0.-0

1 .353 * XXx.
-10 -0118 * xxi*

31 e163 * Ixxx *
3 -126 + IXXXi

15 -.093 + xxI
16 .105 * xxx
I? Cos. # IX

19 -0091 # Xxi

22 C3 09 XIx

24 082 x

27 .C68 4 xx

.4... 2~3 a0 5*I

9 -:694
30 -90S8 * xi
31 -.083 4, xxI +
32 OC40 # IX *
33 e036 * Ix #
3'. *C37 * Ix +
35S -:033* Z

36 .90 * ixx #

Figure F-86. PACF -Raw Data -CONEX
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CAA-SR-84-2

AUTOCORRELATIONS

.141 .16 .16. .16 .16 .16 .16 e16 e1? el? .17 .17

STr e Ms. 9 919 .1 019 901

srece .a021 .212 01

PLOT OF AUTOCO'RRCLATIONS

-1.0 -.8 -06 -eli -02 .0 *2 6%. 66 .8 10
* ~~LAG CORR. ----.--. - - - ***

1 o277 fXXXXXV1
2 c03S Ix
3 e013 *I
ii o11s * xxx *
5 -. 031 * xi
6 .116 * xxx *
7 *21Z 4 XXXXXX
a 0114 * xxx *
9 -0131 * XXXI

10 -:151 * xxyxI 4
*11 -15 is xxxxi

12 -.267 *XXXXXXT
13 0077 I xx

*111 .122 r xxx
is 15 103 x*x IXX
16 -. 031 * X1
17 .0119 *ix
is 1 -90S2 * XI 05
19 -SC61 * Xx
2f% -.039 *X1
21 .1211 *xxx 4

2Z 12 * ~ ix
23 .08 a I

4211 -.205 *xxxxxi
P25 -e237 * xxwxI

26 -.1117 * xxxxl
27 -010S xxxi
28 -.C119 *xi
29 -e093 * xxI
30 -on99 4 xxx
31 -.156 * xxxxi32 -.096 4 XI
33 -.060 N XI
311 *C10O I

36 0180 4Ixx

FiueF8. C agd 2Mnh
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CAA-SR-84-2

/ ~-PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS
1- 12 .23 -@as .02 :12 -oil .18 .15 -.32 -.15 -.12 -.13 -e24.

13;.1 e 7b :0 12 o08 :07 0.0 -.06 -.11 -.07 -.07 -.01 -.28

25- 36 -.03 *02 -e02 .08 -. 07 -. 06i -. 06 .03 .01 -o06 .03 -. 12

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

-lee -. 6 -. 6 -. '. -. 2 .0 .2 .. e6 98 1.0
LAS COR* *-- --------- -------------

./1 o277 *IXXXY
*2 -.0'.6 xx

3 or17 * I
'. 9121 * nx *
S -9110 * XXXI
62 .175 * xxxi
7 01'.9 * Ixxx
8 -eD20 X1N
9 -.1'.6 # xxxxxrx

IQ -o122 + xrx I
11 -0127 # XXXI
12 -o2113 *ixxxxxx
13 0260 * Ixxxxxxx
1'. .01 *
1s e12U pxx #
16 . 276 x #
17 .067 * xx *
18 9001 1 +

*19 -OCS? IN 0
20 -o113# x4
21 -oC72 XXT
22 -. 065 # xxt
23 -.01.*
2'. -*28'. xxxxxxxi

is 02 %M 
i27

*29 -. C6S # XI
30 -061 # XXI
31 -. 059*
32 .0'25 # ix
33 .008 0 1
3'. -.077 4 XXI
35 *031 4 Ix
36 -*120 4 XXXI

Figure F-89. PACF -Lagged 12 Months
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,., ...,

a-..

:-.-_, ESTIMATION BY BACKCASTItG METHOD

RELATIVE CHANGE IN RESICUAL SUM OF SQUARES LESS THAN .1000-OC%

SUMMARY OF THE MODEL

CUTPUT VARIABLE -- TRANS
INPUT VARIABLES -- NOISE

VARIABLE VAR* TYPE MEAN TIME DIFFERENCES

IRANS R A.NC ON 1- 60 1-9 12

FARAMETER VARIABLE TYPE FACTOR ORDER ESTIATE ST.ERR. T-RAT0
I. TRANS MA 1 1 -@2912 .12 -2.52
2 TRANS MA 2 12 .8264 .0552 14.97
3 TRANS TRND 1 0 .*057 *0992 4.09

RESIDUAL SUN OF SQUAkES - *249663 (BACKCASTS EXCLUDED)
.EGRE.ES OF FREEDOM 4 *S
"ESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE 089*437

Figure F-90. Model Parameters - CONEX
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CAA-SR-84-2

AUTOCORRELATIONS

1- 12 .01 *03 -. 07 :13 -Sc'*2 . o Ca .02 -.11 -@03 .03 -o22

25- 36 -.25 -*IC -. 06 .05 -. 06 -*0? -@14. .O-:6 S -@03 .05
1ST.C. .16 o16 .17 *17 *1? @17 .17 o1 :1? .17 017 017

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1.0 -. 8 -. 6 -. '. -92 .0 o2 .'. .6 *a lea
LAS CORP.*-------.-

2 oi28 Ix
3 -. 068 XXIX

'. .133 Ixxx
S -0456 X1
6 02t5 Ixxxxxi
I oiAT9 * xx
8 *CIS8 I
9 -. 11'. 4 xxxi
WU -. 035 * xi
11 o027 * IX
12 -. Z224 * XXXXXI
13 .J25 4 Ix
1' AAS Ca Ix
i5 .L152 4 Ix
16 -.Oi87 4 xxI
1? 6118 4 xxx
is -. jaa 4 XXI

4.19 -.1(8 XXXT
20 -0129 * xxxx
21 .*i9S * xx
.22 .001 1 I
23 .UST IXI
2'4 -109 *XXXXXI 4
25 -2'.7 *xxxxxi
26 -*Q98 * x 0X
27 -.0S6 *x x
28 .0r5 * Ix
29 -.a.63 * x XX
30 -.071 xxx 0
31 -.137 * XXXT
32 -*".2 41
33 -. ei56 * xi
34. .*52 *Ix
35 -. L.29 4 X1
36 .C51 *Ix

Figure F-91. Estimated Residuals -CONEX
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._0

CAA-SR-84-2

FORECAST ON VARIABLE TRANS FROM TIME PERIOO 61
PERIOD FORECASTS ST* ERR. ACTUAL61 6.58911 1.29529 C

62 6*844al ,6349C9 1.3 063 576318 1*34909
64 4*999i3 1@349C9
65 Se27962 1*349C9
66 607u10 0e2fgo9
67 6o83282 44399
66 7.63256 1.039C9 I
69 536297 t3 9C9

,Ti 6 , 338 f 03 909
71 7.16252 19349C9
72 621428 l34909

STANDARD ERROR 1,29529 (SY CONDITIONAL METHOD I

-. ' /

Figure F-92. Forecast FY 82 - CONEX
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CAA-SR -84-2

F-9. FREEZE

a. The raw series for commodity freeze is depicted in Figure F-93. The
raw series does not depict any visible pattern; however, the data exhibit
an upward trend over time. The 3-month moving average (Figure F-94) indi-
cates that the data may be seasonal with peaks and troughs occurring at the
end and beginning of the fiscal year, respectively. The 6-month moving
average (Figure F-95) clearly identifies an upward trend in the data, but
the seasonal trend is muted. Finally, the 12-month moving average (Figure
F-96) indicates a steady increase of tonnage shipped throughout the data
period. In fact, the 12-month moving average suggests that the annual data
follow a linear trend upwards.

b. Autocorrelation function analysis (Figure F-97) of the data affirms
the trend and seasonality of the freeze data. The trend is verified by the
high number of positive coefficients during the first 12 lags. The season-
ality of the data is suggested by the significant coefficients at lags 11,
23, and 35. Seasonality in the data was eliminated by differencing the
series at a lag of 12 months. The plot of the seasonally adjusted series
is shown in Figure F-98. The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation
function of the seasonally adjusted series (Figures F-99 and F-100) indi-
cate that stationarity in the data has not been achieved. To achieve

_ stationarity the seasonally adjusted data was differenced at a lag of one
..% month. The resulting autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions

are depicted in Figures F-101 and F-102.

c. The autocorrelation function of the differenced series suggests the
possibility of a mixed nonseasonal model and a MA seasonal model. The in-
itial model hypothesized was an ARIMA (1,1,1) nonseasonal model and an
ARIMA (0,1,1) seasonal model. The autocorrelation function of the
estimated residuals for the model depicted significant coefficients at
lags 2,3,5, and 11. Next a ARIMA (2,1,2) nonseasonal model was tried, rhe
coefficient for lag 2 was statistically insignificant and the autocor-
relation coefficient at lag 11 of the estimated residual was still sig-
nificant. Finally, an ARIMA (2,1,2) model incorporating the parameter
11 as the second MA paranieter was attempted. The form of this model was:

(1-01 B - 2 B2 ) (1-B12) (1-B) Xt = (1- 01 B - B11 ) (I- O12B12 )et

F-107



CAA-SR-84-2

d. The results of the model (Figure F-103) are as follows:

P(1+.7740B+.6789B2) (1-B12) (1-B) Xt = (l-.4729B+.5038B11) (I-.7753BI2 )et
(-6.76) (-5.96) (4.32) (-5.76) (12.04)

X2 (5,20) = 14.66

The results indicate that all of the estimated parameters of the model are
significant at the 5 percent significance level (Figure F-104). The Q
statistic for 20 degrees of freedom is 14.66. Therefore, the null hy-
pothesis, residuals are uncorrelated, should not be rejected at the 22
percent significance level.

e. The freeze seasonal model forecasted that 31.9 K/MTON would be
transported during FY 82 versus an actual shipment of 36.4 K/MTON (Figure
F-lOS). The MSE of the forecast was .49, and the annual forecast error was
-12.5 percent.
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CAA-SR-84-2

AUTOCORRELATIONS

1- 1z e09 oI .37 .13 -.0S -.06 .06 *ob 0o -.0l .30 .17
ST.E. .13 .13 .13 .15 .15 .15 .15 *IS .15 .15 .15 .16

13- 24 000 o07 -&0S -&03 -.09 -e13 -o1 .03 -.02 -e03 .17 .07
ST.E, .16 .16 o16 016 .16 o16 ,17 .17 S17 .17 .17 .17

25- 36 S0 -.06 .04 -.06 -.C6 -,04 .01 Co 0.0 .15 .01 .01
ST.E, 617 .17 .17 *17 *17 .17 .17 .17 *17 .17 *18 ,IR

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -04 -. 2 .0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
LAG CORR.

1 .090 lxx
2 .015 I
3 e373 IXXXXX XXX
14 .133 + lxxx *
5 -. C45 4 XI +
6 -.055 * XI 4
7 .059 # Ix 4
8 .056 * IX
9 OCOS * 1
10 -.006 * I
11 .303 * IXXXxX *x
IZ .170 * ixxxx *
13 00O1 * I
14 9068 * Ixx
1s -.049 * XI
16 -.029 • xi -
17 -.085 * xxr * '

18 -.135 * XXXT *
19 -0135 * xxxi
20 .034 ix
21 -.024 * XI *
22 -e034 * Xi
23 ,166 ixxxx
24 eC69 xxis ,O1S • I•
6* X I

27 °038 * Ix
28 -.062 * XXT
29 -.055 * XI
30 -.036 * XI.
31 .012 * r
32 .C04 I
33 -.001 * I
34 o153 fxxxx *
35 .005 1
36 0013 I

Figure F-97. ACF - Raw Data - Freeze
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CAA-SR-84-2

AUTOCOPRLATIONS

1- 12 -. 31 -. s .38 .02 -. 08 -. 03 .20 -. 02 -e16 .02 e28 -.32
ST.E. .110 .16 .16 .18 .18 .18 .18 .19 .19 .19 .19 .20

13- 20 .01 .16 -.21 *02 -.02 -.09 -.15 .09 -.11 -.13 *12 -.05
ST.E. .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21 .22 .22 .22 .2Z .22

25- 36 -:9 :0 .1i .0 -.16 .15 .13 -o26 .07 .21 -.1? .0

4PLOT Of AUTOCORPELATIONS
-1.0 -.8 -.6 -. 10 -.2 00 e2 .0 .6 *a 100

LAG~ CORR. *--.-.-------*-- -- 4-- -- *--

T
1 -0313 X XXXXXXl
2 -.179 * XXYxI
3 .382 * XXXXXY(*XX
10 .022 *IX

45 -0011 * xxi
b -.028 x XI
7 .202 *IxxxxX
a -&017 1
9 -.159 * xXxi

10 .022 *x +
11 e281 * xNXXXx
12 -354x XXXXXXI
13 .013 1

15 -e2140 + XXXXXI
16 .016 + r
17 -. 016 0 1 i
18 -.0a8 # XXI
19 -9155 *XX xxxxi ell v1
20 .093 r xx
21 -*Ira* XX *xx *ZO5
22 -. 30*XXXI

3 012.1 4lxxx4

4 -.006 x XI
25 -0092 *XXI
2b -.073 *xxi
27 .1102 * XXxx #
28 -.000 x Il #
29 -.163 * xxxx!
30 .152 *lxxxx

V...31 e133 r xxx#

33 .071 *x #X
310 .206 lxXXXx #
35 -9171 *XXX! #
36 -.028 *XI #

Figure F-99. ACF -Lhgged 12 Months
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CAA-SR-84-2

PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

1-i 1:31 .el 26i .25 .0 05 -.05 -.21 .20 -.13
ST*e 14 01 04 14 :1, :1 .114 .114 .1's .14 .114 .144

13- 214 .014 -.13 -.114 -.0'. -.01 -.18 -e27 .04 -.014 -*1%4 .13 .05
ST*E. .114 .114 .114 .114 e114 9114 .114 .114 .114 .114 .114 .114

25- 36 .03 -e12 -.05 .035 .01 .06 .08 -.07 -.02 -.13 -.C7 -.13
STeC. .114 01' .114 .114 .114 .114 .114 .114 .114 .114 .114 .1's

PLOT. Of PA61TIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1.0) -.6 -.6 -.14 -.2 .0 02 *.4 .6 .8 10
LAS COR~R.

I -o313 X..XXXXXXI
2 -0306 X*XXXXXXT
3 0261 * Ixxxxxxx

* 4 .2514 * IXXXXXX*
5 .176 IXXXX +
b -.127 * xxxi#
7 .052 rx I
a .0514 Ix
9 -.052 * XI

10 -0209 *XXXXX!
11 e205 * IXXXXX*
12 -.125 * XXXI
13 .039 * ix

4., 14 -9125 * XXXT
15 -.1143 * xxxxr
16 -.044 * XT
17 -0006 1
18 -.180 *XXXXXI
19 -.269 - xxxxxxxI
20 SC39 Ix +
21 -0!7 xr +
22 -.135 * XXXI +
23 .125 * xxx *
214 O050 r x
25 .027 * Ix
26 -.121 4 XXXI
27 -.053 * xx

*28 0047 I x
29 *CO

31 60814 * xx
32 -.0714 * XXI
33 -.019 1
314 -e125 * XXXi

3b -el30XXXI

Figure F-100. PAUF Lagged 12 Months
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'p. CAA-SR-84-2

.4

AUTOCORRELATIONS4

1- 12 -.56 -909 .30 -912 0.0 -.06 .10 .01 -.07 -all 935 -#31
STeE. .15 e19 .19 .20 .20 e20 .20 .20 .20 e20 .20 .21

13- 24 :2 : :3 :9 -.03 .03 -.14 920 -.10 -.08 .16 -.07
STeE. 2~ 2~ 2~3  .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .23 .24 024

*2S- 36 0.0 -.06 912 -.03 -.10 .06 .17 -.25 .06 e17 -.16 0.0
ST*Ee .26 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .241 e24 .2S .25 .25 a25

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1*o -Os -e6 -94 -. 2 .0 .2 .4 06 .6 1.0
LAG CORR.*-- -- --- - -

1 -.560 XXXXXXX XXxxxIr
2 -0093 * XXI
3 .297 *IXXXXXX *
4 -. 117 * xxxI
S -.002 1
6 -.061 *XXI
7 0095 r xx
8 e006 r
9 -.073 *xxI

10 -.115 *x XXXI
11 .353 r xxxxxx XX#

** 12 -o312 4 X XXXXXXI
13 .054 # Ix
14 .128 4 lxxx ( )
15 -.1467 a XXXXI
16 .089 0 xx

*017 -0028 *xx *S1
18 .025 * X

a19 -.137 *XXXI
20 .196 IXXXXX
21 -6104 XXXI
22 -.081 XXI
23 .159 *IXXXX
24 -.068 *XXI
25 r.06
26 -.060 *XT
27 .119 * xxx
28 -.031 *XT
29 -.105 *XXXx
30 .058 *Ix
31 *167 4IXXXX
32 -.2469 * XXXXXXI
33 e057 *Ix
34 .171 *IXXXX
35 -.156 *XXXXI36 .004 4

Figure F-101. ACF -Lagged 12 Months and 1 Month
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CAA-SR-84-2

APARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

1- 12 -.56 -59 -:21 -:08 :11 :1-:j :1 :0.0 -:32 .07 -.0'sSe. .15 .15 :is .i 5 is 5 I IU 1~ I~ 15 S.S 01

13- 2's .I1 .01 -.06 -.07 .06 .08 -.28 -.10 .05 -016 -.004 000
STe~w .15 .15 *I5 .15 .15 *15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 *15

25- 36 .12 -.01 -.07 -.37 -.11 -.03 .13 0.0 .07 .01 .09 -.06
ST.E. .15 .15 *15 .15 *15 *1S .15 915 .15 .15 o15 .15

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1.0 -.6 .06 -. 's -o2 so .2 .'s .6 .8 1.0
LAG CORR*

I -.560 XXXXXXXXXXXIT
.L -.59s XxXXXXx.*XXXXXXI
3 -9270 XXXXXXX!
14 -.083 * XXI
S .1's? *XXXXX
6 -.017 f
7 -.032 * xI
a .021 4 Ix
9 9082 # 4 xx

10 -o320 x*xxxxxIl
11 .066 r xx

412 -.0's's XT
13 .107 * xx
1'. .013 1
is1 -.062 * xxr
16 -.072 # xx!
17 .C604 4 rxx
18 0079 + ixx *
19 -.277 xxxxxxxi
20 -.1C5 xxxi
21 *0's8 # x
22 -o162 # xxxxi
23 -.037 + X1
2's -0004 4 1
25 .117 0 xxx .
26 -.010 1

29 -.106 4 xxxi

32 -.001 1
33 .068 lxx

3i s 00 7 *
b -.063 * X

Figure F-102. PACF -Lagged 12 Months and 1 Month
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CAA-SR-84-2

ESTIrATION BY EACKCASTING METHOD

kELATIVE CHANGE IN RESIDUAL SUM OF SQLARES LESS THAN IOOGC-OO.

SLHNAPY OF THE MQDEL
OUTPUT VARIAELi -- TPANS
INPUT VARIABLS -- NOISE

ARIABLE VAR. TYPE MEAN TIME DIFFERENCES
12 1

TrArNS PAN:0M 1- 6 1- 1 (1-9 1

PARAME TER VAPIABLE TYPE FACTOR ORDER ESTIPATE ST. FRP., T-RATIG
1 TqANS MA 1 1 ,4729 .1095 4.32,TRAS MA 1 11 -.5038 .0875 -i*76

TRArS MA 2 12 w7753 I.6'*,
TRANS AR 1 I -. 774G ,114 -a.76

5 TRLNS AR 1 2 -.6789 .1139 "3.90

RESIrL'AL SUM Of SQUARES 49795347 (2ACKCASTS EXCLUDED$
DEGR.ES OF FiiELOON 4 G
'ESIDL'AL MEAN SQUARE .119884

* ,

Figure F-103. Model Parameters - Freeze
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AUTOCCr-RELATIONS

1- 12 -. 15 .01 -. 09 .01 -&18 -. 03 .141 0.0 -.03 .15 lL -. 11
ST.E* *13 o13 *13 o13 .13 .114 *1* .14 .114 .i1. .14, .1e

1;- 24. -.14. .09 -61c .03 -.)9 o08 -.12 .02 .02 -.12 .IU -.15
SToE. o14 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .1S .15 .15 .16

25- ?U .03 -.CS 010 -. 10 -. 08 .014 .03 -*C9 .lC .09 -. 02 -o37
ST.E. 015 .16 *16 .16 .16 .16 *lb o16 o16 .16 .16 e16

PLOT CF ZUTOCt.FRELATIONS

-1.c -.E -. 6 -. 4 -02 60 o2 .' .6 .8 1.',
LAG CORR.

1 -. 149 lxxxi
2 0211 73 - ej71 xx I
4 SC07 * I5 -. 183 *xxxxxt
6 -0 t; 6

07 . 1140 TXXX:
6 .Ucl t
9 -e0'7 * xf

10 .1146 * TXXXX
11 9,j'06 * xx *12 -0.113 * XXI
13 0 1Y !6 xxx r14 *QA5 T xx
1s -01"5 xxx:
16 Oj34 * x
17 -. 28) xxi
i8 07-76 * xx
19 -1&* xxx!
71 .c3 X
22 .0119 * XXXI
23 4619 * xx
24 -"1 46 XXX!

Z 7 0 1 79 * xX
4 -0017 * xxI
29 -. 01' Y XI
3C L;4 5 * x
31 2!2 T X
!2 .006 * XX T
33 .1 * Il, xxx
35 -0 Q 16 *1

36 -oC7O xxf

Figure F-104. Estimated Residuals -Freeze
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FORECAST ON VAR.IABLE TRANS FROM TIME PEPIOL) 61

PEwI0)O FOPECASTS ST. EPR. ACTUAL
b1 *Z.0C663 *47265 1-&12

6Z2o34216 0*qb 83 Z_____4__
63 2':6668 048719
64 296l? .57961 3
b5 2'4*)Q1 e57964
66 2.77187 .581,19e02
67 3o'.- .363 e62199
.- 3.". ZC5 062307 .07
6? 2.55615 *626,6
71 2.75182 e6q9?' _.
71 2o87791 *65385'. -ZL 7"U____
7Z. 2*5Q' , o724770 Z ,s

STAN'.ARD ERRCR - 472645 18Y CONDITIONAL METHOD I

Figure F-105. Forecast FY 82 - Freeze
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F-10. CHILL

a. The raw series for chill is shown in Figure F-106. The raw series
indicates the evidence of a recurring pattern and the possibility of
seasonality in the data. Visual examination of the plots of the 3-month
and 6-month (Figures F-107 and F-108) moving averages indicates that the
data do follow a seasonal trend. However, the 12-month moving average
indicates that the overall mean of the series during the last 6 1/2 years
has been constant (Figure F-109).

b. Autocorrelation function analysis of the modeled data confirms the
fact that seasonality does exist in the data (Figures F-110 and F-111).
Therefore, to eliminate seasonality, the series was differenced at a lag of
12 months. This process did not produce stationary data since the
resulting data plot exhibited heteroscedasticity (change in variance over
time). The original series was then transformed using natural logarithms
and the logarithmic series was then differenced as a lag of 12 months. The
plot of the logarithmic differenced series is depicted in Figure F-112.
The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of the seasonally
adjusted series are shown in Figures F-113 and F-114. The autocorrelation
function suggests that the data is stationary.

c. Analysis of the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation function
suggests the possibility of an ARIMA (0,0,2) nonseasonal model and an ARIMA
(1,1,0) seasonal model. An AR seasonal process was used since the results
from the AR model were better than the MA seasonal model. The suggested
model is of the form:

(1 - 012B12)(1 - B12 ) In At = (1 - 01B - 02B 2)et

d. The results of the model (Figure F-115) are as follows:

(1 + .6371B12 )(1 - B12) In Xt = (1 - .3012B + .2716B2)Et
(-5.61) (2.0) (-1.83)-: x2 (3.20) = 15.63

All of the estimated parameters except 02 are significant at the 5 percent
significance level (Figure F-116). The Q statistid for 20 degrees of free-
dom is 15.63, which indicates that the residuals are not significant and
that the null hypothesis should not be rejected at the 26 percent signifi-
cance level. Also, all of the estimated residuals fall within the 95 per-
cent confidence interval and apprear to be distributed randomly. The FY 82
forecast for chill using this model was 15.32 K/MTON of cargo shipped
versus an actual lift of 14.13 K/MTON. The MSE of the chill forecast was
.21, and the annual forecast error was 8.4 percent.
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A UT OC 0 RELA TX 0tS

1- 12 .21 .25 .164 -.19 -.642 -.20 -.1.8 -.1' .06 .06 .29 .1.6
S eE. .13 .13 .164 .164 .15 017 .1? 019 .19 .19 .19 020

13- 24 : 12 .17 -.03 -.26 -.32 -.29 -.25 -&02 .01 o19 s27 o30
ST*Eo .2 .22 s22 922 .23 o2~4 .264 .25 .25 .25 .25 o25

25- 36 .12 .15 -. 08 -. 16 -. 26 -917 -. 17 -. 01 o033 ol o164 014
ST*Eo .2b .26 .26 .26 .26 .27 *27 .27 o27 o27 o27 .27

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.64 -.2 .0 .2 *14 .6 68 100
LAG CORP

1 .207 IXXXXX4
2 e2647 4 xxxxxX *
3 o136 * lxxx
64 -. 193 *xxXXI

*5 -.6419 XXX*I'XXXXXI
6 -9202 * XxI 4x
7 -.6485 XXYX.XIXXXXXI
a -.11.0 * XXXXT
9 s06.3 xxx

10 .059 *IX
11 .286 * xxxxxIx*
12 .6484 * xxxxx XXXXxx
134 oil$ r xxx * -WeV-1eo-
164 *165 r xxxx '
1s -.026 XI 1l/,

16 -9256 * xxxxxl I16 -.317 xxxxxxxx
18 -o291 * x XXXXT
19 -o2647 * xxxxxl
20 -. 024 *X1
21 .0164 I
22 .189 r xxxxx
23 o267 r xxxxx x
264 .300 IXXXXX XX25 .118 *lxxx

27 -0091XXI
29 -.258 XXXXXT
30 -.172 XXIX
31 -9170 *XXXXI
32 -. 012 r
33 .026 *Ix
364 6112 *lxxx4
35 *1642 *lxxxx
36 .1643 * xxxx

Figure F-110. ACF -Raw Data -Chill
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AN PARTAL AUTocoRRELATIONS
0-, z z o :I ' t- ° .18 -.02 .08 .20

1- 12 .21.2 .0: .6 9 .13 .13 .13 .21

13 3 .13 o13 3 1.13 313 13 e13

• 36 -.OS :1 :0 -.05 -.02 .05 -.07 -.06 -.01 -.09 -.07 o.o
ST.e .13 1 13 913 .13 o13 .13 913 .13 .13 .13

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOCORRELATIONS

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -.a -. 2 .0 02 .0 .6 .8 1.0
LAG CORR. ---- .. ------..... . ...--- 4 ---- ---- # ----....

T
1 0207 + IXXXX*
2 o213 * IXXXXX*
3 .056 * IX #60 -32 WX.XXXXXI5 -. 60 XXXX.XXXXXI 4

6 -.015 * 1 4
7 -o2405 xxxxxxt
6 .090 xX +
9 .185 * IXXXXX*

10 -.017 I
11 ,082 * lxx .
12 .201 * IXXXXX#
13 -.094 * XXI #
1f# -. 137 * xxxi #
15 -. 158 * xxxxT +
16 -o032 * XI 4
17 -.063 + xxi
18 -.066 XXI
19 .199 # IXXXXX.
20 *081 # 1xx *
21 -. 139 * XXXI 0
22 -,321 * XI #23." -: 78 4 XXj xI
23 :3 # #
25 -.053 # x
26 .128 0 IXXX #
27 .084 # Ixx #
28 -. 050 * XI #
29 -. 022 # XI #
30 9052 * IX #
31 -. 071 + xxi #32 -0055 + XT #
32 -:009 !
360 -0091 * xxi
35 -.066 * XXI
36 -.000 I

Figure F-111. PACF - Raw Data - Chill
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N AUTOCOrZRELATICNS

p1- 1Z -. 15 .22 o22 .03 .08 .18 -. 14 -. 04 .12 -o33 .14 -. 27
ST.Ee .14 .15 o15 .16 *16 .16 .17 .17 .17 .17 .18 .18

13- 2'. -. 1'4 .02 -917 -. 07 .084 -. 2S .12 .8 -. 10 .10 .12 -. 12
ST.E. .19 .19 *19 .20 .20 *20 s20 .21 .21 .21 .21 .21

25- 36 o12 .12 -;05 *15 -. 12 .10 -. 09 o06 -. 13 -. 01 -. 09 -. 02
ST.E. .21 .21 .21 .21 .2Z o22 .22 *Z2 .22 .22 o22 o22

PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS
-1.n -98 -. 6 -o4 -. 2 .0 .2 04 &6 06 1.0

LAG CORR.*------- - -

1 -.147 XXXXT
2 .216 x xx XX
3 0219 1 XXXXX *
4 *031 *Ix
5 o082 7 XI
6 .183 *IXXXXX *
7 -.141 * xxxi
a -. 036 11X
9 0119 * xxx
10 -. 326 X XXXXXXI
lid o138 1 xxi
12 -.273 *XXXXXXT
13 -. 135 * x TXX
it *4 .19 *I
1s -o165 4 xxxi

*16 -0065 *xxi
17 .1338 4Ix 4(9)
18 -.250 * xxxiii 4
19 .119 * xxx
20 .08 C' I xx # .Z0321 -0132 * xxxi#
22 *1In* lxxx

23 .123 * xxx
*24 -.117 .xx # X
*25 0117 * xxx

26 .116 * xxx
27 -. 054 .xi

28 .148 * xxxi
* 29. -6118 *xxx I

30 .Z98 * xx31 -0&;93 x* NI
32 .062 4 xx
33 -.126 *xxxi
34 -.015 41
35 -00941 *x I4
36 -. 0123 4xi

Figure F-113. ACF -Lagged 12 Months
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PARTI1A L AUTOCORRELATIONS

V.1- 12 -. 15 .20 a29 e07 -. 02 .13 -. 15 -. 21 .07 -*24 .06 -o20

13- 2Z' -*IC S10 -.05 .08 .05 -.21 .16 .03 .06 -*C6 .r's -4~6

25- 36 -.21 &17 &07 -&07 -e1O *02 -.08 .C6 -.0'S -.05 -.0S -.03
ST.E. .1'S .1'S .1'S .1'S .1'S .1'S .1S .1S .1S .1' 01' .1

PLOT OF PARTIAL AUTOC1)RRELATIO4S

-1.0 -.8 -.6 -. 40 -.2 s0 a2 .04 .6 a8 1.0
LAS CORR.*------------------- - -

1 -.1107 + Xxxxi
'S2 .199 0 IXXXXX*

3 e291 4 IXXXXXXX
'S .072 +i 4x
5 -.017 1

'.5%- 6 .126 X I~
7 -01'06 * XXIN
a -.21's 4 XXXXIT
9 .075 4 Ixx
10 -.238 4XXXXXXI 4

d11 e059 *Ix 4
-,12 -. 02 . XXXXIx

13 -0097 4 XXI 4
5-.4 0' 101 * XXX

16 *8 lix
5-17 .iZ51 * Ix

18 _021a) * xxxxxI
19 w165 4 IIXIX *
20 *03 Ix

2H -.063 * xxi 4
.077 * xx

-210 -a057 11 X
25 -. 210 4 xxxiii 4

a' .168 *XX +xi
7 067 4 Ixx 4

28 -*Gb9 * XXI
29 -. 099 4 XXI 4
30 0013 1
31 -. 080 XXI
12 .061 Iii
33 -*036 * i
3'S -.019 * Xl
35 -.0103 4 X1
36 -a L13S XT

Figure F-114. PACF -. Lagged 12 Moniths
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ESTIMATION BY BACKCASTING METHOD

RELATIVE CHANGE IN RESIDUAL SUN OF SQUARES LESS THAN 91O00-04

SUMMARY OF THE MODEL

OUTPUT VARIABLE TRANSINPUT VARIABLE£S -NOISE

VARIABLE VAR. TYPE MEAN TIME DIFFERENCES
12

'RANS RANDOM 1- 58 (1-3 1

PARAMETER VARIABLE TYPE FACTOR ORDER ESTINATE ST. E *R T-qATIO
I TRANS . MA 1 1 .3012 .1507 2O00}
2 TRANS MA 1 2 -*716 ,1484 -1.83
3 TRANS AR 1 12 -.6371 .l136 -5.61

RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES = 2.19792 1BACKCASTS EXCLUOEDI
OEGRSES OF FREEDOM 31
RESIDUAL MEAN SQUARE • .070638

Figure F-115. Model Parameters - Chill
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AUIOCORRELATIONS

1~1Z 0C' -:?4- :1-0 *C 1 -: 12 0.0 :J7-Z1*0-.3
S~C. .113 3 3 4 41 .R .. i .1 eI el 15 .5

113-.24 -:21 7-0 .1 .08 .09 .09 -e17
ST.C& .15 :0 l ~ -~ 16 .,0 16 .16 .16 .16

Z4I25-.36 oCS -"9 .03 0.3

*PLOT OF AUTOCORRELATIONS

-10-.8 '-06 -04 -. 2 .0 .2 *14 06 08 100LAG CORR*1-----------'-- - -------------

2 .038 Ix
Z -. 039 Xx
3 .2cs * IXXXXx

-' * 9U66 XXI
5 .064 # Ixx

* -*6 0107 4 xxx 4
*7 -e120 * XXX!

a -. 000w 1
9 *071 4 IXX 4

10 -. 206 XXXXXI
it *083 * III
12 -.035 .XT

13 -.198 *XXXXXX

15 -*124 XXXT
16 -*1346 * xx
17 -*ago * xxI
18 -.166 * xxxII
19 *044 Ix
20 .115 *IXXX *
21 -.i]84 * XXx

20 -.174 xx
2S .0007 . ' Is
26 8044 Ix
27 .. oL,* Ix
28 *cz27 Ix

29 -4058 4 XXI
30 *085 .x

'33 -0069xx

34 -0064 4 XXI
3S -*058 4 xI
36 -. 0 0 1

Figure F-116. Estimated Residuals -Chill
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FORECAST ON VAPIABLi TRANS FRON TINE PERIOD 59

PER IOD FO R CA S ST. jR. ACTUA est.
59 6.5839 1± ,. .2683
60 ... 510 ill *28022.............o62z "-4289SS ........
62 6.86727 2- :8955
63 6099583 ,,. !IIII 02895 -z
64 6*7 C819 -T-F -28955
6S 7.W1639 1-,4 .Z89S5
66 7.392Sg-iirzz-a .23955 /
67 7CZ959 zqZ 18955'./,de
68 TeSa32TT7.7Z .189S5-
69 7.6953".275, .28955
70 7o25248 . /2 .269S

STANDARD ERROR &268319 £81 CONDITIONAL ET4OD I

Figure F-117. Forecast FY 82 - Chill
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APPENDIX G

WINTERS MODEL INITIALIZATION AND SMOOTHING CONSTANTS

G-1. GENERAL. This section addresses initialization of model parameters
and development of smoothing constants.

G-2. INITIALIZATION. Chapter 6 discussed the procedure for updating the
parameters (permanent component, trend, and seasonal factor), given that
initial values exist. Upon option, initial estimates of the Winters model
parameters can be specified by the user. Alternatively, several heuristic
algorithms have been devised to initialize parameters based on manipulation
of historical data. The initialization procedure described below is due to
Montgomery,5 and is similar to the one proposed by Winters.

a. Trend Component. Assuming that data are available for m seasons,
then compute the mean of all observations for the first and last of these
seasons. Denote the average observation for the jth season by Rj, j =
12,...,m. Estimate the trend in the same manner that would be used to
compute a simple algebraic slope. Since there are m-1 seasons between
season I and season m, and since there are L periods per season, then the
initial estimate of the trend becomes

A Xm X i

m (G-1)2 (m -1i) L

b. Permanent Component. For initialization purposes, it is assumed
that the average observation Xl for the first season occurs timewise at the
middle of the season. With this in mind, the permanent component can be
treated like a simple y-intercept. Writing the equation in slope-intercept
form gives

XI = 1 (0) + --- b2(0) (G-2)

Since all terms are known except for the permanent component, equation
(G-2) can be rewritten as

I ( ) = I L b2 () (G-3)

G-1
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c. Seasonal Factor. Since there are m seasons and L periods per
season, seasonal factors are computed initially for each of the mL periods.
Each factor is computed as the ratio of the actual observation to the
average seasonally adjusted value for that season, further adjusted by the
trend. The computation is

x
= t =1,2,•••,mL (G-4)

.. it -[(L 1)/2 - j] 2 (O)

where Ri is the average for a season corresponding to the t index, and j
is the position of period t within the season. For example, if 1 t_<L,
then i = 1, and if L + 1_ t_<2L, then i = 2. Equation (G-4) produces m
estimates of the seasonal factor for each period. (In the TWF Study, m was
usually five, and there were five estimates for each month of the year.)
The m estimates for each period (month) are averaged to produce a single
estimate of the seasonal factor for each period within the season.

t- k 0 ct+ kL t = 1,2,...,L (G-5)

Finally, the seasonal factors are normalized so that they sum to L (L = 12
in the study).

A -0 L=
ct) =t t 1,2,...,L (G-6)

L

t=

The above procedure produces estimates ii(O), Ab2(0), and Ct(O) assuming
that the origin of time is immediately prior to period 1. The parameters
may then be updated by the technique described in paragraph 6-5 of this
report.

G-2
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G-3. SMOOTHING CONSTANTS. Smoothing constants are necessary in order to
combine (weight) previous estimates of parameters with their updated
values. Numerical estimates of the permanent component, trend component,
and seasonal factor receive the weights a, 3 ,and -t for the current
interval T.. These weighted estimates are combined additively with
complementary weighted values (using 1-a, 1-0 , and 1-Y ) for the
previous time period or season, as appropriate. All weights are varied
incrementally so that the parameters of the model ultimately provide the
best fit according to some predetermined criterion, i.e., mean square
error. Unlike the formal method of least squares, which uses partial
derivatives to develop a set of simultaneous linear equations (normal
equations) that are solved through matrix inversion, the Winters method is
heuristic in nature. As such, the optimum set of smoothing constants is
determined by trial and error. The coefficients lie in the interval (0,1).
In order to keep computer time requirements modest, a coarse grid is tried
first. Values of a , , and If are stepped across the unit interval in
increments of 0.05 until all possible combinations of smoothing constants
have been examined. The set of ( a,0 ,y ) producing the smallest mean
square error is used in the program as the basis for a second, fine-grained
search. A step of 0.01 is used to search in a narrow interval about the
coarse estimates of (,Y, ) to yield refined values of the smoothing
constants.

G-3
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APPENDIX H

THE WINTERS METHOD COMMIODITY ANALYSIS

For the nine commodities evaluated in the study, this appendix contains
three exhibits each:

a. The first exhibit for each commnodity displays the top 40 sets of
smoothing constants obtained during the Winters model optimization process.
The sets of (a , 0 ,y~ ) are rank-ordered according to the residual sums of
squares they produce. Since each smoothing constant is stepped across the
unit interval (0,1) in increments of 0.01, there are 1003, or one million,
candidate sets of smoothing constants evaluated for each commodity. The
model ultimately defined for each commodity is the one yielding the
smallest residual sum of squares over the data interval defined up to, but
not including, the forecast interval. This set of optimum smoothing
constants is then presumed to yield the best fit over the forecast
interval. It should be noted that although this selection criterion
provides the best fit over the initialization interval, it does not always
guarantee the best fit over the forecast interval.

b. Tne second exhibit for each commodity displays both the raw and
fitted time series over the entire model initialization interval, i.e., up
to but not including the forecast interval. For most of the nine commodi-
ties, 60 months (5 years) worth of data were used in the initialization
phase to formulate the optimum model. Because transportation workload
forecasting requires a lead time of at least 12 months, the parameters
(permanent component, trend, and seasonal factor) from the last 12 months
(usually months 49 to 60) of the initialization phase were used to produce
the 12 monthly estimates of the forecast phase.

c. The third exhibit for each commodity shows the actual forecast
phase. Summary statistics are provided at the end of each printout. Once
the Winters model smoothing constants and parameters have been developed
internally, calculation of forecasts is straightforward. For example,
applying the forecast formula

19T,,(T) [fi1(T) + b2(T)t]~ar+t(T+ r - L)

to obtain an estimate for POVs shipped during month 67 would require use of
parameters from month 55 (T=55; r=12; L=12).

x6 (55) = [40.1948 + (0.0376)(12)] 0.8949

=36.37

H-1
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APPENDIX I

SPONSOR'S COMMENTS

DALO-TSP-Cl1 (30 Jan 84) ist Ind
SUBJECT: Transportation Workload Forecasting (TWF) Study

DA Washington, D.C. 20310 (DALO-TSP-CII) 2 ,1,AR 1984

TO: Director, US Army Concepts Analysis Agency, ATTN: CSCA-SPP, 8120
Woodmont Avenue, Bethesda, MD 20814

Completed Study Critique is furnished. There was one editorial comment, which
is listed on a separate page and attached to the critique sheet.

N,..,, FOR THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF FOR LOGISTICS:

.!

1,% I Enc R DJ.CLARK
as Colonel, GS

Chief, Performance Management Division

Directorate of Transportation, Energy

and Troop Support
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N DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
US ARMY CONCEPTS ANALYSIS AGENCY

8120 WOOMONT AVENUE
BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20814

j CSCA-SPP 3 0 JAN 1984

SUBJECT: Transportation Workload Forecasting (TWF) Study

Deputy Chief of Staff

for Logistics
Department of the Army
ATTN: DALO-TSP
Washington, DC 20310

1. Reference:

a. Letter, DALO-TSP-C11, 11 May 1983, subject: Transoortation Workload
Forecasting (TI'F) Study.

b. Letter, DACS-OMO, 19 October 1983, subject: Responsibility of Study
Performing and Study Sponsoring Organizations.

2. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics requested that the US Army
Concepts Analysis Agency study US Army transportation workload forecastiny
and develop procedures to improve the system.

3. Attached are several copies of our Draft Study Report which describe
the study approach, the current forecasting system, and several alternative
systems and methods that should result in improved forecasts of over-ocean
cargo transportation requirements. These drafts are being provided IAW
reference b in order to obtain your comments prior to publication of the
final report of study. A suggested Study Critique Sheet is provided for
your use as you desire.

4. Request that your comments be provided to CAA within 30 days after
receipt of the draft report. Your comments, if any, and our response
to comments, if any, will be included in the final report if they are
provided to CAA prior to our planned publication date.

2 Incl DAVID C. HARDISON

as Director
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STUDY CRITIQUE

(This document may be modified to add more space for responses to questions.)

1. Were there any editorial comments? YFS . If so, please list on
separate page and attach to the critique sheet.

2. Was the work accomplished in a timely manner? YES If not,
please comment.

3. Does the work report address adequately the issues planned for the
analysis? YS. If not, please comment.

4. Were appropriate analysis techniques used? YEs If not,
please comment.

5. Are the findings fully supported by good analysis based on sound
assumptions? YES . If not, please explain.

6. Does the report contain the preferred level of details of the

analysis? YES If not, please comment.

7. Is the written material fully satisfactory in terms of clarity of
presentation, completeness, and style? yES If not, please
comment.

1-3
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STUDY CRITIQUE (CONTINUED)

8. Are all Figures and Tables clear and helpful to the reader? YES

2 ~ ~~~~If not, please comment.____________ ____________

9. Does the report satisfy fully the expectations that were present when
2the work was directed? YES . If not, please explain how not.

*10. Will the Fi'ndings in this report be helpful to the organization which
directed that the work be done? YES . If so, please indicate
how, and if not, please explain why not.________________

11. Judged overall, how do you rate the study? (circle one)

Poor Fair Average Good Exeln

-1-
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PARAGRAPH 6-8a should read as follows:

a. Transportation arrangements for DOD-sponsored household goods (HHG) are
made by MTMC, using primarily two methods: freight forward (Code 4), and those
that are MSC processed (Code 5). Freight forward shipmenLs are shipments of IIHG
that are Contracted with private carriers from door-to-duor; shipments (J HHG
that are shipped using the assets of MSC are Code 5 sh'ipments. Additionally,

some HHG returned to CONUS via MAC when cargo space is available.

.1-5
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APPENDIX J

DISTRIBUTION

Addressee Number of copies

Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel 1
Headquarters, Department of the Army
ATTN: DAPE-MRB
Washington, DC 20310

Deputy Chief of Staff for
3Operations and Plans

Headquarters, Department of the Army
ATTN: DAMO-ZD
Washington, DC 20310

Deputy Chief of Staff for
Operations and Plans

Headquarters, Department of the Army
ATTN: DAMO-ZDS
Washington, DC 20310

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics 6
Headquarters, Department of the Army

ATTN: DALO-TSP
Washington, DC 20310

Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel
Headquarters, Department of the Army
ATTN: DAPE-ZBR
Washington, DC 20310

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics
Headquarters, Department of the Army
ATTN: DALO-ZA
Washington, DC 20310

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics
*, Headquarters, Department of the Army

ATTN: DALO-RMB
Washington, DC 20310
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Addressee Number of copies

Commander
US Army, Japan
ATTN: AJGD-TS
APO San Francisco 96343

Commander in Chief
US Army Europe & Seventh Army
ATTN: AEAED-TM
APO New York 09403

Commander
193d Infantry Brigade
ATTN: AFZN-DI-TMB
APO Miami, FL 34004

HQ Army Air Force Exchange Service

ATTN: DD-I
P 0 Box 660202
Dallas, TX 755266-0202

Commander
US Army Forces Command
ATTN: AFLG-T
Fort McPherson, GA 30330

Department of the Army
US Finance and Accounting Center
ATTN: FINEY-B
Fort Benjamin Harrison, IN 46249

Military Postal Service Agency
ATTN: MPSA-JR
Hoffman Bldg
200 Stovall Street
Alexandria, VA 22332

Conmnander
USA Logistics Central Activity
ATTN: DRXLC-LC
Presidio of San Francisco
San Francisco, CA 94129
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Director
US Army TRADOC Systems
Analysis Activity

White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002

Director
US Army Materiel System Analysis
Activity

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005

Director
TRADOC Operations Research Activity
White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002

Commander
US Army Logistics Center
Fort Lee, VA 23801

Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, 1
Development, and Acquisition

Headquarters, Department of the Army
ATTN: DAMA-ZA
Washington, DC 20310

Deputy Under Secretary of the Army
(Operations Research)

Washington, DC 20310

Chief of Staff, Army
ATTN: DACS-DMO
Washington, DC 20310

Commander
*US Army Military Personnel Center

200 Stovall Street
Alexandria, VA 22332

,.,* Commander
4th Transportation Command
ATTN: AEAGD-NOV
APO New York 09403
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Director
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Exchange
US Army Logistics Management Center
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Defense Technical Information Center 2
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Cameron Station
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Commander I
172d Infantry Brigade
ATTN: AFZT-DI-TE
Fort Richardson, AK 99505

Commander 1
US Army Management Systems Support
Agency

Headquarters, Department of the Army
Washington, DC 20310

The Army Library (ASDIRS) 2
US Army Military District of Washington
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Commander 1
US Army Forces Command
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Commandant 1
US Army War College
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Commandant 1
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Defense Systems Management School 1
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Fort Belvoir, VA 22060

Commander 2
US Military Traffic Management

Command, MTT-IT
Washington, DC 20315

Commander 1
US Army Intelligence and Security
Command

ATTN: IACS
Arlington Hall Station, VA 22212

Commander 1
US Army Ballistic Missile Defense
Systems Command, BMCSC-ROS

Huntsville, AL 35807

Commander-in-Chief 1
US Army, Europe & Seventh Army
ATTN: AEAGX-OR (Mr. Dwarkin)
APO New York 09403

Commander 2
US Army Materiel Development and
Readiness Command, DACSM-PST

5001 Eisenhower Avenue
Alexandria, VA 22333

Commander 1
US Army Communications Command, CC-LOG-TS
Fort Huachuca, AZ 85613

Commander in Chief 2
Military Airlift Command
Scott Air Force Base, IL 62225
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Commander
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GLOSSARY

1. ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SHORT TERMS

AAFES Army and Air Force Exchange Service

AFAC US Army Finance and Accounting Center

AFLC US Air Force Logistics Center

AR autoregressive

ARFCOS Armed Forces Courier Service

ARIMA autoregressive integrated moving average

ARMA autoregressive moving average

ASD(I&L) Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and

Logistics)

CAA US Army Concepts Analysis Agency

DARCOM US Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command

DTS Defense Transportation System

EEA essential elements of analysis

HHG household goods

ICP inventory control point

IRO Inventory Research Office

K/MTON thousands of measurement tons

LSC Logistics Support Contractor

LIF logistics intelligence file

LSAO Logistics Systems Analysis Office

MA moving

MAC Military Airlift Command

Glossary-i
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MECHTRAM mechanization of selected transportation movement
reports

MILPERCEN US Army Military Personnel Center

MPSA Military Postal Service Agency

MSC Military Sealift Command

MSE mean square error

MTON measurement tons

NAVMTO Navy Material Transport Office

NMTO Naval Material Transport Office

POD port of debarkation

POE port of embarkation

POV privately owned vehicle

TAC transportation account code

TAEDP total Army equipment distribution program

TWF transportation workload forecasting

USAMSSA US Army Management System Support Agency

USARJ US Army Japan

y: 2. MODELS, ROUTINES, AND SIMULATIONS

Box-Jenkins A flexible class of linear statistical models that are
used to fit stochastic time series data and produce
forecasts

Winters A three-parameter exponential smoothing method that is
used to adjust smoothed forecasts to reflect seasonality

Glossary-2
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THE PRINCIPAL FINDINGS of the work reported herein are as follows:

- .2 (1) The transportation workload forecasting system has produced
inaccurate forecasts resulting in inefficient Military Sealift Command
(MSC) industrial fund operations.

(2) Accurate forecasting of cargo transportation requirements can be
accomplished by forecasting at a single activity.

(3) Either HQ Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) or HQ, US
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) is a suitable
location for a single point forecasting activity.

(4) The Box-Jenkins and Winters Forecasting Models can provide
• "accurate forecasts when used in conjunction with program information.

(5) Changes to the allocation of transportation account codes and
requirements for forecasting shipping mode are also required to improve
forecasting accuracy.

THE MAIN ASSUMPTION on which the work reported herein rests is that trans-
portation workload forecasting requirements, contained in JCS Publication
15, would not be changed.

THE PRINCIPAL LIMITATIONS of this work which may affect the findings are as
follows:

(1) Only the forecasting of peacetime over-ocean surface cargo trans-
portation requirements was evaluated.

(2) Historical lift data was extracted exclusively from MSC records
and could not be validated from Army sources.

THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY was taken to include an analysis of the Army's long-

range cargo transportation requirements forecasting process and its impact
.. on budgets and transportation costs.

... . ."



THE STUDY OBJECTIVE was to develop cost effective systems and methods for
improving the forecasting of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation

K.' requirements.

THE BASIC APPROACH followed in this study can be defined as: research was
conducted into the nature and extent of the forecasting problem, to identify
its impact, and its systemic and methodological causes. Several alternative
systems were evaluated based on their relative costs and efficiency. Then
a series of mathematical techniques was evaluated for suitability as fore-
casting tools. Two of the techniques, the Box-Jenkins and Winters models,
were used to forecast the 1982 cargo transportation requirements based on
1977 to 1981 MSC cargo lift data.

REASONS FOR PERFORMING THE STUDY are mainly as follows: recent forecasts
of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation requirements have been in-
accurate. As a consequence MS: industrial funds have incurred significant
losses and the MSC controlled fleet was not efficiently utilized for cargo
transport. This study was directed to develop methods to improve the fore-
casts.

THE STUDY SPONSOR was the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, who also
established the objectives and monitored the study activities.

THE STUDY EFFORT was directed by LTC James N. Keenan, Strategy, Concepts
and Plans Directorate.

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS may be directed to CAA, ATTN: Assistant Director
for Strategy, Concepts and Plans.
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THE PRINCIPAL FINDINGS of the work reported herein are as follows:

(1) The transportation workload forecasting system has produced
inaccurate forecasts resulting in inefficient Military Sealift Command
(MSC) industrial fund operations.

(2) Accurate forecasting of cargo transportation requirements can be
accomplished by forecasting at a single activity.

(3) Either HQ Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) or HQ, US
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) is a suitable
location for a single point forecasting activity.

(4) The Box-Jenkins and Winters Forecasting Models can provide
accurate forecasts when used in conjunction with program information.

(5) Changes to the allocation of transportation account codes and
requirements for forecasting shipping mode are also required to improve
forecasting accuracy.

THE MAIN ASSUMPTION on which the work reported herein rests is that trans-
portation workload forecasting requirements, contained in JCS Publication
15, would not be changed.

THE PRINCIPAL LIMITATIONS of this work which may affect the findings are as
follows:

(1) Only the forecasting of peacetime over-ocean surface cargo trans-
portation requirements was evaluated.

(2) Historical lift data was extracted exclusively from MSC records
and could not be validated from Army sources.

THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY was taken to include an analysis of the Army's long-
range cargo transportation requirements forecasting process and its impact
on budgets and transportation costs.
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THE STUDY OBJECTIVE was to develop cost effective systems and methods for
improving the forecasting of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation
requirements.

THlE BASIC APPROACH followed in this study can-be defined as: research was
conducted into the nature and extent of the forecasting problem, to identify
its impact, and its systemic and methodological causes. Several alternative
systems were evaluated based on their relative costs and efficiency. Then

- - a series of mathematical techniques was evaluated for suitability as fore-
casting tools. Two of the techniques, the Box-Jenkins and Winters models,
were used to forecast the 1982 cargo transportation requirements based on
1977 to 1981 MSC cargo lift data.

REASONS FOR PERFORM4ING THE STUDY are mainly as follows: recent forecasts
of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation requirements have been in-
accurate. As a consequence MSC industrial funds have incurred significant

-: losses and the MSC controlled fleet was not efficiently utilized for cargo
transport. This study was directed to develop methods to improve the fore-
casts.

THE STUDY SPONSOR was the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, who also
established the objectives and monitored the study activities.

THE STUDY EFFORT was directed by LTC James N. Keenan, Strategy, Concepts
and Plans Directrate.

CWPENTS AND QUESTIONS may be directed to CAA, ATTN: Assistant Director
for Strategy, Concepts and Plans.
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THE PRINCIPAL FINDINGS of the work reported herein are as follows:

(1) The transportation workload forecasting system has produced
inaccurate forecasts resulting in inefficient Military Sealift Command
(MSC) industrial fund operations.

(2) Accurate forecasting of cargo transportation requirements can be
accomplished by forecasting at a single activity.

(3) Either HQ Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) or HQ, US
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) is a suitable
location for a single point forecasting activity.

(4) The Box-Jenkins and Winters Forecasting Models can provide
accurate forecasts when used in conjunction with program information.

(5) Changes to the allocation of transportation account codes and
requirements for forecasting shipping mode are also required to improve
forecasting accuracy.

THE MAIN ASSUWTION on which the work reported herein rests is that trans-
portation workload forecasting requirements, contained in JCS Publication
15, would not be changed.

THE PRINCIPAL LIMITATIONS of this work which may affect the findings are as
follows:

(1) Only the forecasting of peacetime over-ocean surface cargo trans-
portation requirements was evaluated.

(2) Historical lift data was extracted exclusively from MSC records
and could not be validated from Army sources.

0. THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY was taken to include an analysis of the Army's long-
range cargo transportation requirements forecasting process and its impact
on budgets and transportation costs.
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THE STUDY OBJECTIVE was to develop cost effective systems and methods for
improving the forecasting of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation
requirements.

THE BASIC APPROACH followed in this study can-be defined as: research was
conducted into the nature and extent of the forecasting problem, to identify
its impact, and its systemic and methodological causes. Several alternative
systems were evaluated based on their relative costs and efficiency. Then
a series of mathematical techniques was evaluated for suitability as fore-
casting tools. Two of the techniques, the Box-Jenkins and Winters models,
were used to forecast the 1982 cargo transportation requirements based on
1977 to 1981 MSC cargo lift data.

REASONS FOR PERFORN4ING THE STUDY are mainly as follows: recent forecasts
of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation requirements have been in-
accurate. As a consequence MSC industrial funds have incurred significant
losses and the MSC controlled fleet was not efficiently utilized for cargo
transport. This study was directed to develop methods to improve the fore-
casts.

THE STUDY SPONSOR was the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, w~ho also
established the objectives and monitored the study activities.

THE STUDY EFFORT was directed by LTC James N. Keenan, Strategy, Concepts
and Plans Directorate.

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS may be directed to CAA, ATTN: Assistant Director
for Strategy, Concepts and Plans.
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THE PRINCIPAL FINDINGS of the work reported herein are as follows:

(1) The transportation workload forecasting system has produced
inaccurate forecasts resulting in inefficient Military Sealift Command
(MSC) industrial fund operations.

(2) Accurate forecasting of cargo transportation requirements can be
accomplished by forecasting at a single activity.

(3) Either HQ Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) or HQ, US
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) is a suitable
location for a single point forecasting activity.

(4) The Box-Jenkins and Winters Forecasting Models can provide
accurate forecasts when used in conjunction with program information.

(5) Changes to the allocation of transportation account codes and
requirements for forecasting shipping mode are also required to improve
forecasting accuracy.

THE MAIN ASSUMPTION on which the work reported herein rests is that trans-
portation workload forecasting requirements, contained in JCS Publication
15, would not be changed.

THE PRINCIPAL LIMITATIONS of this work which may affect the findings are as

follows:

(1) Only the forecasting of peacetime over-ocean surface cargo trans-
portation requirements was evaluated.

(2) Historical lift data was extracted exclusively from MSC records
and could not be validated from Army sources.

*; THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY was taken to include an analysis of the Army's long-
range cargo transportation requirements forecasting process and its impact
on budgets and transportation costs.
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THE STUDY OBJECTIVE was to develop cost effective systems and methods for
improving the forecasting of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation
requirements.

THE BASIC APPROACH followed in this study can-be defined as: research was
conducted into the nature and extent of the forecasting problem, to identify
its impact, and its systemic and methodological causes. Several alternative
systems were evaluated based on their relative costs and efficiency. Then
a series of mathematical techniques was evaluated for suitability as fore-
casting tools. Two of the techniques, the Box-Jenkins and Winters models,
were used to forecast the 1982 cargo transportation requirements based on
1977 to 1981 MSC cargo lift data.

REASONS FOR PERFORMING THE STUDY are mainly as follows: recent forecasts
of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation requirements have been in-
accurate. As a consequence MSC industrial funds have incurred significant
losses and the MSC controlled fleet was not efficiently utilized for cargo
transport. This study was directed to develop methods to improve the fore-
casts.

THE STUDY SPONSOR was the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, who also
established the objectives and monitored the study activities.

THE STUDY EFFORT was directed by LTC James N. Keenan, Strategy, Concepts
and Plans Directorate.

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS may be directed to CAA, ATTN: Assistant Director
for Strategy, Concepts and Plans.
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THE PRINCIPAL FINDINGS of the work reported herein are as follows:

(1) The transportation workload forecasting system has produced
inaccurate forecasts resulting in inefficient Military Sealift Commiand
(MSC) industrial fund operations.

(2) Accurate forecasting of cargo transportation requirements can be
accomplished by forecasting at a single activity.

(3) Either HQ Military Traffic Management Comm~and (MTMC) or HIQ, US
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Commnand (DARCOM) is a suitable
location for a single point forecasting activity.

(4) The Box-Jenkins and Winters Forecasting Models can provide
accurate forecasts when used in conjunction with program information.

(5) Changes to the allocation of transportation account codes and
requirements for forecasting shipping mode are also required to improve
forecasting accuracy.

THE MAIN ASSUWTION on which the work reported herein rests is that trans-
portation workload forecasting requirements, contained in JCS Publication
15, would not be changed.

THE PRINCIPAL LIMITATIONS of this work which may affect the findings are as
follows:

(1) Only the forecasting of peacetime over-ocean surface cargo trans-
portation requirements was evaluated.

*(2) Historical lift data was extracted exclusively from MSC records
and could not be validated from Army sources.:"

*THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY was taken to include an analysis of the Army's long-
range cargo transportation requirements forecasting process and its impact
on budgets and transportation costs.
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THE STUDY OBJECTIVE was to develop cost effective systems and methods for
improving the forecasting of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation
requirements.

THE BASIC APPROACH followed in this study can be defined as: research was
conducted into the nature and extent of the forecasting problem, to identify
its impact, and its systemic and methodological causes. Several alternative
systems were evaluated based on their relative costs and efficiency. Then
a series of mathematical techniques was evaluated for suitability as fore-
casting tools. Two of the techniques, the Box-Jenkins and Winters models,
were used to forecast the 1982 cargo transportation requirements based on
1977 to 1981 MSC cargo lift data.

REASONS FOR PERFORMING THE STUDY are mainly as follows: recent forecasts
of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation requirements have been in-
accurate. As a consequence MSC industrial funds have incurred significant
losses and the MSC controlled fleet was not efficiently utilized for cargo
transport. This study was directed to develop methods to improve the fore-
casts.

THE STUDY SPONSOR was the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, who also
established the objectives and monitored the study activities.

THE STUDY EFFORT was directed by LTC James N. Keenan, Strategy, Concepts
and Plans Directorate.

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS may be directed to CAA, ATTN: Assistant Director
for Strategy, Concepts and Plans.
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THE PRINCIPAL FINDINGS of the work reported herein are as follows:

(1) The transportation workload forecasting system has produced
inaccurate forecasts resulting in inefficient Military Sealift Command
(MSC) industrial fund operations.

(2) Accurate forecasting of cargo transportation requirements can be
accomplished by forecasting at a single activity.

(3) Either HQ Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) or HQ, US
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command (DARCOM) is a suitable
location for a single point forecasting activity.

(4) The Box-Jenkins and Winters Forecasting Models can provide
accurate forecasts when used in conjunction with program information.

(5) Changes to the allocation of transportation account codes and
requirements for forecasting shipping mode are also required to improve
forecasting accuracy.

THE MAIN ASSUW4TION on which the work reported herein rests is that trans-
portation workload forecasting requirements, contained in JCS Publication
15, would not be changed.

THE PRINCIPAL LIMITATIONS of this work which may affect the findings are as
follows:

(1) Only the forecasting of peacetime over-ocean surface cargo trans-
portation requirements was evaluated.

(2) Historical lift data was extracted exclusively from MSC records
and could not be validated from Army sources.

"" THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY was taken to include an analysis of the Army's long-
range cargo transportation requirements forecasting process and its impact
on budgets and transportation costs.
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- THE STUDY OBJECTIVE was to develop cost effective systems and methods for
improving the forecasting of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation
requirements.

THE BASIC APPROACH followed in this study can-be defined as: research was
conducted into the nature and extent of the forecasting problem, to identify
its impact, and its systemic and methodological causes. Several alternative

* systems were evaluated based on their relative costs and efficiency. Then
a series of mathematical techniques was evaluated for suitability as fore-
casting tools. Two of the techniques, the Box-Jenkins and Winters models,
were used to forecast the 1982 cargo transportation requirements based on
1977 to 1981 MSC cargo lift data.

REASONS FOR PERFORMING THE STUDY are mainly as follows: recent forecasts
* of Army over-ocean surface cargo transportation requirements have been in-
- accurate. As a consequence MSC industrial funds have incurred significant
* losses and the MSC controlled fleet was not efficiently utilized for cargo

transport. This study was directed to develop methods to improve the fore-
casts.

THE STUDY SPONSOR was the Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, who also
established the objectives and monitored the study activities.

THE STUDY EFFORT was directed by LTC James N. Keenan, Strategy, Concepts
and Plans Directorate.

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS may be directed to CAA, ATTN: Assistant Director
for Strategy, Concepts and Plans.
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